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ABSTRACT
Relaxation phenomena have been studied in, pure iron, Fe-18«65^Crp 
Fe-25/^Ni* Fe-25$Cr and a stabilised Fe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr-Nb alloy over the ‘ 
temperature range 20°C to 1100°C. The individual constituents of the 
complex internal friction peaks have been separated with the help 
of computer.
A Zener relaxation peak has been identified, for the first 
time, in the Fe-25$ Ni system and a high temperature relaxation peak 
was observed in some of the alloy systems investigated. Both relaxation 
processes are discussed in terms of the current theories.
The grain boundary relaxation spectrum has been shown to 
consist of a number of constituent grain boundary relaxation peaks.
Each peak is due to one of the solute or solvent elements making up the 
alloy.
A preliminary investigation was also conducted to determine 
the effect of creep on the grain boundary spectrum of the stabilised 
and unstabilised ternary alloys.
The physical characteristics of these constituent peaks have 
been shown to be dependent on the alloy composition and grain size.
The results are discussed in terms of the "stress induced grain boundary 
migration model” due to Leak which is extended to explain the additional 
effects observed in the present work.
It has been observed that high temperature background damping 
is strongly dependent on the grain size and composition of the alloy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stainless steel containing nominally 20$Cr, 25$Ni, 0®7$Nb and 
0 ®3$C, is the alloy which is being developed for use as a fuel element 
can material in advanced gas cooled reactors,, In order to minimize the 
risk of can failure, it is important that the can should behave in a 
ductile manner in all temperatures up to 750°Cj thus accommodating the 
strains arising from differential expansion between fuel and the can, 
and from creep under the high external pressure of the coolant gas®
The presence of niobium in the steel reduces the solubility of carbon 
in austenite, such that even after solution treatment at 1300OC, the 
degree of carbon supersaturation is low and nucleation of precipitates 
is correspondingly difficult®
Precipitation in the region from 700 to 900°C is principally nucleated 
at grain boundaries and at dislocations within the grains® The main purpose 
of the relatively high nickel content (25$) in the stabilised alloy is to 
stabilise theasLsttenite with respect to ferrite and sigma phase at the 
operational temperature of the reactor0 The high nickel content also has
the effect of increasing the stacking fault energy of the austenite from
2 2 (l)
15 ergs/cm to approximately 25 ergs/cm , so that the mode of
precipitation of NbC on the stacking faults would be expected to be of
reduced importance®
In the reactor the alloy must sustain stresses at these high temperatures
(750°C), and will deform under the applied stress,, Fracture initiation
in the material is expected to occur as a result of the build up of internal
stresses at grain boundariesc The behaviour of grain boundaries under an
oscillating stress is therefore of importance in understanding the mechanical
behaviour of this material®
Grain boundaries in polycrystalline metals give rise to an internal
friction peak d\ie to stress relaxation across the boundaries, which is
absent in a single crystal® This grain boundary relaxation peak is well
known in a number of pure metals and binary alloys® It normally occurs as
a broad relaxation peak on rapidly rising background damping® In dilute
alloys two peaks have been reported which, at higher concentrations, seem
to merge into one very broad relaxation peak®
-14-
It was therefore decided to investigate the grain boundary relaxation 
processes in both stabilised and unstabilised Fe-25$Ni-20$€r alloysg with 
the following objective in minds
To determine the relaxation strengths, activation energy? to elucidate 
the mechanisms causing the grain relaxation peaks 9 and to examine the 
effect of creep on these peaks0
Since the study of grain boundary relaxation effects is the main 
purpose of the investigation they are reviewed separately from other 
relaxation phenomena in the literature survey,.
-15-
2. INTERNAL FRICTION MECHANISMS 
2.1* Introduction
When a material is stressed at a stress considerably below its
yield point then, according to Hooke's law, the resultant strain is
proportional to the applied stress. In practice, however, the strain
lags behind the stress due to various internal mechanisms and the
material exhibits a time dependent elastic after effect. This behaviour
(2)
of a stressed material is known as 'anelastic behaviour' , and is 
particularly sensitive to the presence of physical imperfections, to 
the interaction between them and to the interaction with impurities,, The 
study of this behaviour yields valuable information regarding the 
properties of lattice imperfections in crystalline materials.
2o20 Theory of Relaxation
According to Hooke's law, when a stress (cr) is instantaneously 
applied to a perfectly elastic material it induces an instantaneous 
strain (£) which is proportional to the applied stress,
® * MC 9000000000000(1)
where M is the 4th rank tensor of the elastic coefficients and reduces 
to Young's modulus of elasticity (e) in simple extension or compression, 
and to the shear modulus (g) in torsion, M is assumed to be a scalar 
contant and the stresses and strains are assumed to be scalar functions 
of the space co-ordinates and time.
Considering also the time derivatives of stress and strain, a 
more general kind of viscous phenomena can be described for a
(2)
material referred to as a 'standard linear solid® by Zener and a 'linear
(3)visco-elastic solid' by Nowick . This is given by,
o t T"^ cf — M(^ "I- ^ 2 ^  ^ 0000000 00000(2)
where ^  and ^  are relaxation times0
The standard linear solid model can be represented diagramstically 
as in Figs. 1 and 2. If an instantaneous load is applied to the system,
extension will be governed by the stiffness ©f the springs. The load
across the dashpot will reduce with time so that a gradual relaxation of 
overall stress will occur at constant strain. The history of the 
strain induced by the applied stress is shown in Fig. 2a. Initially upon 
application of a sudden load an instantaneous elastic strain (&Q) is 
produced. Further strain then occurs at constant stress, until the
-16-
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equilibrium value of Mp (M^) is reached,, Removal of the load produces 
a reversal of this sequence with an initial sudden fall in strain by 
an amount followed by a gradual relaxation with time to zero* The 
time dependence of this relaxation is governed by the relaxation time 
(Z^ )s» the "relaxation time under constant stress,," An analagous 
phenomenon occurs on the sudden application of a constant strain (£Q)v 
which is governed by the relaxation time under constant strain^ shown 
in Figo 2b»
In both casesp the "relaxed elastic modulus" (^)p the 
relationship between stress and strain after complete relaxation has 
taken place« Whilst9 the "unrelaxed modulus"9 (Mu) is the initial ratio
of stress to strain.
The relaxation of a system under dynamic or periodic loading 
may be thought of as a dynamic relaxation* The application of a periodic 
force on a system introduces a periodic stress which is represented by
O  “  © 3 C p  ( 3 » ® t )  « e e o < 5 o o e o o o o o o o o ( 3 )
where is the angular frequency of stress application,, Generally 
the strain will not be in phase with the stress if relaxation is 
occurringp but will lag behind the stressp and hence
f» 88 £ exp i (© t05^ ) o o o o o o o c o o o s s o  o  ,(4)
The tangent of the lag angle 0 is simply given by the ratio
(2)between the imaginary and real parts of the modulus' «
ThuSp where
35 ^ 113^ 1 0000000000000*00(5)
0000000000000000and t * J Z1 t 2
. O O
then tan 0 (l +• 0  % ) 0000000000000000(7)
tan 0 reaches a maximum for
”  1  o o o o e o o o o o o o o o o o ( @ )
as shown in Fig* 3*
Where tan 0 (max ) =&X/2T » A m r/2Mr = A/2, In this case A  represents 
relaxation strength of the relaxation process„
For low frequencies (^€< \/%) the modulus approaches the value 
of the relaxed modulus (M^), so under such conditions the strain is 
almost in phase with the stress* Thusp the phase lag is very small and 
hence internal friction low*
At high frequencies 1 / Z) the modulus approaches the value
of the unrelaxed modulus (M^)p as under such conditions the stress is 
changing direction very rapidly in comparison to the time taken for the
i a
n
-19<
+o
log CD'C
FIG 3 FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF INTERNAL FRICTION
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accompanying strain to reach equilibrium conditions,, Thus^sufficient 
time is available for the anelastic strain to atain an equilibrium 
value and the material behaves in an elastic manner*
The physical manifestation of internal friction is the attenuation 
of amplitude in a vibrating isolated solidp where the mechanical energy 
is converted into heat* Logarithmic decrement («) is a parameter 
defining the damping capacity of a material and is given as
£  as l/n (Xn t, A /a } (9)Q O
where Aq is the initial amplitude and A the amplitude at the nth 
cycleo
Thus3 a simple method for studying internal friction is to measure 
the decay of free vibrations of a material tested in torsion* When 
damping is small, the logarithmic decrement is given by
S * A  taSL $ oaoeaeooooaaoo (lO)
By analogy with an electromagnetic circuit 0 is normally denoted 
by The after effect is also accompanied by a dissipation of energy
AW* thus
tan = Cf1 = S A  ® (i/2 K 3 (A w/w) ,, * *, * 0 * *,, 0,, (li)
To obtain the relaxation peak shown in Fig, 3 a variation in
frequency of at least four orders of magnitude would be required0 This
is experimentally difficult* Since the relaxation time (Z) is related
fcy
~ ^  o exp o/E.T 1 2 3
whereto is a constantp Q the activation energy for the process^ R the 
gas constant9 it is possible to obtain a similar curve to Fig* 3 by 
variation of temperature at constant frequency* This is because x  
is related to frequency through equation (8)*
In terms of temperature the logarithmic decrement;, (f)P can be
expressed^^ as
6 “ ^ max Sech t^/1^  ^/T “ *°o<><c0ocoo o t { l 3 )
where ^ is the maximum logarithmic decrement at the peak temperature T « max p
The activation energy Q can be obtained by equation (13) as a
plot of l/sech (£/$ ) against l/T produces a line of slope 0/Romax
The frequency faetor|?o can be employed instead of the relaxation 
constant fo9 so that
0 “ l/ (23C <T©) ooooooooooooo( 14 )
combining (12) and (l4)p gives
Q  o = 0  exp (Q/RT) * * * * * o o * * o * * *(15)
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where the applied frequency, f = l / 2 ^ ^
It follows from equations (12) and (1 4 ) that an accurate 
estimation of activation energy can be obtained by determining peak 
temperatures T^ and at two f r e q u e n c i e s and&?£ respectively, and 
obtaining Q from the following equation,
Q = R la (z/q-l/lj    (X6)
This relationship is true whether or not a standard linear solid is 
involved, because its derivation is only dependent on the fact that 
tan f) is a function of A? through the product 4)tand not on the form of
that function*
From equations (?) and (l2)
Q  —  5(i2 6 /  W"2f » o o o » 9 e o o o o o o (  1 7 )
where the half width (W-j), the width of the logarithmic decrement against 
the reciprocal of absolute temperature curve at half the peak height is 
measured in reciprocal degrees and (q) the activation energy in calories/ 
grm mole. The activation energy obtained, using equation (l7)p is often 
found to be smaller than the true value because mechanical relaxations rarely 
have a unique relaxation time, and can only be described by a distribution 
of relaxation times* Therefore this method gives only a lower limit of the 
activation energy*
An experimentally observed internal friction peak can be regarded
as a superimposition of terms of the form of equation (6), each with
different values of the relaxation time andA(x the relaxation strength*
( 4  5)Recently, Nowick and Berry 9 have shown that such peaks follow a 
Gaussian distribution of relaxation times* Therefore the internal friction 
curve can be separated into individual peaks having single relaxation times 
in the range of cClnr at X  ,
tan JZS (t) » +£>t)2]<*T. .......... (18)
where the anelastic solid can be described by a complex compliance J* 
defined by
J* = £/a = JJO » i J, 0 * 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02
The components and are respectively in phase and out of 
phase with the applied stress and can be measured either as functions of 
(J or more usually of tan 0 e From equation (l9)» it can be shown that
tan 0  ~ J”2^*^ 1 (2 0 )
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A distributive function Y (z) can be defined using the most
realistic distribution considered to be the Gaussian or normal distribution,
The Gaussian distribution expresses a "log normal'1 variation of relaxation
(6)times, as suggested by Wiachert ,
The function can be expressed as
r  (2 ) = x/p Jls ©xp ^ “ (2 /P ) ,,,0 0 ,3 ,0 0 0 5 ,(2 1 )
where the parameter p is defined as the half width of the distribution 
when T  (z) is l/@ of its maximum Y  (O) and is thus an expression of 
the relative width of the peak to that of a single relaxation peak,
In an idealised case where only one relaxation event occurs 
with one relaxation time, only the relaxation magnitude parameter, S j
and X are necessary to describe the event, and therefore (3 = 0,
For experimental curves of versus In X  ^  and (3> 0, the larger the (3
tho greater is the half width of the distribution in log V *
Fig, 4 shows normalised plots of (x fp))for various values 
of p, illustrating the broadening effect with increasing p factor,
Fig, 5 shows how the relative peak heights (2 f^ (0,p)) decreases
and the relative peak width, (r> (p )), increases with increasing p,d 1
r^Cp) is defined as the ratio between th® peak width, (A 2 x Pp) 
measured at (ac )/2, values and the corresponding peak width at 
p = 0,
r2 (p) ~ A 2 x (p)/&2 x (°) X (P)A*44 * 0 •0»• * ..(22)
The distribution parameter p is found using the r2 (p) curve 
when the peak width at one half maximum is known. The p value is 
then used to determine (0,p),. The actual peak height (j^ (o))
is then measured and S determined from the relationship
S j  —  ( Q ) / £ 2  0 e * 0 o 0 « o a 0 o o ( 2 3 )
’whilst the relaxation time (tTm) be determined from equation (8)
The above outline of the theory for the calculation of X m, 
and p is not immediately practically applicable, as the internal 
friction is normally measured as a function of temperature, rather
than frequency j, and tan $ is a more difficult terqi to handle than J9»
i (4)Conversion of to tan p values were made in the consideration
of the variation of $ _ and p with temperature as shown in Table 1J ,
-23-
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TABLE 1
CORRECTIONS TO THE LOCATION AND WIDTH OP THE PEAK
Corrections
For
m  r m  r 1 1 1 1 m  11 —  m  i -ji ■  r ■ i n r i T  .. . n  i
tan 0 to 
conversion 5J (T) P(t )
Peak Location H it £ x =5 RT 1D None Sx = A
2Sn
{ 1 + f A  j)
h/A calculated as 
a function of (3
ASn(l-T7 y
Peak Width None None Negligable
for
AJ\> 1 and 
P> 2
None
In evaluating these corrections* it is necessary to consider the effect 
of the perturbation of a symmetric peak function„ The effect of the 
perturbation is to change the position, height and width of the 
peak t
The effect of a perturbation on the peak height has been 
(4)determined and found to be negligible and a similar conclusion* 
with regard to peak width, allows the calculation of (3 values directly 
from tan 0 curves. Prom the relationship between x and the temperature^ 
for the relative peak width (r^C^))
r 20 )  = ( V 2» « 5 r ) A 2( ^ )  = V \  . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 2 4 )
where is the mean activation energy for the relaxation process,
^2 (^) "kk® Peak width in reciprocal temperature units R is the
universal gas constant and the apparent activation energy calculated
*  ( l? )from the half width of the relaxation peak using equation »
Computations of r~(|3) as a function of j3 have been performed.
Thus, by measuring peak width in reciprocal temperature units, and a
knowledge of the corresponding value of (3 can be determined from
Figo 5o
Temperature dependence corrections are required for the 
relaxation magnitude parameter Sj9 angular frequency^ and the log normal 
distribution factor There are no corrections to the first order of the 
peak width or peak height, and the corrections required for the temperature 
dependent parameters are given in Table 1, The tan 0 to J  ^correction in
“26=
peak shift is important w h e n i s  large even if p is smallp whereas 
for the£j and {3 correctionsp only the p values are important? the 
corrections being small for 2*,
From the grain boundary relaxation theory due to K& 1 the 
relaxation time is proportional to the distance moved by the grain 
boundary during the relaxation process*, The distribution of relaxation 
time can therefore be expected to have the same form as the distribution
(q)
of grain sizes*, A statistical analysis of grain sizes by Saltykov
(9)and grain diameters by Feltham indicates that the grain size in the 
former casep and diameters in the latter case* follow a log normal 
distribution,,
Variation of 6 factor with Temperature
Whenever a relaxation process is controlled by atomic movements 
the relationship given by equation (12) will hold true* Thusp a 
distribution in X i® due to distribution in the temperature independent 
parameter or ia activation energy QP or in both*, Nowick and Berry(4p5) 
have shown that a Gaussian distribution in In with Q constant^ andc
a Gausslaa distribution in Q with X constant gives a Gaussian distribution0
in In T 0 In the former case0 p is found to be independent of temperature
and in the latter case* p varies inversely with temperature*,
The variation of p with temperature can be used to determine
the parameters for the distribution in In IE and those in the activation
® . (5)
energy*, Such a linear variation between p and 1/T has been found for
the Zener relaxation phenomenon in silver-zinc solid solutions*, Cordea 
/ \
and Spretnak have found a similar relationship for grain boundary 
relaxations in pure Alp Cup Ni and Agp but with some scatter in all 
cases*, An attempt by Nowick and Berry to analyse Ke's original work 
had little successp possibly due to the fact that background damping 
was not removed from the original data*,
2*>3« Background Damning
Background damping is one of the more important problems which 
must be considered when investigating high temperature internal friction*. 
High temperature relaxation peaks are always superimposed on a continually 
rising background damping which tends to obscure the true picture of the 
relaxation peaks*, It is therefore necessary to remove the damping before 
accurate analysis of the relaxation peaks can be carried out*,
Damping in real metals arises from a number of sources such as 
dislocationsp impurities and grain boundaries*, Most important amongst 
these defects from the point of view of background damping is the
-27-
con tributioa due to dislocations. Their contribution to background 
damping will therefore be discussed in detail, The internal friction 
apparatus also contributes to the background damping, the magnitude of 
which can be kept at a low value by correct design.
Low temperature Background Damning
Low temperature background damping under cyclic stress arises
principally from the movement of dislocations in the crystal lattice*
It was believed that internal friction at strain amplitudes smaller 
=5 -6
than 10 to 10 wa® independent of the strain amplitude used in the
(ll 12)measurement® However Read 9 showed that internal friction of
annealed and slightly cold worked single crystals of ©epper and zinc is
-7strongly amplitude dependent at a strain amplitude as low as 10 *
Similar results have been reported by Marx and K o e h l e r N o w i c k ^ * ' ^
(15)and by Weinig and Machiin *
The mechanism for this typ« of damping is based on dislocations
pinned by point defects, or dislocation nodes within the metal 6 (a)
(16)Such a mechanism was first suggested by Koehler and modified by 
Granato and Lhcke (^7*18,19)  ^ This likens the oscillation of dislocation 
segments between pinning points under the alternating stress to the 
motion of a vibrating string® A dynamic loss of energy is produced 
due to the damping of the vibrating segments which is independent of 
strain amplitude at very small strains and occurs at temperatures below 
400°K where the contribution from thermally activated processes is small®
This type of damping varies monotonically with temperature and 
is practically independent of frequency in the frequency range below 
1 Kilocycle (14,20,21)^ megacycle range a peak can be produced
but at lower frequencies the internal friction (8 ) is proportional to
5   (25)
where D is the dislocation density, L the average . loop length and CO the 
applied frequency#
v13 13 13 20)The presence of impurities reduces the dislocation damping 9 9 9
of both low and high amplitudes, A relationship was produced by Takahashi^*^ 
such that
mi.
6 = 0 €  o  .(26)
where oC increases with the concentration of impurity atoms.
Small amounts of plastic deformation increases the amplitude 
independent damping where the increase in internal friction arises from 
an increase in dislocation numbers rather than a reduction in distances 
between pinning points.
-28-
FIG 6 THE PINNED DISLOCATION MODEL SHOWING SUCCESSIVE STAGES 
OF THE BOWING OUT AND BREAKAWAY OF A DISLOCATION 
LINE FROM PINNING POINTS
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An activation energy of the type of damping is difficult to obtain 
(22)but Kamentsky reports that such a value must be less than 0o05eV<,
An increase of stress will cause segments of the dislocation
line to be pulled away from the pinning points i0e0 (6b-e)„ This
produces a large increase in strain for a small rise in the oscillating
stress and resulting in amplitude dependent damping,,
Using the assumption that the distance (Ln), between network nodes
is constant for a given specimen and likening the internal friction energy
(17-19)loss to a hysteresis loss, internal friction was shown to be given
by
£ =  ({i2DL*3)/(7S2Lc)j [(K^e<)/(Lc £o)j »xp [(-KTja)/(Lc £ 0)] (27)
where &  is an orientation factor which accounts for the fact that the
resolved shear stress on the slip planes is less than the applied stress,
K is another orientation factor dependent on the stress to produce unpinning,
is Cottrell's misfit factor, 8t the atomic spacing, Lc the mean distance
between pinning points and£o the maximum value of the oscillating strain,,
Amplitude dependent internal friction of this type has been 
CXI 14* 22)shown * 9 to be frequency dependent, to be increased by ,prior cold
work^^®*'^ and to be reduced by impurities0 Veertaam and Salkovitz^^
indicated that in the case of substitutional BoCoC0 alloys some
substitutional atoms will not pin the dislocation line but lie near to it*
Hence the minimum strain at which amplitude independence ceases will be 
lowered*
2o3®2<> High Temperature Background Damning
In metals internal friction is normally observed to increase 
rapidly at high temperatures and to be indpendent of strain amplitude,,
This temperature dependent internal friction is normally called high 
temperature background damping and can be represented by a lew of the 
type
tan 0 = A exp (-Q)/RT »***oo«>o<,<,(28)
where Q is the activation energy for the process which has been reported
as being a much lower value than that of the grain boundary relaxation 
(23-25)process , or of volume diffusion, or of the controlling dislocation
mechanismy>f^the process,, The value of Q in equation (28) can be obtained 
by plotting0 versus l/T when a straight line of slope Q/R will be obtained 
if equation (28) is satisfied,. The value of Q has been reported as
related to the controlling dislocation activation energy Qo by
Q =7\Qo 0900000110(29)
whereTL is a constant over a limited range of temperature. Schoech et al
(Ofi )
conclude that the mechanism is diffusion controlled ,
Measurements carried out on monocrystals at high temperatures show
that at a certain temperature there is a very rapid increase in the
(27=?33)
damping „ It has been shown that the Granato-Lhcke model does not
apply at low frequencies9 as the predictions of the vibrating string
(34)model are incorrect at low frequencies 0
It is likely that the high temperature background damping is 
caused by other processes and is superimposed on an internal friction 
comtributiom arising from the GranatO“Lhck® model, Read and Tsui 
have indicated that the background is caused by dislocation movement 
and found the following characteristics of the additional dislocation 
internal frietiom^12*55^ -
(1) there is no or only a slight frequency dependence
(2) in aluminium the internal friction is relatively 
insensitive to radiation and other pinning points whilst 
the decrement increases in the case of copper,
(3 ) the ratio of the internal friction to the modulus 
defect is different from that of the Granato-Lhcke 
theory,
(4 ) the breakaway strain is larger than that predicted 
by the Gramato-L^cke model0
A number of different contributing mechanisms have been 
p r o p o s e d t o  account for the nature of the high temperature
(27)background damping. Amongst mechanisms suggested are vacancy migration
and dislocation movement 9 ^ 2^  both being effected by impurities^^”^ ^
- . . (36^48)and grain size ,
The rapid rise in high temperature background damping commences
at a temperature of approximately 0*4Tm and increases in an exponential
manner thereafter. The rapid increase in damping at these temperatures
(2 7 )
suggested that vacancies were the main contributory factor. The non 
equilibrium change in vacancy concentration under periodic deformation 
will cause an increase in damping governed by the rate ©£ v«,©amey migration 
which will in turn varies exponentisly with temperatwp«„ This will 
commence at a temperature at which the number- of v»©Mteies will be a 
sufficiently high concentration and it is in exactly this form which 
high temperature background damping behaves, However neither the 
absolute value of the effect nor the activation energy value observed 
agree with the figures predicted by this mechanism.
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A suggestion by k*(36) that dislocations are the main contributory 
factor could be borne out by the fact that the activation energy of the 
damping is sensitive to the previous heat treatment* C®M werking has the 
effect of increasing the background damping but this effect can be 
reduced by annealing prior to testing* Intersections ®f dislecatioms could 
act as effective pinning points and energy loss could arise from the 
movement of intersecting dislocations which requires the generation of 
vacancies*
Any factor which influences the number and movement of dislocations 
in the specimen will result in a change in the level of damping*
Dislocation movement may be restricted by the presence of solute atoms 
in an alloy and hence lower the level of background damping* Damping
(36)has been shown to increase during precipitation of copper in aluminium 9
which would confirm the above remarks* Impurity additions also reduce the
internal friction value^^^*, whilst the damping still follows an
exponential relationship* This may be due to pinning down of dislocations
(30)by point defects9 a premise which is suggested by the increase of
etch pit concentration with increasing time as impurity atoms migrate t®
dislocation limes* At higher temperature9 the dislocation lines would
not be pinned so effectively*, allowing dislocation movement and hence an
increase in damping*
Work originally by later by K * o s t e r t h a t
after preliminary deformation*, the background level is not only dependent
on the degree of deformation but also on the initial grain sizeg A fine
grained metal producing a higher level of background than a coarse grained
metal* Subsequently it had^^9^ ^ ^  been confirmed that high temperature
background damping increases with decrease in grain size*, an effect that
(2)
has been suggested by Zemer to be due to the deformation occurring at 
grain corners*
Possibly the first worker to make a quantitative attempt to remove
the background damping contribution from the overall friction values was 
(47)Postnikov * Working on copper*, nickel*, iron*, cobalt and aluminium*, 
he was able to derive two expressions for background damping* The sum 
of these expressions agreed well with experimental results* For 
pflygfystalXine aluminium he found the following relationship
& - 7V D - . l  I lO"5 + 4.5 I 10“ 5 T (8C)] . . . . .oe«o.oo©.(30)
S - n  fcl.13 x 104/T  (®K)3 x (exp - 8»900/RT) . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 3 l )
The linear equation (30) refers to the energy loss arising from 
apparatus and dislocation hysteresis effects* Equation (3l) refers to the
-32.
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high temperature background contribution and is exponential in nature,
Fig, 1,
For the case of a single crystal, the contribution from defects 
within the crystal is given by
S - n  [7,12 i 104/l (°K)1 (exp - 13,800/RT) ......,..,..(32)
Comparison of equations (3l) and (3 2 ) indicates that higher 
values of logarithmic decrement will be obtained in polycrystalline 
samples* An addition of equations (3 0 ) and (3 2 ) gives values which 
approximate to those of experimental single crystal results*
Fig* 7 shows that grain boundaries contribute t© the background 
hight temperature background damping and therefor© t© the overall internal 
friction values* It is apparent from the literature that further work 
is necessary to elucidate the nature of the high temperature background 
damping*
2*4* High Temperature Peaks
Investigation of the rising background damping at high temperatures
led to the discovery of a high temperature relaxation peak by Marsh and 
(49)Hall s Since then, this peak occurring in the temperature range
between the conventional grain boundary relaxation peaks and the
(lO 38 49^54)melting point, has been reported by a number of workers 9 & ? ,
The peak is present in both pure metals and alloys after annealing at
t ’ - (53)temperatures of approximately 0*8 T. t It was also reported that
m (49)the peak is absent in the presence of impurities * Prolonged annealing 
at high temperatures has been found, at first, to increase the height of 
the peak whilst reducing the conventional grain boundary relaxation peak. 
Both peaks being moved to a higher temperature with increasing annealing
temperature and grain size. Results reported by Datsko and Pavlov
(52) (53)De Morton and by De Mortoa and Leak indicate that in some metals
the peak may be reduced by prolomged annealing at higher temperatures,
after first reaching a maximum at some lower temperature. The high
(49)temperature peak was found to be frequency dependent e
(52653)High temperature relaxation peaks have been reported s to
be 2 to 3 times the width of a single relaxation process* A distribution
in relaxation times is therefore indicated. There also seems to be
evidence of more than one component in an equiaxed alloy and of a variation
(52 53)of activation energy @f th® relaxation mechanism with alloy content 9 ,
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A number of ideas has been suggested to account for the presence
of this relaxation peak^^*^994^*49*'^”'^* In the original work by 
(49)M^rsh and Hall , working on a very pure gold, the high temperature
peak was attributed to secondary recrystallization and the conventional
grain boundary relaxation to primary recrystallization* la a very
coarse grained (0*040 inches) specimen, they observed a sudden increase
in damping at temperatures above the conventional grain boundary peak,
but the high temperature peak was absent* Similar observations were 
(52)made by de Morton * / \
Datsko and Pavlov advanced the idea that the relaxation could 
be due to stress relaxation along the boundaries of mosaic blocks 
throughout the crystal* This model was based upon the fact the height 
of this peak in pure nickel was increased and moved to lower temperatures 
by light cold work* This variation of height and position of the peak 
was explained by the process of splitting and growth of blocks during 
the annealing process* This idea may be incorrect, for they also 
reported that the high temperature peak and the conventional grain 
boundary peak increased with strain annealing* Furthermore, using the 
theory of Datsko and Pavlov, it is difficult to explain the disappearance 
of the high temperature peak in the large grain sizes specimens of Marsh 
and Hall^49 *^
The migration of imparity atoms to dislocations and mosaic block
boundaries makes the relaxation process more difficulte This has been/ \
suggested to explain the movement of the high temperature peak to 
higher temperatures, when aluminium was added to pure nickel* Uyrs 
further additions, the peak disappeared completely*
Datsko and Pavlov°s model appears more reasonable than that 
advanced by workers at Ohio State University 9^ 994^^, who attribute 
the peaks found in pure copper, silver and gold to minute solute 
concentrations at particular types of grain boundary* The absence of 
the peak in nickel was attributed to the fact that nickel was less 
affected by small amounts of impurities* It seems difficult to accept
this explanation, particularly in view of the presence of the peak both
(49o52053) (54)in pure gold and in copper gold alloys 9 p * Shapoval is
also in disagreement with the model proposed by the workers of Ohio State
University* Working on aluminium, magnesium, and copper, he found that
repeated measurements were necessary to produce a stable peak in magnesium,
and produced evidence to suggest that vacancies play some part in the
relaxation process*
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The latest work on the high temperature peak advances the idea
(52 53)that relaxation is due to sliding at the grain boundaries * e The 
increase in relaxation strength with composition arising from the 
smoothing out of boundary irregularities by the adsorption of solute 
atoms of different size on the alloy boundaries. This mechanism does 
not, however, explain the difference in high temperature peak behaviour 
between gold and copper after similar annealing treatments at 1,000°C; 
the copper peak increasing in height whilst the gold peak decreased.
Each of the models advanced explains in part the phenomena 
observed. It is obvious that grain boundaries take part, to some 
extent, in the relaxation process, and it is probable that the 
dislocation structure of the grain interior exerts a powerful 
influence, Cognizance must also be shown of the effect of solut® atoms, 
impurities and vacancy concentrations, A considerable amount of work 
remains to be done before this peak is satisfactorily understood*
2o5 Zener Relaxations
Internal friction peaks due to the ordering of substitutional
(55)solute atoms were first reported by Zener in 1943 « A single
crystal of alpha brass gave a peak at 420°C (600 c/s) and which was
explained in terms of the rotation of pairs of zinc atoms under the
applied oscillating stress, Since then peaks have been reported in
(56)a number of alloys which have been reviewed by Entwistle and
(57-63)by Nowick, Seraphim, Berry and co-workers a Most of the
work was carried out on mom ferrous I\C=CS metals. However, sora® 
work has been reported on B0C0CU metals and ferrous metals «
The model proposed by Zener in 1947^"^ was basad on the
idea that in PSC.C« solid solutions a single solute atom would produce
spherical distortion of its 12 nearest neighbours, and would not show 
tendency t© migrate under an oscillating stress, However, a pair of 
atoms would give rise to anisotropic distortion which would, according 
to Zener, be greatest along the pair axis0 These pairs could have six 
possible orientations; three of thess, ©ailed the P pairs, art along 
•directions at cos JT/Fto tht [XlO direction (e^g, the Q.10] 
direction), and the three a pair® are perpendicular to the £lllj 
direction (ecg„ th« fjioj direction)* Thus, an applied stress in the 
ill direction would favour a lowering of the energy of these p type 
pairs, which are more closely aligned to the [ill] direction than the 
n type pairs. Equilibrium is maintained in the lattice by rotation of 
some of the n pairs into the p positions. Thus, due to the diffusion
=36-
controlled and time dependent nature of the process, an internal 
friction peak would result. The following relationship has been 
observed between the diffusion coefficient (d ) and relaxation time 
of the process
D = ^ a eoa90ooeoooo»«(3v
where a is the lattice parameter and 5f a geometrical constant determined
by the exact mechanism, The values Qf^0(lO^ Secs) normally obtained
are consistent in magnitude with a process of atom migration over one
atomic distance*
The peak height increases approximately as the square of the
concentration C at low concentration and at high concentrations as 
2 2C (l - C) , Strong temperature and orientation dependence of the 
peak height in single crystals has been reported by Berry Fig, 8*
The greatest relaxation strength ie i m  a tensile strain is th® (lOC| 
direction contrary to the [jLljQ direction predicted by Zener5s theory* 
Solute atom pairs also lose meaning at high concentrations greater 
than 20^, where the strongest Zener relaxations are observed and where 
solute atoms are more likely to be associated as complex groups„ Zener 
has also shown that a general dependence of the relaxation strength 
(»M) can be obtained by allowing the ordering energy to depend on P 
the state of order and on the stress, i0e0
4M  a 2 $ = To/(T « Tc) „ 0 9. oe 0 o 0 o, o, (34)max
where To is a constant for the system and Tc is the critical ordering 
temperature,, However, the relationship between Tc and To expressed 
by Zener as functions of temperature is rather unsatisfactory, as one 
might expect Tc to be the property of the alloy involved, whilst To 
depends on crystal orientation,,
(58 70)Objections have been made to Zener*s theory 0 . Firstly,
Zener*s theory, by ignoming atomic compressibilities, suggest that 
a relaxation will not occur in a solid solution obeying Ytgard’s law, , 
as the average lattice dimensions parallel and perpendicular t© a give®, 
solute pair will be identical* Secondly, there is no apparent reason 
for the value of unity assigned to r in Zener5s expression for the 
relaxation strength
A M  = WE  ap2 ( ™  )2/ 4KT ..c o . . ......(35)u np '
where m is the number of solute pairs per unit volume, E^ Young*s 
modulus, 6 the distortional strain of n p pairs of solute atoms
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aligmed in a preferential d i r e c t i o n  and d«/dnp is related to the
(RR 70 ^
relative change of lattice parameter with composition,. Theories p
have therefore been postulated to avoid the inaccuracies of Zener*s
(?0)theory, Le Clair and Lomer assume that anelasticity arises from
stress induced change in the degree of local order. The degree of
short range order was described in terms of total configurational
energy,, embodied by the like and unlike atomic bonds between pairs of
nearest neighbour atoms. Each bondp iae0 AA9 BB„ ABP has its own
characteristic energy9 WAA0 ^4 3 » and degre® ©f order is
determined by the energy of mixing Ec„ Where Ec s W^A + WBB " 2WAB
and is zero for a random solution* Straining leads to a change in the
equilibrium order and the production of an anelastic strain. Experimental
work^^ on alpha solid solutions of Cu-Zn and Ag~Zn showed good agreement
between theoretical and measured values of the relaxation strength, whilst
(71)the work of Child and Le Clair endorses the concentration dependence
2 2
of the relaxation strength with C ' (1-cr by the theory,
(57)Nowick and Seraphim have sh@wm that the pair reorientation 
theory actually predicts that relaxation strength is determined by 
the deviation from Vegard”s law, rather than by the size factor9 when one 
assums that values d^  and d^g can be assigned to the lengths of the
AAf BB and AB bonds which are independent ©f solute concentration,, and 
that short range order is zero in the solid solution, ThusP the 
interatomic spacing d of the alloy is the mean bond length which is given 
as a function of the concentration C9 i0e, the solute mole fraction
d = £20 ( l - c 3  + C2dBB + ( l -C )2 dM  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 3 6 )
This can be expressed as
d = «= ^2 ^ ^ 0 0 0 *0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 , (37)
where is a measure of the size factor or fractional increase in 
lattice spacing per unit concentration in dilute solid solutions„ given 
by
K1 55 2 d^AB ” dA A ^ dAA 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 (38)
and is a convenient measure of deviation from Vegards law,
K2 = f?dAB " d^AA + S b O  ^dAA , *,,,,,,,, 0,,, (39)
Unfortunately9 the theory of directional order of Le Clair 
and Lomer9 like that of Zenerp does not predict the observed orientation 
dependence (Fig, 8 ) i<,e, that the relaxation strength is greater for a
tensile strain in the ^100j direction0 Later De Jomg^^ modified
Zener8s theory of atom pairs9 and showed that the directions of greatest
distortion aroumd a solute atom pair is perpendicular to the pair axisp
i*e* in the [lIqJ direction* Thus,, De J©mg indicated that all p@ssitl§
pair orientations would have the maximum distortion in a |[lO©J type of
direction^ and hence an applied stress favours ordering of pair axis
into the direction nearest to that of the applied tensile strain*
ThuSp the orientation dependence of the relaxation strengths, due to
pair reorientationp will be greatest in the j[X00][ direction and zero
in the [lllj direction* ;
Zemer relaxation peaks have not been widely studied in ferrous 
(6§«6@)alloys 0 This may in part be due to the interference of
(gy)
magneto-elastic damping effects* Such effects were found ' in
Fe-Al alloys to increase background damping,, and to increase the
scatter in individual measurements* The effect was most pronounced in
low aluminium content alloys and led to high values of relaxation
strength* Am applied static axial tension was required to avoid magnetic
effects and obtain the reported values for relaxation strength and
activation energy* The temperature dependence of the relaxation strength 
(6 )
tended to vary § an unusual occurrence for Zener relaxations* This
effect,, along with lowT values reported,, were attributed to the affect
® (gc gg) (6s)
©f magnetic ordering on the diffusiomal mechanism% 9 w’- * Barramd
has recently reported higher X values of lCf^°^ for Zener relaxations
for an Fe=22*5^Cr alloy in the presence of a field of 100 oersted*
This is a reasonable value for a process involving unit atomic displacements*
It is likely that erroneous values were derived in most previous work on
ferrous materials as the Zener relaxation peak, occurs in close proximity
to the grain, b@umdary relaxation peak* Such close proximity to a much
stronger relaxation phenomena could possibly have led to erroneous
results due to inaccurate removal of background damping and the grain
boundary peak contribution*
-40-
3.
3.1.
GRAIN BOUNDARY MECHANISMS
Grain Boundary Structure
The important influence of grain boundaries on the mechanical
properties of metals has become increasingly evident in recent years*
All mechanical properties of metals rely„ to some extent* upon the
grain size and physical structure of the metal or alloy at the grain
boundary* Internal friction has begun to contribute additional information
regarding the mechanism of grain boundary migration and indirectly to the
structure of grain boundaries only a brief review of grain boundary structure
is therefore warranted here as several comprehensive reviews have recently(73-75)
been published on grain boundary properties and structure
3®lol* Low Angle Boundaries
Low angle boundaries can adequately be described in terms of
two dimensional dislocation networks9 which give the correct variation
of grain boundary surface free energy with the angle of misorientation*
(77)This type of structure was originally put forward by Burgems and
(*70
subsequently described by other workers p * This model has not 
been radically altered since then* Considerable work has been carried 
" ’ ’ '" ’ ’ ‘ ” L *■ ire metals and alloys* which was
wall may consist of super lattice dislocations extended along the plane 
or perpendicular to it* depending on the antiphase boundary variation 
with orientation* As the angle of misfit increases9 the wall composed 
of vertically extended dislocations is favoured* the extension being 
equal to one half of the spacing between superlattice dislocations*
Thus* effectively the boundary is disordered*
3»lo2* High Angle Boundaries
(73)High angle boundaries have five degrees of freedom § three 
of these define the angle and axis of misorientation of the grainsp and 
the other two the rotation of the boundary plane* The boundary surface 
will rarely9 if ever* be plane* Thus* a description of its structure 
must be advanced which can explain the structure of a region of 20 to 
1000& enveloping the core of the boundary*
reviewed by Amelinekx and Uekeyssor^ „ In the only reported work for ordered 
a l l o y s i t  was suggested that for small tilt angles, the grain boundary
-41-
Current ideas on high angle grain boundaries are developed 
from early work by Hargreaves and Hill^®^, who suggested that the grain 
boundary was a narrow region of one to two atoms wide* where the atoms 
occupied positions midway between those of the lattice positions of
the grains on either side of the boundary, Even earlier work by
( 82 )
Rosenhain seems remarkably accurate, where he suggested that grain 
boundaries in metals may be considered as an intergranular amorphous 
cement layer. The theory was obviously based on the fact that grain 
boundaries in a metal behave as if they are regions of strength at low 
temperature and high deformation rate, but are regions of weakness at 
high temperatures and low deformation rate, which is precisely the 
behaviour of amorphous or viscous materials.
The study of grain boundary movement has led to other models 
such as the "liquid boundary model," due to  ^ K# found a
good relationship between the rates of sliding extrapolated to the 
melting point and the value calculated for crystals separated by a 
layer of liquid of the same thickness (approximately one atomic diameter), 
as the boundary, Mott proposed a misfit model based on the 
supposition that high angle boundaries consist of islands of good fit,
Mott assumed that the islands of good fit have negligible resistance 
to sliding. Since slip in a perfect lattice does not occur easily, 
he proposed that the regions of good and bad fit must be constantly 
shifting their positions. The slip in this model is occurring by the 
disordering or melting of the atoms around an island of good fit. The 
relaxed shear stress must then be thrown on to the unslipped region and, 
in particular, on to the unslipped region near to the slipped area.
This would cause the area of stress concentration to become effectively 
a dislocation moving along the boundary and reduce the resistance to 
shear locally, Mott however left the details of his model rather vague, 
consequently subsequent workers have tended to report his work in a 
too simplified form.
Local variations in boundary structure were given a more
( 86^
precise meaning by Read and Schockley , who used a description in 
terms of two arrays of dislocations, a dense dislocation array and a 
low density array. With increasing boundary angle, dislocations increase 
rapidly in density at grain boundaries and collect in bunches described
”42“
as areas of highly distorted lattice0 The critical angle at which 
this occurs depends on the grain orientation, crystal structure and 
elastic properties of the metal* Rod-like areas of highly distorted 
crystal lattice are separated by relatively undistorted areas,, With 
further increase in the angle © the areas of highly distorted crystal
lattice increase in density and finally coalesce into flat areas9 tens
(87 }
or hundreds of atoms broad* This model proposed by Smoluchowski \ 
in order to explain grain boundary diffusion, proposed a dislocation
( RR ^
model which corresponds tc the model of Mott for high angle boundaries
/ go]
More recently Li^ modified the "dense arrav" dislocation 
model of the symmetric tilt boundary due to Shockley^® to take into 
consideration the stress field of the dislocation corec By this model 
Li explained a number of physical properties in terms of the interaction 
between the cores of the dislocations and the properties of the cores 
themselves, The model reduces to the dislocation model at low angles 
and provides for amorphous behaviour at high angles* At a critical 
angle of misfit, where 7^ r0/& - where r^ is the radius of the cor© 
and h the spacing between dislocations, the cores of the individual 
dislocations touch each other* An increase in the angle by a few degrees 
above the critical angle causes the cores of the dislocations to combine 
into a slab, regarded as the "core" of the boundary, as illustrated in 
Fig* 9» The width of the slab increases with the sine of half the angle 
of misfit* After the formation of the slab, the energy required to change 
the structure of the boundary to contain dislocations of higher strengths 
than one, is very small* Thus, the boundary can continuously assume a 
more and more random structure* Such a boundary is considered to have 
an amorphous character and to contain a number of jogs distributed 
randomly and increasing in number, when the angle increases and thus 
affecting the mechanical properties* The concept of slabs, proposed 
by Li, is however rather difficult to imagine in a physical sense*
The above discussion has been mainly concerned with the three 
degrees of freedom required for rotation of the grains* One must also 
consider the two degrees of freedom required to define the rotation
/  v
of the boundary plane* Ogilvie , in his work on the continuity of 
slip lines across grain boundaries in ©<, brass and aluminium, found 
that over half of the crystal pairs in random aggregate are orientated
FIG* 9 STRUCTURE OF A TILT BOUNDARY FOR r = b/2 (Li88)
©
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so that at least one range of positions of their common boundary will be 
favourable to slip line crossing. Continuity was found to occur across 
a straight boundary, provided the lines of intersection of the slip plane 
of the boundary are within 2$ of one of the directions [lio], [jL12[ or
adjacent grains. The increasing number of boundaries, across which 
slip took place, observed with increasing annealing time for a given 
degree of deformation and in the absence of prefered orientation was
crystals.
Since slip lines can cross a boundary under certain conditions, 
the effect of boundary configuration on the plastic properties when 
crossing is possible will not be as great as that of a random boundary,
(qo)and will therefore affect the elastic limit, Russian workers' '
examined slip bands in Si alloys, and found good continuity for
all small angle boundaries. In the case of high angle boundaries, on
the other hand, slip bands associated with edge dislocations gave the
(9l)best continuity, However, Davies et al working on pure aluminium, 
were unable to confirm Ogiivie's conditions of boundary orientations 
favourable to slip band continuity, indicating that the boundary line 
must deviate by less than 15° to produce continuity of slip bands,
(92)
Ogilvie has since questioned their conclusions,
(93)Similar ideas have been expressed by Kronberg and Wilson ,
in explaining their proposal that certain rotations around specific
axes permit some atoms to appear to belong to the lattice of both
grains. In so doing the atoms form a type of super lattice common to
the two grains. In the super lattice the atoms are arranged on a
regular two dimensional arrangement belonging to the lattice of both
crystals. For cubic crystals a rotation of 38° about the and 23°
about the Eoo) directions would produce such a boundary. Such coincident
(94)lattice site type of boundaries were shown by Aust and Rutter to 
have an activation energy almost independent of tin content in lead-tin 
alloys, whilst the activation energy of the random boundaries was 
higher and varied with tin content,
(95 9From field-ion microscope studies on tungsten, Brandon et alx * 
suggested that grain boundaries could be considered as a sum of coincidence
site boundaries, as proposed by Kronburg and Wilson, and a dislocation
for each grain, although not necessarily the same direction in
attributed to change of orientation of the boundaries relative to the
-45-
(86)
sub boundary superimposed upon it. When a boundary does not lie 
in the most densely packed planes of the corresponding coincidence 
lattice, it will take up a stepped structure with the sub boundary 
dislocation added to the coincidence lattice to form a low angle 
boundary of an appropriate misorientation. The model leads naturally 
to a fit and misfit model of the boundary, where good fit regions are 
those in which the boundary follows the most densely packed planes in 
the coincidence lattice. Whilst the steps and sub boundary dislocations 
make up the bad fit region,, In a later p a p e r B r a n d o n  examined some 
of the consequences and limitations of the model, and concluded that the 
model does not give a general description of a high angle boundary, 
and that it is unlikely that such a model is possible at the present 
time, Brandon also pointed out that approximately 40?° of all high 
angle boundaries would be of the coincidence lattice type and that the 
model appears to be fairly accurate for cubic crystals,
(97)Slopping ledges or protrusions were also observed in
pure tungsten by a field ion microscope, but these were more complex
than those of the model due to Brandon 0 An application of Brandon's
model to these results did not produce the correct plane for the observed
protrusions, and it was suggested that the presence of some dislocations
in the boundary could account for the absence of the ledges proposed by
Brandon ^ 9 Gifkins^*^8”^88 ,^ using field-ion microscopy,
developed a theory, based on the presence of such ledges or protrusions,
( BS ^
predicting an island model similar to that put forward by Mott ,
In this model, islands of good fit were surrounded by channels of bad
fit, one to two atoms wide, made up of relaxed vacancies, Gifkins'
calculations assume that good fit is obtained across the islands over
a region of 5 to 6 atoms wide. These islands were likened to the
(97)previously observed protrusions. He suggested that in a randomly 
orientated boundary between two misorientated grains a number of islands 
of good fit change to one of the planes, satisfying Ogilvie's^8^  
orientation for slip continuity. The observed ledges and protrusions 
were considered t© be small microfacets or channels of bad fit. These 
microfacets were described as regions where accumulated atom to atom 
strain is concentrated. Such a concept seems difficult to imagine, but 
could possibly describe the observed islands in terms of microfacets 
rotated around several different axis and joined by a strip containing
-46-
the channel of bad fit.
Theories of high angle grain boundary structures seem confined
to cubic materials and at the present time there does not seem to be a
universal theory capable of expressing all of the observed effects,
However the advent of field ion microscopy has provided a tool which
can study grain boundaries in the detail required. More recent work
has tended to show the grain boundary structure to be an extension of
(7 R1 ^
the island model proposed by early workers 9 ” , Whilst the exact
details are uncertain9 high angle boundaries seem to consist of islands 
of dissordered structure surrounded by areas of perfect lattice. The 
addition of dislocations tending to modify this structure and, therefore, 
to effect mechanical properties of the metal possibly by the activation 
of a dislocation source within the grain boundary *
3,2, Grain Boundary Relaxation
3,2,1, The Relaxation Phenomenon
(83 ) was the first worker to observe a damping peak in
polycrystalline specimens (Fig, 10)9 which was absent in specimens
(102)of single crystals. His work may have been influenced by Zener 
who suggested the possibility of grain boundary relaxation. Since 
then, many investigators have attempted to determine the exact 
mechanism for the grain boundary relaxation phenomenon in a wide 
variety of materials. At present, processes responsible for grain 
boundary relaxation are reasonably well understood, but as yet there 
is no universally accepted theory,
(7 83)Ke's original experiments 9 were conducted on aluminiumf / ijy/*  ^ \ / *7/*\
and later extended to magnesium , copper 9 alph^l'l^ass and 
alpha-iron9 6 ^, He described a model in which the grain
boundary is considered to consist of numerous disordered groups of 
atoms or diffused holes and showed that grain boundaries behave 
viscously at high temperatures. The shear strain across the grain 
boundary being relaxed by a sliding action, when the relative rate of 
movement of the grains could be expressed as
V = A o exp (-Q/rt)   .««.(40)
where V is the velocity of slip, A a constant o the shear stress, Q the 
activation energy of the sliding process, R the gas constant and T the 
absolute temperature,
-47-
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By assuming that the boundary layer was flat and on# at@® 
thick (d) and of linear dimentions9 similar to the grain diswetear 
Ke postulated that the coefficient of viscosity was given by
n = dG t/d (41)v / * *  o o o o o o o o o o o o e o  \ ‘fX /
where G is the unrelazed shear modulus and Z the relaxation time0 
The value for the viscosity when extrapolated to the melting point9 
gave good agreement with the viscosity of the liquid metal at the 
melting point,, Equation (41) was modified by S m i t h w o r k i n g  
with pure tin over the temperature range -150°C t@ 150°CP to give
T'l - 6dGlT/D 0900000000 «oo.(42)
)| is a temperature dependent function given by
o exp (Q/RT ) oooooooooooo..(43)
where Q is the activation energy of the viscous slidingo 
From equations (42) and (43) one obtains
(D I|@/6dG) exp (q/r t) „.. o.. •....o. • (44)
Since $ is a function of (equation (?)) i0eo
f((Wi>y/(6dej exp
the grain boundary relaxation peak is a function of the grain diameter (d ).
Assuming dp -G'‘andt|0 to be independent of temperature in the 
region of Tpp the peak temperature,, where is unity and the value of 
8 a maximum^ ¥& showed that graphical plots of Into versus l/T for 
constant frequency of vibration (<«?) in both cases9 should give a straight 
line of slope Q/R. From the above slope the activation energy of the 
process could be determined. K^Bs work indicated that a variation of 
grain size was equivalent to a variation in frequency with respect to 
its effect on peak temperature.
The conclusions drawn by Kt from his work^ ^ 6 P839849103pl©4pl06)
were that the activation energy for grain boundary slip was the same as
that for volume self diffusion,, and for steady state creep in single
i XO 5 X 107)crystals. Some confirmation has been obtained that for aluminium1 9 9
and n i c k e l 51*108) activation energies for the grain boundary 
relaxation and volume self diffusion are comparable. However, work 
on copper(l0’23,24’46’51’107)» ailv.r(l0»51»109), tin(l05«110\  niek,l(23’24> 
aluniniua^44^ ,  gold^49\  and iron did not .oafira this identity.
“49=
In these metals better agreement was obtained between activation energies 
for grain boundary relaxation and grain boundary self diffusion
Shortly after Kt“5s model was introduced* Mott proposed his 
"island” theory for the structure of grain boundaries,, A boundary 
between crystallites was regarded as an interface along which islands 
of good atomic fit alternate with areas of bad fit® At such boundaries 
slip occurred as a result of disordering or melting of the atoms around 
the islands of good fit® The free energy necessary to do this will 
approach zero at the melting point and nL at the absolute zero* where 
L is the latent heat of fusion® For small stresses the rate of slip 
is given by
“V* = V £(a^nWer)/(KtJ exp (ml) (KT^) exp (-*l )/(k t ) ® ® • ®«<> ® ® ® ®. ® (45)
where a/2 is the distance to the potential barrier separating one 
equilibrium position from the next* W the area for atom K* Boltzman® s 
constant* V the frequency of atomic vibration* T the melting point®
The activation energy for the process was set equal to nL* 
where n is tjhe number of atoms in an island of good fit* The physical 
significance of m is in question, because its presence was not observed 
experimentally,,
N o w i c k i n t r o d u c e d  the concept that stress relaxation 
across an interface is readily described by considering an idealised 
interface located within the metalo The application ©f a shear stress 
to such a specimen produces a state of uniform stress throughout the 
material* which relaxes with time across the incoherent interface by 
slipping until the stress there is reduced to zero® The shear stress 
becomes redistributed so that it is concentrated along the edges of 
the interface,, This state is indicated schematically in Fig® 11®
Lines of force represent the stress field such that the number of lines 
cutting across a unit area is proportional to the shear stress® Because 
of the increased stress at the ends* the overall shear strain in the 
material is increased as a result of relaxation process® Upon release 
of the stress* the existence of a reverse stress across the interface 
results in the restoration of the material to its original state®
The material therefore behaves like a standard linear solid 
and the time of relaxation* X » is proportional to the linear dimension 
of the interface* but the temperature dependence of^* and hence the
Lines
Interface
Sphere of 
Relaxation
PIG* 11 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OP A RELAXED INTERPACE (NOWICK112
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activation energy, is independent of the size of the interface if the 
unit mechanism of the process is the same throughout the specimen*
Fig* 11 shows that in the relaxed condition the shear stress undergoes 
a significant decrease in an approximately spherical region whose 
cross-section is outlined by the dashed circle* This region is known 
as "the sphere of relaxation*”
there will be a regular array of such interfaces in which relaxation 
or "viscous slip** would be held up at the edges, and corners, where 
the boundaries meet* The spheres of relaxation will not overlap 
significantly, which means that each interface responds to stress 
independently of the others* The relaxation peak due to grain boundaries 
is therefore a simple superimposition of the contributions due to the 
individual interfaces and as the linear dimension of all interfaces 
are not the same, the internal friction peak is broader than that for 
a single relaxation time*
is due to induced grain boundary migration, rather than viscous sliding* 
The boundary is considered to be an irregular array of dislocations* 
r* ■ ’ " " reported to move reversibly under
occurs by single atom jumps or by climb and boundary diffusion* The
resultant strain lags behind the applied stress, giving rise to the
observed internal friction peak* A model based on this suggestion
has been extended by Barrand to explain the effects of increased 
( Aft 11 & ^
chromium additions 9 on the grain boundary relaxation process in 
iron-chromium alloys*
Following the dislocation model due to Brandon and assuming 
the grain, boundary to be a network of edge dislocations moving reversibly 
under the action of an applied oscillating stress into neighbouring grains, 
and by an extension of leak's ideas for the grain boundary damping
process, Barrand explains his results in that associated atomic 
arrangement could produce a unique relaxation with associated relaxation 
time* When the proportion of solute atoms is small, a certain proportion 
of grain boundaries or grain boundary regions, depending on the
Nowick postulates that in an annealed polycrystalline metal
An alternative, and more recent, mechanism proposed by Leak
i °t T A  »
and by Miles and Leak , is based on a process where the relaxation
Under oscillating stress migration
-52-
misorientation across the bimmdary* will contain no solute atoms0 Two 
damping peaks would therefore be expected* i*e* that due to the movement 
of grain boundaries requiring diffusion of solvent atoms only and that 
due to the regions where the degree of misorientation is high* where 
such grain boundary movement involves diffusion of either solute or 
solvent atoms in a high concentration of solute atoms* An increase 
in solute atoms would increase the solute grain boundary contribution,,
Barrand indicated that further increase of solute content would cause 
the solvent peak to disappear completely* Thus leaving a single very 
broad peak* due to the solute grain boundary contribution alone*
3*2,2« Factors Affecting Grain Boundary Relaxations
Since the work of K#* a great deal of work has been d o 9 *39=42*51)
to determine the exact relationship between grain boundary relaxation
peak and the grain size* The hypothesis due to K&* (equation (40)*
has been largely disproved because work on iron * nickel ^ ^ *  copper
and iron-chromium alloys showed that measurements over a
comprehensive range of grain sizes fit better into a relationship 
2
where D is used instead of D* The original suggestion in this
(ill)respect was that due to Starr et al * who proposed a relationship 
of the type
G/Gu = t (ad1*86 exp Q/rt] ..............(46)
where A is a parameter associated with the mechanism and entropy of
10activation for relaxation (and approximates to 10 for aluminium)p 
I) the grain diameter* (O the frequency of vibration* and Q the activation 
energy* Since then the work at Manchester University9 9^ 4) has 
consolidated this idea*
This review has* so far* mainly been concerned with grain 
boundary effects in pur® metals* The grain boundary relaxation phenomena 
has also been investigated in a number of solid s o l u t i o n s *42*46*
48*116*109*1119117=120)^ order to determine the effect of solute content
on the relaxation process* In all cases the significant effect of the 
addition of a solute element has been the suppression of the grain 
boundary peak* of the pure solvent metal* and an introduction of a 
second peak at higher temperatures* The second peak is normally referred
-53=
to as a solute grata boundary peakG In dilute alloys9 both peaks occur 
indicating that the processes causing the peaks were independent of 
one another* The effect of the alloying elements upon the solvent 
peak appears to vary* In the case of copper base alloys^ 
the effect was to reduce the height of the peak with increasing solute 
content* WhereasP in the case of iron-chromium a l l o y s 9  ^p with 
increasing chromium content the solvent (iron) peak moved to higher 
temperatures,, The activation energy for the grain boundary relaxation 
process found from frequency shift measurements is in most cases less 
than that for volume diffusion,, In addition to thisP the activation 
energy of the solute grain boundary relaxation peak increases with 
increasing solute concentration9 sometimes approaching a masfimira:C^p39p46) 
The increase of activation energy for the grain boundary relaxation 
process in titanium binary a l l o y s was shown to be a function of 
the solvent-solute misfit* Ternary alloys were tested which had various 
amounts of solutes of different atomic sizep and it was found that 
solutes with both negative and positive size factors migrate to the 
grain boundary* Below the solubility limits combinations of solutes 
caused cumulative effects im the variation of activation energyp peak 
height and peak temperatures of the grain boundary relaxation peak* 
Although these studies substantiated the boundary model consisting of 
large and small holes which act as low energy sitesg it was observed 
that the effects were not simply additive*
The relaxation strength of the process is found by most 
workers to increase with increasing solute content* StarJet a l ^ ^ \  
for very low solute concentrations,, found an almost linear increase 
of activation energy with magnesium content up to l*62*Ai* perqen^* 
However,, conflicting evidence has been reported by Bisseleches p 
working with aluminium-magnesium alloysp who observed a decrease in 
relaxation strength and variation of activation energy with increasing 
magnesium content* This is perhaps understandable in alloys of such 
a low concentration where the solute would not be present in high enough 
concentrations to exert a significant influence on the grain boundary 
relaxation process*
The effect of interstitial elements on the grain boundary 
relaxation phenomenon has not been extensively investigated* The three 
investigations^^9^ 09»114) so far reported contain conflicting results* 
The work of Pearson and Rotherham^^9^ ^  indicated that the effect of 
interstitials in pure silver and pure copper was to reduce the peak 
height and move the peak to a lower temperature* Miles and L e a k ^ ^ \  
on the other hand* reported an initial increase in peak height with 
increasing interstitial carbon or nitrogen content* which then rapidly- 
decreased to zero on further additions* Furthermore,, Miles and Leak 
observed that the peak temperature and the activation energy of the 
process increased with increasing interstitial content*
The effect of precipitation on the grain boundary relaxation
(39)process is relatively unknown* The work of Peters et al on a 
precipitation hardenable Cu“2$>Co system tended to lend weight to the 
grain boundary sliding mechanism for the relaxation process* The grain 
boundary relaxation peak was found at the same temperature as in pure 
copper of comparable grain size* The peak height was initially much 
reduced by the presence of a fine dispersion of precipitates* With 
increasing ageing tine* the peak height increased and its activation 
energy decreased? findings which were consistent with the theory of 
grain boundary sliding*
(lO
An attempt was recently made at Ohio State University 9 
to correlate relaxation parameters calculated from creep tests data 
with relaxation parameters from internal friction measurements of 
high purity metals* The {3 values derived from these static tests 
had an accuracy of £ 0*25 and a comparison of theoretical data points 
derived using the experimental p value* showed good correlation with 
the experimental creep curve* Correlation of these parameters as 
obtained from internal friction and creep results were unsuccessful*
It was therefore suggested that increased accuracy of creep testing 
would be required before su@h ©orrelatioms would yield fruitful results*
Summary of the Requirements for Grain Boundary Relaxation Theories
Any theory advanced, to explain the grain boundary relaxation 
phenomenon must be capable of accounting for a number of observed effects,
(1) The presence of a grain boundary relaxation peak in a poly=
crystalline material which is absent in a single crystal„
(2) The observed variation of peak height and position with grain
size. The peak height tends to decrease and the peak 
temperature to increase with increase in grain size,
(3) The value of the activation energy obtained in the pure
material and its variation with impurities,..
In this respect interstitial and substitutional elements
increase the activation energy of the relaxatioa process. However^ above
(114)a certain percentage of interstitial content the activation energy
decreases,
(4) Substitutioaal elements move the solvent grain boundary
relaxation peak to higher temperatures and reduce the peak 
height. At higher concentrations of solute elements9 a new 
solute peak appears which grows in height and width with 
increasing solute content,
(5) Interstitial elements reduce the solvent peak height when
present above a certain percentage of interstitial content,
(6) Finely dispersed precipitates reduce the peak height
initiallyp which increases again on isothermal annealing,
3c2»3« Discussion of Grain Boundary Relaxation Theories
K$! s assumption of a viscous grain boundary where the
(?)relaxation process was due to grain boundary shearing explains 
somep but not all, of the observed effects, The agreement of activation 
energy for grain boundary slip with those ©f volume self diffusion and 
for steady state creep in single crystals could therefore be explained 
by K*. This was possible by assuming that the mechanism responsible 
for the relaxation process is atomic re-arrangement of small disordered 
groups of atomsp smaller in number than those suggested to be at the 
grain boundaries,, occurring within the crystal*
-56=
In terms of Ke*s model the internal friction will pass 
through a maximum when the sliding at the grain boundaries is limited, 
i*e* by interaction with other grain boundaries,, The activation energy 
(q ) would therefore be the same as that for volume diffusion or steady 
state creep*
In a fine grain sized material a greater amount of sliding,
and hence larger energy, loss, would be obtained by the sliding of
the increased grain boundary area0 Thus explaining the increase of
the height of the peak with decreasing grain sizec
A fine dispersion of precipitate throughout the grain and
along the grain boundaries would inhibit the grain boundary shearing
proposed by this model, and hence reduce the peak heights The much
(39)reduced peak height observed by Peters et al in a precipitation 
hardened copper-2^ cobalt alloy can, therefore, be explained in terms 
of this models
There is also a possibility of explaining the effects 
reported by Miles and Leak, i*e* the increase of activation energy 
with increasing interstitial contents The effect of interstitials 
could be attributed to migration of the interstitials to the grain 
boundary,, Once at the grain boundary, they could occupy distorted 
interstitial sites and thus retard the grain boundary shearing process* 
The theory due to K& cannot account for the presence of two 
peaks in a substitutional alloy, or the variation in activation energy 
for the grain boundary relaxation process on solute addition* However, 
at the time of its conception the viscous sliding m@d«l allowed a 
qualitative, but not a quantitative, view of the the*, observed effects, 
namely, the effect of grain size on the grain boundary relaxation 
process and the activation energy obtained*
Motts'1 s Island Theory
The theory due to Mott^8"^, which considers the boundary as 
a transition region consisting of islands of good lattice fit separated 
by regions of bad fit, can also account for the influence of impurities, 
interstitial elements or precipitates at the grain boundary on the 
grain boundary relaxation process* Migration of interstitial elements
=57“=
or impurities to the boundaries*, or the precipitation of particles 
at the boundary*, will alter the effective value of nL in equation^^* 
This will alter the rate of slip or vary the activation energy and 
temperature of the grain boundary relaxation peak for a constant 
rate of slip*
A decrease in grain size would increase the grain boundary
area* Thus effectively increasing the number of areas of good and
bad fit and producing a greater energy loss with a concomitant increase
in the grain boundary relaxation peak*
(13)However*, McLean *, when comparing the model with experiment*, 
found that the rate of sliding predicted by this model is too high*
It may also be difficult to explain the presence of a grain boundary 
relaxation peak for a polycrystalline material using Mott's model*, 
since great reliance must be placed on the value of m*, (equation (4?)) 
the number of atoms in an island of good fit* The physical significance 
of n is in question,, as it has not been measured experimentally,,
Even in view of the poor correlation with real metal 
behaviour*, Mott's model has considerable merit,, The idea that two 
crystals fit together as well as their orientations will allow,, helps 
to explain some of the anisotropic properties of grain boundaries 
concerned in the grain boundary relaxation proeessc
Relaxation Sphere Model
(112)The relaxation sphere model proposed by Howick has a
great advantage in that it can explain the lower peak height and broader 
peak than that predicted theoretically for a single relaxation* This 
is explained in terms of a distribution of interface areas and an 
overlap of spheres of relaxation* The distribution of both^b and,, 
to a less extent of activation energy*, which results in an overall 
distribution of relaxation times* This*, in t u m p affects the heightp 
width and position of the peak*
Nowick's mechanism can also explain the variation of peak 
height with grain size by means of an increase or decrease in the 
number of relaxation spheres present within the metal0 This would 
influence the energy loss and hence the peak height*
■*58=
It is possible to explain the effects of substitutional and 
interstitial impurities on the grain boundary relaxation peaks and 
activation energy in terms of Nowick's theory* The presence of inter­
stitial elements in the neighbourhood of the relaxation interface would 
reduce the energy loss across the relaxation sphere* Consequently the 
activation energy for the relaxation process would increase and idle 
grain boundary peak height decrease* Similarly* for the presence of 
substitutional solute atoms at the relaxation interface* However* in 
terms of this model it is difficult to visualise the existence of two 
separate relaxation spheres necessary to account for two relaxation 
peaks in dilute substitutional solute alloys*
Grain Boundary Migration Model
The theory of reversible stress induced grain boundary 
migration for pure metals and alloys containing interstitial or 
substitutional solutes can explain many of the effects observed 
experimentally* The influence of increasing grain size on the grain 
boundary relaxation process would be to reduce the area of grain 
boundary available for stress induced migration* This would reduce 
the grain boundary relaxation peak height* The wide difference in 
grain boundary orientation relative to the applied stress could account 
for the distribution in relaxation times observed* The more favourably 
orientated grain boundaries would move first and those less favourably 
orientated later* producing a broad relaxation peak*
Interstitial atoms could migrate to grain boundaries* When 
present at the boundaries* they could retard the stress induced migration 
of the grain boundaries reducing the grain boundary relaxation peak 
height* The presence of these impurities at grain boundaries also 
increases the potential energy barrier to be overcome before migration 
can occur* Hence they would increase the activation energy of the grain 
boundary relaxation process* This theory cannot explain the decrease 
in height of the grain boundary relaxation peak on the addition of 
interstitial elements in excess of an optimum value* However it is 
likely that above this optimum concentration discrete particles of 
carbide are formed* Easier movement of the grain boundaries would be
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possible between the larger particles as compared with the greater 
resistance of a fine dispersion present below the optimum concentration,, 
This theory suggests that the activation energy may be 
comparable to that for grain boundary diffusion*, but it does not explain 
cases where the activation energy for grain boundary relaxation 
increases to a value slightly higher than that for volume self
diffusion in the presence of interstitial atoms*
Barrand proposed a modification to the above theory which
r
explains in part the occurrence of two grain boundary relaxation peaks
in dilute substitutional alloys0 The idea that solute atoms migrate
to preferred sites on the grain boundary*, where they ©am lb® more readily
absorbed and that theses sites then relax to produce a solute peak*, is
i,
quite feasible* The presence of these solute atoms at the grain boundary
must raise the activation energy of the process9 as is observed in
practice„ However it is difficult to imagine why the solvent peak should 
P
be completely suppressed at higher solute contents„ One possibility is
that the solvent grain boundary relaxation peak is moved to a higher
temperature by the presence of solute atoms and overlaps the solute
(Afi Aft
grain boundary peak,, This would explain the extremely broad peaks 9 9 
10991179118)  ^ obtained by various workers in alloys with a high solute 
contento
The grain boundary migration theory can also explain the
suppression of the grain boundary relaxation peak by a fine dispersion
of precipitate and a gradual increase in peak height on subsequent
(39)isothermal annealing 0 The precipitation of a fine dispersion of 
particles would exert a pinning effect on the grain boundary and 
thus restrict grain boundary migration,, Isothermal annealing would 
coalesce many of these particlesp creating precipitate~free areas of 
the grain boundary <, These areas would then migratep producing an 
increase in grain boundary relaxation peak height relative to the 
precipitation hardened material
Protrusion Model
The stress induced migration of grain boundary protrusions has 
been suggested by Gifkins as an alternative to the earlier theories0 
It was suggested that the protrusion move? to and fro under the applied
-60-
cyclic stress by atomic diffusion*, and give the necessary viscous 
element for the production of an internal friction peako
A range of sizes of these protrusions could well give rise 
to a distribution of relaxation times and thus a very broad peak,.
The increased number of these protrusions present in a fine grained 
material with a greater grain boundary area* would lead to a higher 
energy lossc This would in turn produce a larger grain boundary 
relaxation peak*
The presence of interstitials or fine dispersion of 
precipitated particles in close proximity to the protrusion would 
inhibit their migration*, and thus reduce the grain boundary relaxation 
peak height,, The increased potential energy barrier presented by 
these particles would thus increase the activation energy of the 
migrating process0 Coalescence of these precipitates or interstitials 
into larger particles would free some protrusions of this inhibition*, 
and thus increase the grain boundary relaxation peak height and reduce 
the activation energy of the process0 In view of the above discussion 
it is possible to account for the decrease with increasing interstitial
/ \ a ij\
content reported by Peters et al„ and by Miles and Leak *
Solute atoms* when present near these protrusions*, would 
also act as barriers to solvent grain boundary relaxation,, Thus 
increasing the activation energy of the process and reducing the solvent 
peak heighto However*, the idea that the double peak observed in 
dilute*, substitutional solute alloys is caused by two distinct 
mechanisms is suspecto Gfifkins considers the solvent grain boundary 
relaxation peak to be due t@ movement of the protrusions in the solvent 
lattice*, and the solute peak to be caused by grain boundary migration 
between locking points»
To summarize the present state of theories of the grain 
boundary relaxation processp one can conclude that theories based on 
viscous liquid or disordered boundaries are losing ground to those based 
on a more crystallographic approach,, Dislocation theories are also 
being used with more success in explaining properties of grain boundaries„ 
Consequently* this may also lead to a better model for the grain boundary 
relaxation process based on dislocation structure,, However*, even after 
the work of Brandon and Gifkins*, much remains to be done,, With the advent
=61=
of new and more powerful metallurgical research equipmentp such as the 
field=ion microscopep many problems on grain boundary structure have 
beenP and are likely to bep solveda Small amounts of solute segregation 
to grain boundaries completely obscure the structure in the grain 
boundary regionp and produce complex grain boundary relaxation effects,, 
Grain boundary structures appear to be inhomogeneous and relaxations 
occurring in small area of the grain boundary are so interrelated with 
other similar relaxationsp that any model of grain boundary structure 
must necessarily be complex9
3o3o Grain Boundary Peaks in Iron and its Alloys
3.3.1. Pure Iron
The grain boundary peak in alpha-iron was first reported by 
^(104)^ more recently,, by Postnikov^121  ^ and Leak^0 ,^ The grain 
boundary relaxation parameters determined by these workers are 
summarized in Table 2„
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OP GRAIN BOUNDARY RELAXATION PEAK PARAMETERS 
FOR PURE IRON
Source Grain Size 
(ems)
Peak Temperature 
°G
Peak Height. 
Log Dec x 10
Activation
Energy
K/cals,
& «!> O * a 499 800 85.0
Postnikov
Leak(40) 0,003
=0a01
562
520
222
180 46,0
The most extensive study of the grain boundary relaxation
(40)process in pure iron has been that carried out by Leak' %  who reported 
an activation energy in disagreement with those for steady state creep 
or volume diffusion,. It was also found that the activation energy is 
independent of grain size and showed a better agreement with the value 
for grain boundary diffusion,. In additionp Leak"s work disproved the
dependence of the relaxation strength on the grain diameter (d ) and
2 (XXI)
confirmed previous work that it was related to D 0 The method
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for the removal of background damping employed by Leak is rather suspect9 
which this is confirmed by the relative narrowness of his grain boundary 
relaxation peaks„ Such an inaccuracy would also affect the peak 
position and the activation energy determined by frequency shift0
3«3<>2. Interstitial Alloys of Iron
The effect of interstitial carbon and nitrogen on the grain 
boundary relaxation peaks was investigated by Miles and Leak^ .
The main effect of ®a2?b©n ©r nitrogen on the grain boundary relaxation 
peak was to increase th« activation energy to an optimum value9 followed 
by a gradual decrease9 as shown in Tables 3 and 4, whilst the temperature 
of the peak was slightly increased relative to that of the pure iron 
examined by Leak .
TABLE 3
EFFECT OF CARBON CONTENT ON THE ACTIVATION ENERGY 
OF THE GRAIN BOUNDARY PEAK IN Fe (MILES AND LEAK114)
Carbon Content ($) 0 0.009 0.022 0.07 0.089 0.16
Grain Diameter (mm) c= 0.015 0.0313 0.0313 - 0.0054
Activation Energy 
(Kcals/mole)
461 3 76-2 83*3 80^3 60.5“3o5 61-6
TABLE 4
EFFECT OF NITROGEN CONTENT ON THE ACTIVATION ENERGY 
OF THE GRAIN BOUNDARY PEAK IN Fe (MILES AND LEAK114)
Nitrogen Content ($)
Grain Diameter (mm)
Activation Energy 
(Kcals/mole)
0
46±3
0.0056
0.0225
56-2.5
0.016
0.0345
6 6*3
0.018
0.0333
15*5*6
0.026
0.0165
70^5
0.0375
68.5*3
3„3„3. Substitutic>nal Allovs of Iron
The first work in this field is due to Bunghardt and 
Preisendanz^11^.  Damping measurements were carried out on iron- 
chromium alloys with up to 45$ chromium,, An activation energy for
-63=
the grain boundary relaxation process of 93 Kcals/mol was determined,,
The grain boundary relaxation peak was moved to high®? ■temperatures 
with increasing chromium content and/or grain siz®0 H©w®v®rp the grain 
boundary relaxation phenomenon was only a small part of their 
investigation,, More re@®aily Barrand^8 9116,120; hag re=examined the 
iron chromium system for ehromium contents up 43$
Typical relaxation peaks found in these alloys^8® ^ ^  are 
shown in Figs* 12 and 13* Fig* 12 is a composite graph for three 
different iron»chromium alloys* Also indicated in the figure is a 
curve for a 14$ chromium specimen with a large grain size of 2*0 mms0 
Th® absence of the grain boundary relaxation peak in this curve 
confirms that the observed peak is due to grain boundary relaxations*
The relationship between the relaxation strength of the grain boundary 
peak and the chromium content of the alloy was found to be almost linear7V*? ftcf/tAfte*(r*
up to 14$ chromiump and was found to be independent of grain size and 
to increase slowly to a maximum value of approximately 56 Kcals/mol*
In additionP there were anomolously high values of activation energy 
of 64 and 71 Kcals/mol for the 12*9 and 14$ ®hr@mium alloys* With 
reference to Fig* 13 the main feature is the increase in peak temperature 
with increase in solute content* Both solvent and solute peaks are 
evident in the internal friction curve of the 1*21$ Cr alloy* With 
increasing chromium contentp the height of the solvent peak decreases 
and the height of the solute peak increases* At higher chromium 
concentrations9 only one very broad peak is visible* This peak is 
extremely broad for a single relaxation process9 and may therefor® 
be due to two or more relaxation processes* This comment is supported
by the fact that Barrand reports a value of 5<,75 for the p factorp which
is high relative to 3*30 calculated by Barrand from the grain boundary 
relaxation peaks reported by Ke*
In the above cases the analysis of the grain boundary
relaxation peaks was complicated by the rapidly rising background 
damping* Postnikov^7*121  ^and th® workers at Ohio State University 10p 
59410 42051) appears to be the only workers who made a mathematical 
approach to the subtraction of the background damping* Other workers 
either did not remove the background damping at allp or removed it by 
a variety of optical methods, which as sueh9 should be viewed with 
some suspicion*
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4, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
4,1® Material
The materials used in this investigation were pure Fep a binary 
Fe-25$Ni alloyp a binary Fe-18,6$Cr alloy, a ternary Fe«>25$Ni“20$Cr 
alloy and a stabilized ternary Fe“25$Ni-20$Cr-Nb alloy. The chemical 
composition of these materials is given ia Table 5,
TABLE 5
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE MATERIALS 
USED IN THE CURRENT WORK
Material Analysis
Cr Ni Nb c
si
Mm S P 0p,p,m.
N
p,p,m.
H
p,p,m.
Ft 99 , 99$ Purity
Binary Fe/Ni - 25,0 - 0,006 - “ » “ - -
Binary Fe/Cr 18,6 ~ - 0,004 «= - - - - -
GAB 159 21,4 26,0 - 0,032 0,08 0,03 0,006 ,01 100-180 100-125 3,4
GAB 167 20,1 25,1 0,86 0,1 0,03 0,02 0,006 ,01 - “ -
The pure iron wire was provided by Richard Thomas and Baldwins, 
for a previous investigation^^^. The binary P®=>25$Ni and Fe“18,6$Cr 
alloys wiop® beth supplied by BdoSoRoA, in the for* ©f 3 /8 inch diameter 
hot rolled red. The ternary GAB 159 and GAB 167 alloys were provided 
by U 0K 0A,E,A,P Culcheth, ia the form of 0,064 ins, diameter wire, 
annealed at 1050°C for 30 minutes,
4,20 SPECIMEN PREPARATION
4.2.1, Cold Swagk&jUE.:
Ia all cases the as received rod or wire was first reduced to 
0,030 ins, diameter by cold swaging through a series of hardened steel 
dies. The binary Fe~25$ Ni and F®“18,6$Cr alloys both required 
interstage annealing at 1P000®C tf®3> fifteen minutes at a thickness of 
0,064 ins, to avoid break up of the material on further swagging,
Ji,
4.2.2, PswisaFihtorv Annealing
Specimens 45 cms long were annealed in a direct resistance
furnace by passing high current at a low voltage through the wire0
*4. -5
Annealing was carried out in a vacuum of between 10“ and 10” torr®
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Tli© temperature of the specimen, measured by means of a disappearing 
filament pyrometer^ the readings of which were corrected for radiation 
losses« The accuracy of the temperature measurement was £ 20®C at 
1300 Co At the end of the anueuiing period the current was switched 
off and the specimens were vacuum quenched to room temperature,, Thermal 
expansion and contraction of the wire during heating and cooling was 
taken up by means of a screw tensioning device operating through a 
Wilson seal.
TABLE 6
CHAIN SIZES OP SPECIMENS WITH CORRESPONDING ANNEALING
TEMPERATURES
Annealed 
30 Mins, 
at °C
Grain Size C M S
Fe-25$Ni-2C$Cr Fe~25%Ri~20$Cr=Nb
700 Not recrystallized Very Pine
800 Very Pin® 90 90
900 0,020 90 90
1000 0,041 90 90
1100 0,039 0,020
1200 0,123 0,058
1300 0,162 Liquated 0,120
Annealing was carried out at temperatures ranging from 700®C 
to 1300@C, Grain sizes of the annealed specimens are given in Table 6, 
T@ facilitate a direct comparison of results, an average grain size 
of 0,058 cms was chosen for studies involving specimens from the 
various materials,
4*2,3o Grain Size Measurement
Specimens mounted in cold setting compound were prepared by 
the usual metallographic means0 The etchants for each material are 
shown in Table 7o In each case the etchants showed up the austenetic 
grain size which was then measured in the standard ..manner with a 
travelling microscope.
-68-
TABLE 7
ETCHANTS REQUIRED FOR THE MATERIALS INVESTIGATED
Material Etchant Method ©f Appplicatiom
GAB 159 
GAB 16? 
Pure Fe
F©-1806$Cr 
Fe-25$ Ni
Acidic sola.
Acidic FeCl^ sola,
2$> Nital 
2io Nital
Sat, Fi©ri@ aeid +
1$ Siodius tsdL&eeylbenzene 
sulphaaaat® ♦ Cu Cl
.....
2 rains immersion at room temperature
2 mins immersion at room temperature
30 secs immersion at room temperature
30 secs immersion at room temperature
5 sslaiffi immersion at room temperature 
fyfeffl Cm along grain boundaries 
Exeess Cu removed by dil, NH„ OH 
Soln 4
-4*3 INTERNAL FRICTION MEASUREMENTS
4 Torsion Pendulum
An internal friction apparatus of the inverted pendulum type 
was used throughout the current project. The apparatus is shem im 
Figs, 14-17 and* the specimen assembly of the apparatus is diagramatically 
illustrated in Fig, 18,
A 2 inch long specimen is rigidly fixed at it*s lower end by 
means of a specimen grip which is in turn rigidly held via a connecting 
rod and flange to the body of the apparatus, Th@ upper end of the 
specimen is held in similar grip attached via a connecting rod to the 
inertia bar, stress acting on the specimen is reduced to
a minimum by balancing the pendulum and the specimen assembly. This is 
achieved by use of a small counter - weight attached to the pendulum 
by a 0,05 inch diameter Nichrome wire which passes over the pulley to 
a pin vice attached to the inertia bar.
The inertia bar of the pendulum consists of a l/8  inch 
diameter iron rod threaded to take soft iron nuts and balance weights 
to vary the frequency of oscillation of the pendulum. Torsional 
oscillations are imparted to the specimen assembly by passing pulses 
of current through two electromagnets positioned symetrically opposite 
the soft iron nuts on the inertia bar.
Heating was carried out by means of a small split radiation 
furnace shown in Fig®, 16 and 17« The furnace consisted of an inner quartz 
tube split vertically to which 12 small quartz tubes were welded.
The furnace winding of 0,030 inch diameter molybdenum wire was wound 
separately and vertically through the snail tubes of each half of the 
furnace. The separate windings were connected by flexible terminals.
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FIGo 18 INTERNAL FRICTION APPARATUS
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Bach half of the inner quartz tube fitted into the furnace body which 
was in turn surrounded by half circular stainless steel reflectors,,
The furnace heating assembly was attached via a vertical hinge to a 
counter - weighted bogie set on rails. This enabled the furnace to 
be moved into position and then clamped arwmd the specimen. The 
furnace had a variable heating rate with a rapid response and an accuracy 
over the six inch hot zone of £ 2°C at 800°Co Temperature was measured 
by a calibrated thermocouple positioned close to the specimen near the 
bottom grip. The specimen assembly was contained within a large glass 
bell jar. The measurements of internal friction were taken under 
vacuum.
In internal friction work the method of gripping the specimens 
is of great importance because of the possibility of energy loss in the 
grips. Idealy the specimen should be an integral part of the grips. The 
type of grips used is shown in Fig. 19* A three point contact method of 
gripping was employed. The method was found to be very efficientP as 
specimens were often found welded to the grips on removal from the 
apparatus.
Measurement of Amplitude Vibration
The amplitude of vibration of the freely oscillating pendulum 
assembly was measured by directing a beam of light onto a concave mirror 
fixed to the pendulum assembly. The reflected light beam was focused 
onto a photocell of a photodyne pen recorder^ shown in Fig. 14. Oscillations 
were tra@@& out on a moving chart by a pea attached to the photocell.
The system allowed measurements of amplitudes over the range 7 x 10 
to 7 x K T 6.
4o3.4o Measurement of Internal Friction
Internal friction was measured as a function of temperature since 
as pointed out in section 2.2., it is easier experimentally to vary 
temperature than frequency during testing. Measurements were taken every
A 06 C over the temperature range from room temperature to 1100 C while 
the specimen was heated at a constant heating rate of approximately 2 C 
per minute. Frequencies around Ic/s were employed as this is the most 
versatile frequency range .
Each measurement of internal friction consisted of exciting 
the specimen assembly to a given torsional amplitude and allowing it to
-73-
FIGe 19 WIRE GRIPS OF THE TORSION PENDULUM ASSEMBLY
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yibrate freely until the amplitude decreased to less than 50$ of the
initial amplitude* Initial and final amplitudes, Aq and A^ respectively, 
were measured and the number of cycles (n) required to reduce the 
amplitude from Aq to A^ were counted* Internal friction was then 
calculated from equation (9),[S = l/n In (A^/A^J, The amplitudes could 
be read to within - 0.02 cms, and assuming that all the errors of reading 
were additive and that A^ « l/2  A^, the average error of S , irrespective 
of it®s absolute value, would be approximately - 1$* Thus, the maximum 
error of the values of internal friction due to calculation can be 
expected to be within £ 2$«
4*3*5* Residual Energy Loss of Apparatus
The residual energy loss of the tejteion pendulum was measured by 
replacing the normal specimen by nichrome wire of 0*05 ins* diameter*
The logarithmic decrement of the pendulum assembly was then determined
-5
and found to be lower than 1 x 10 * This being the maximum accuracy
of the apparatus*
4*4* Green Measurements
Stabilized ternary alloys, of the type GAB 167 are used as
canning materials in a nuclear reactor* In a reactor, the alloy must
osustain stresses at temperatures up to 750 C, and at such temperatures 
these alloys deform by creep under stress* One of the original 
objectives of the current work was the study of the effect of creep 
on the grain boundary relaxation phenomena* However, due to the non-” 
availability of internal friction results on austenitic steels, it was 
necessary to determine the grain boundary relaxation effects in these 
alloys before attempting to correlate them with creep* Since, this 
work took up most of the available time, the study of the effect of 
creep on the grain boundary relaxation peaks had to be limited to a 
preliminary investigation only*
Testing was carried out on a conventional beam type creep 
machine, shown schematically in Fig* 20, at a temperature of 750°C 
and under a stress of 10,000 lbs/sq*ia@h. The testing conditions were 
specified by U*K*A*E0A*, Culcheth* The specimen itself was a 6 inch 
long, 0*050 ins diameter wire, cut from an overall length of 18 inches} 
prepared as described in Sect* 4o2020 This enabled internal friction 
measurements to be carried out on an adjacent specimen*
•75-
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FIG, 20 CREEP TESTING APPARATUS
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Temperature measurementsP using chromel/alumel thermocouples 
and an automatic recorderp were taken every hour throughout the test* 
Slipping in the grips was avoided by the employment of three point contact 
grips9 which were found to be welded to the specimen upon removal from 
the apparatus,,
4o4o20 Measurement of Extension
The extension of the specimen during creep was measured using 
a Baty extensometer fixed to the body of the apparatus* The sensitivity 
of the extensometer was 1 x 10 inch0 Readings were taken manually at 
hourly intervals throughout the test*
4«>5o Electron Micro-probe Analysis
Specimens were examined for any micro-segregation using a 
Geoscan microprobe analyser* A Cambridge instrument was used employing 
a take off angle of 70°p and three crystals^ i0e0 mica9 lithium fluoride 
and quartzo The instrument was operated with an electron beam voltage 
of 25 beam current of 50 microamperes^ and a specimen current of
40 milliffiicroampereSo
Specimens were scanned for micro segregation at maximum 
oresolution of 1000 A. The lithium fluoride crystal could be used for 
iron9 nickel and chromium9 thus enabling an identical area to be scanned 
for these three elements0 A quartz crystal and use of an inert gas9 
COg *4* 2fo argon9 were needed to scan for niobium* Care was therefore 
takenp when scanning the same area for all four elements9 to avoid any 
movement of the electron beam or specimen during the process of changing 
crystals*
The X*ray intensities for each of the elements and gtsad&rds 
could not be directly related to the concentration in the speeimeSp 
because of the secondary effectSp such as absorption and fluorescencep 
which occurred within the specimen* The apparent results of both specimen 
and standard were corrected for these effects by using formulae originally 
compiled by Philibert 1^24\ Castaing Duncombe^12^  and Green^128 *^
The calculations utilizing the correction equations were carried out by 
Mr* P* Sudaby of Imperial C@ll@g@ using the Atlas computer of London 
University*
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5o PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
5olo Effect of Pressure
Internal friction measurements are strongly affected by the
pressure of the medium within which the measurements are taken0 Therefore
internal friction measurements are normally carried out under vacuum0 
The effect of pressure on room temperature internal friction for the 
materials investigated is shown in Pig* 21* For pressures of 5 x 10“  ^
torr or lower9 the change in damping is negligible* During the present 
study„ the pressure never exceeded this value and hence air damping 
had no influence on reported results*
Xat®OTL&l friction is frequently amplitude dependentv and therefore
amplitude dependence ©f each material used was studied* At temperature
© ■ ■
intervals of 100 C th® specimens were excited to the maximum amplitude 
obtainable in the apparatus and then allowed to decay to almost zero 
amplitude* Each amplitude was then measured and plotted on a log linear 
scale against the number of the cycles* Typical graphs are shown in 
Pigs* 22-29*
With the exception ©f the graphs for the ternary alloyp each 
graph consists ©f a and a straight region* The curved section
being the amplitude dependent region and the straight section the 
amplitude independent region* Ternary alloys were therefor© amplitude 
independent at all amplitudes and temperatures obtainable with the 
apparatus* All other materials were amplitude dependent at room temperature 
and the amplitude dependence decreased with increasing testing temperature* 
Niobium additions were found to have no effect on the amplitude dependence 
of the ternary alloy* Results reported in the current work were all taken 
from well within the amplitude independent region for that temperature
rangep and material in question and in no case was a maximum surface strain
=5of 5 x 10 exceeded*
Relaxation Spectrum between 20^0 and 11Q0@C
Internal friction measurements were initially taken during th© 
heating cycle over th© whole range of temperature between room temperature 
and 1100°C* A typical internal friction curve for the ternary Fe-25^N±-2($Cy 
alloy is broken down into three separate temperature sections (Pigs* 50-32)9 
allowing closer examination of each temperature range* The internal 
friction curve of this alloy consists of a smallp very broad peak 
superimposed upon very rapidly rising background dampingo Hie background
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damping itself can be broken down into two contributing factors* A 
slowly increasing low temperature9 and a rapidly increasing high 
temperature damping* At high temperatures the internal friction 
increases to comparitively high values and in some cases to a "high 
temperature" peak*
Since no relaxation process occurred in the temperature range 
up to 500 C in the ternary Fe-25$Ni-20$Cr alloy and the background 
damping increased very slowly in this regions, internal friction measure­
ments were commenced at 300°C, The resultant internal friction curve 
contained sufficient points to enable the level of low temperature 
background damping to be estimated,,
Magnetic Damning
( 4.8
Magneto-mechanical damping contributions have been reported s'
to influence the grain boundary relaxation mechanism in Fe-Cr alloys*
To ascertain whether such effects were evident in the materials under
consideration, each material was tested both in the earth's magnetic
field and in a saturation magnetic field of 100 oersted* In all cases,
measurements were taken up to a temperature above the Curie point of the
material* The results are reported graphically in Figs* 33-36* In
the case of the pure iron and Fe-18*6$>Cr alloy, a magneto mechanical
damping contribution was evident at room temperature* This gradually
decreased with increasing temperature of measurement until no difference
o
could be detected at temperatures of approximately 500 C for pure Fe 
and 695°C for the binary F@-18*6^Cr alloy* There is a damping 
contribution from the grain boundary relaxation mechanism at these 
temperatures which could have masked any additional effects* The 
reported grain boundary relaxation values for these materials were 
therefore taken in a saturated magnetic field of 100 oersted,
The binary Fe-25$Ni alloy and both ternary alloys were found 
to be independent of the applied magnetic field at all temperatures 
investigated. Magneto-mechanical damping effects are therefore absent 
from these alloys at all temperatures above room temperature, The 
results for room temperature are given in Table 8*
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TABLE 8,
INFLUENCE OF AN APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD AT 20°C
Current
(amp®)
Field Strength 
Oe
Logarithmic Decrement x 10^
Fe~25$ Ni-20$ Cr Fe-25^ Ni
0 0*7 1*46 17*32
1 6*3 1*42 17*61
2 10*7 J 1.77 17*05
3 16*1 2*44 17*81
4 21*1 2*68 18*01
5 26*5 2*67 17*65
6 32*5 2*75 17*82
8 1 42*0 2*85 17*90
10 53*0 2*44 16*25
13 67*5 : 1*53 17*09
16 81*5 1*62 17*27
17*3020 101*0 1.56
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6* COMPUTER ANALYSIS
6olo Programs Available
The accuracy of analysis of results in the present work was 
greatly improved by employment of the University9s Elliot 503 computer*
A number of programs were available in the Algol language* some of 
which were written by Messrs* S* Ahmad and D* Barrow of the Internal 
Friction Group in close collaboration with Mr* J* Neal of the 
University9s Computer Unito The remaining programs were available in 
the program library ©f the Computing Unit*
6ol*l* Logarithm!© Decrement Program
The objective of this program is to calculate $ and l/T from 
experimental readings* Values of A * A * a and temperature of
0  li
measurement were supplied to the computer* The calculated $ and l/T 
values obtained as a print-out and a punched tape* suitable for 
subsequent use by the computer with other programs*
6*1*2* Background Subtraction Program
The object of this program is to calculate a best fit curve 
passing through a number of points from the internal friction curve 
specified to the computer* Three tapes are required for the calculation* 
the program tape* the date to be treated* in the form of $ and l/T values 
and a control tape* The eontrol tape instructs the computer to consider 
two specified groups of points* ' A least square^analysis is applied 
to these points* by the computer which then calculates the best fit 
exponential curve passing through the two groups of points* The 
■calculated curve is then subtracted from the original data* Upon 
completion of the calculations* a print-out and punched tape of the 
residue S and l/T values is obtained suitable for subsequent computer 
analysis* which means the computer is ins tea©ted to consider two groups 
of points specified by this tape* The computer applies a\ least squares 
analysis to these points and then calculates the best fit exponential 
curve passing through the two groups* The calculated curve i3 then 
subtracted from the data to be treatedo Upon completion of the 
calculations a print—out and punched tape of the residue S and l/T values 
obtained suitable for subsequent computer analysis*
-97-
6.1.3* Peak Analysis Program
This is the most complicated program available allowing a
number of possible operations,, Input is of three sour®#®, the program,
input data and the control tape specifying the operations and
qualitative values to be applied to the input data*
Calculation of the background damping can be specified and
subtracted from the input data as described in 6*1*2* The residue values
are held in the memory of the computer and can then be subsequently
treated fey th® peak analysis section of the program*
The main objective of the peak analysis section of the program
is to calculate a Debye internal friction peak* using equation (15)
{S = S  nax Seeh C(Q/H)(l/T - l/Tp0]  where the controlling parameter
are the peak height (8 ) the activation energy of the relaxationmax
process (Q) and the peak temperature (T^)* The calculated Debye peak is 
then subtracted from the original data held in the memory of the computer*
The retained data could either be the residue from the background subtraction 
section of the program @r new data fed directly into the computer* After 
subtraction of th# Defey# peak a print-out and punched tape of the 8 and 
l/T values is produced which can be used for subsequent analysis*
Calculation of the Debye peak can be done in three'different
ways, using three separate operations* In the case of operation 1,
the three controlling parameters are specified and the Debye peak is 
calculated directly*
In operation 2, the peak height is treated as unknown. The 
activation energy, peak temperature, and a range of experimental points, 
in the region of the peak, are specified* From this information the 
computer calculates the height of the Deby# p«ak, Th# calculated peak 
height together with the specified activation energy and peak temperature 
is then used to calculate the Debye peak which is then subtracted from 
the input data as in operation 1*
In operation 3, all three parameters are treated as unknown*
A wider range of experimental points, than in operation 2, in the region 
of the peak and approximate values of the three controlling parameters 
are specified* The program contains a loop system of trial and error, 
determining within specified limits of accuracy values for the three 
parameters* These values are then used to calculate the Debye peak 
which is subtracted from the input data as in the previous two operations.
In all three operations the values of the three parameters, 
either calculated by the computer or specified to it, are printed out 
along with the residue after subtraction of the Debye peak*
»98~
6*1*4® Linear Least Square Analysis
The objective of this program is to calculate the equation of 
a line passing through a number of data points specified to the computer* 
It is particularly useful in the calculation of the activation energy 
of a relaxation process, where Q the activation energy is determined 
from the slope of a line, Q/r , in a plot of the peak temperature in 
reciprocal degr@®@ against In frequency of ©filiation* A least squares 
analysis is applied to th® data points and a print out of the equation 
obtained*
6*1*5® Graph Plotting Program
In this case a 10 inch square graph is plotted to an accuracy 
of 0*001 ins by the computer* Data points are fed into the computer 
and the required graph is subsequently rapidly produced and the axis 
marked to a scale previously specified by a second input or control 
tape* Such graphs, when drawn on transparent computer plotting paper, 
allow rapid comparison of the peaks during analysis*
The main problem associated with analysis of the internal 
friction curve is the quantitative evaluation and subtraction of the 
background damping contribution from the experimental readings*
Ba@kgr®m& damping consists of low temperature and high 
temperature damping <§cmtributions (Section 2*3®)* This damping must 
be removed from the experimentally obtained internal friction spectrum 
before an accurate analysis of the grain boundary relaxation phenomena 
can be carried out* The low temperature background damping is of 
importance at the low temperature end of the grain boundary peak region 
as the damping is comparable with the values of the tail ends of the 
grain boundary peaks, (Fig* 30)* High temperature background damping, 
on th® other hand, is important at the high temperature end of the 
grain boundary peak region* At high temperatures the level of background 
damping is increasing rapidly and is very high relative to the high 
temperature tail end of the grain boundary peaks, (Fig* 3l)®
An examination of the internal friction curves over the 
temperature range from room temperature to approximately 300 to 400 C 
showed the low temperature background damping to be almost constant
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or to rise very gradually on a straight line plot of log $ against 
l/T, with an upper limit of activation energy of approximately 
1 Kcal/mol* Subtraction of the background damping was carried out by 
specifying two sets of points from the above straight line plot and 
instructing the computer to calculate the full background damping 
curve from the two groups of points and subtract it from the data 
supplied* Experience showed that low temperature background damping 
could be evaluated from such a graph within experimental error*
After removal of the low temperature background damping, the 
next stage was to isolate the grain boundary relaxation spectrum by 
the subtraction of the high temperature background damping contribution*
A graph of log£ against l/T for the high temperature damping showed 
a linear relationship in the region above the grain boundary relaxation 
spectrum (Fig* 37)« Removal of this background damping was carried 
out in a similar manner to that of the low temperature background 
damping* In this way the grain boundary relaxation spectrum was 
isolated from .the types of background damping.
The method of high temperature background subtraction was 
carefully checked by removing the grain boundary spectrum from the 
residue after low temperature background damping had been removed*
The grain boundary relaxation spectrum was first analysed by the 
method to be described in Section 6*2*2* This operation left a 
residue of high temperature background damping, which was then compared 
with the values originally calculated from the log B against l/T graph* 
Having carried out such analysis on a number of runs at various 
frequencies, it was concluded that the high temperature background 
damping could be determined to within ~ 5f°*
6*2*20 Computer Analysis of Grain Boundary Relaxation Spectrum
The procedure followed in the analysis of any one grain boundary 
relaxation peak spectrum was as follows* From the shape of the grain 
boundary relaxation spectrum (Fig* 44)? the peak height, peak temperature 
and activation energy (from \ width), of the central peak could be 
estimated* This peak was calculated from the estimated parameters and 
then removed from the grain boundary relaxation spectrum using operation 1* 
After a cheek to ensure that no negative values had been produced, the 
two peaks remaining, i*e* one on either side of the removed peak, were 
analysed using operation 3® The whole range of points over each peak 
were specified to the computer, along with approximate values of peak 
height, temperature and activation energy* The values of the parameters 
determined by operation 3 fot the two peaks were specified to the computer
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using operation 1* After removal of these two peaks9 the central peak 
was then analysed using operation 3* The whole operation was then 
repeated until the residual logarithmic decrement was constant within 
experimental error*
If the high temperature background damping had to be corrected 
as a result of the checking procedure outlined in section 6*2*1** then 
the whole procedure of grain boundary peak separation had to be repeated 
until sufficient aeeuraey was obtained,, This may have been repeated 
a number of times„ until the best fit of the high temperature background 
damping and the individual grain boundary relaxation peaks into the 
experimental speetra was obtained,.
The application of the three computer procedures9 although 
very lengthy* has made possible the analysis of internal friction 
curves in a much more quantitative way than was previously possible*
This has the concomitant result that the interpretation of complex 
peaks has become a feasible possibility and has verified the validity 
of the results reported in this work*
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7o EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The main object of the present work was to study the relaxation 
phenomena in stabilised and unstabilised ternary Fe-25$ Ni»2C$ Cr alloys* 
However* due to insufficient knowledge of the binary systems involved* 
work was also conducted on the Fe»25$ Hi and Fe-18*6$ Cr alloys* This 
was the first investigation of the grain boundary relaxation in the 
Fe-25$ Ni alloy* As such* this work yielded valuable information* for 
the understanding of the mechanisms operating in the ternary alloys and 
also as part of a programme being conducted within the Internal Frietion 
group of the University which is to investigate relaxation phenomena 
in the binary iron-niekel system*
Although previous work had already been carried out on the 
grain boundary relaxation in pure iron and the binary Fe-18*6$ Cr 
materials* it was felt that* due to the new approach to the analysis 
of the grain boundary relaxation spectrum (Section 6)* it would be 
appropriate to check this work using computer analysis* Consequently* 
specimens from each of these materials were examined* The relaxation 
peak in pure iron also served as a standard against which the variation 
of the grain boundary relaxation peak* due to solute atoms* could be 
determined* To facilitate accurate comparison between the ternary and 
binary alloys* and the pure iron* an average grain size of 0*058 cms 
was chosen* This grain size will be referred to as the standard grain
size* Thus eliminating the grain size effect from the physical character­
istic variables of the grain boundary relaxation* and allowing direct 
comparison between the materials under investigation* Accurate analysis 
of the ternary alloys was possible once the physical characteristics 
and activation energies of the binary alloys and the pure iron 
specimens had been determined*
In subsequent sections* the results will be reported according
to the alloy content of tk® material* although this was not the order
in which the programme was executed*
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7#1* Pure Iron
7.1,1, Results
Iron of 99,99$ purity was heat treated to the standard grain 
size of 0*058 eras. Measurements were taken, under an applied magnetic 
field of 100 oersted, over the temperature range from 20 to 900°C.
The results obtained are shown in Pig, 38, which illustrates the 
experimental values, the low temperature background damping, high 
temperature background damping and the grain boundary relaxation peak. 
The grain boundary relaxation peak occuring at 514°C, is very broad 
and has an apparent activation energy of 20,55 Kcals/mol. In table 9 
the results of previous and present work are compared.
TABLE 9
SUMMARY OP RESULTS FOR PURE IRON
Source Grain
Size
(ems)
Peak
Temper
-ature
°C
Peak 
Height 
Log De® 
x 10**
Apparent 
Activation 
Energy Q. 
(Kcals)
Activation 
Energy from 
Frequency 
Shift Q 
(Kcals)
P
Factor
Kg.UCH)
Postnikov^121^
Leak(40)
- 499
562
800
222
- 85.0
0.009 520 180 86,7©
41,87*
46.0
2,54*
0,58
Present
Work
0.058 514 1785 20.55 — 6.17*
2.95
* Theoretical Curve
* Employing Ke •s Value of 85 Kcals/mol#
+ Employing Leaks Value of 46 Kcals/mole
The results reported in Table 9p for the present work, were calculated by 
the computer using operation 3? after the low and high temperature 
background damping had been removed from the experimental points. An 
activation energy of 16,20 Kcals was calculated by the computer for
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the high temperature background damping, A ratio of the apparent 
aetivation energies, calculated by the half width formula with the 
activation energies calculated from frequency shift by previous workers
(Table 9) gave a value for r9(p) The (3 factor was then obtained from
• ('i'iFig, 59 taken from Nowick and Berry”s work ,
Results reported for other workers reported in Table 9 have 
been in some instances corrected to a frequency of 1 c/s and in others 
were estimated from reported figures,
7olo2, Discussion
The grain boundary relaxation peak occurs within the
temperature range previously reported by Postnikov^123”^ and
(40)
Leak , Deviations in the peak temperature from those previously
reported could be due to grain size effects (Table 9), M  increase
in grain size causes the peak to occur at a higher temperature. The
reported heights of the peak at first sight appear inconsistent, but
Postnikov's work was carried out on an iron containing 0,85$C, and 
(ll4)Miles and Leak have shown that the presence of interstitials
reduces the height of the grain boundary relaxation peak. The lower
(40)
height of the peak reported by Leak may be due to incorrect removal 
of the background damping as the value of the {3 factor estimated from 
Leak®s experimentally derived peak has a negative value. Positive 
values of the {3 factor are in fact obtained when one considers the 
theoretical grain boundary relaxation peak shown in Leafe®s work and 
the activation energies of 46 Kcals/mol and 85 Kcals/mol reported by 
Leak^^ and Kl^3"^  respectively. The values of damping reported 
by Leak at 600°C, well above the peak, are much higher than those 
observed in the prisent work which also suggest that too high a 
background correction has been applied with a lower level of background 
damping.
The grain boundary relaxation peak in the present work is 
very broad, indicating that there is a wide distribution in relaxation 
times, A p factor of 6,17 is obtained for this peak using Kt*s 
activation energy of 85 Kcals/mol, whereas the aetivation energy of 
46 Kcals/mole, reported by Leak gives a value for the p factor of 2095o
=106=
7*2* Fe-18.6$ Chromium Alloy
7,2*1* Results
The results obtained from a specimen of standard grain size 
are reported in Figs* 39 and 40, and Table 10* Fig0 39 shows the 
irregular shaped grain boundary damping spectrum superimposed on 
rapidly rising background damping* Two constituent peaks are present 
at 594 C and 688 C, to make up the grain boundary relaxation spectrum 
Fig* 40* The physical characteristics of these peaks are given in 
Table 10*
TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR BINARY Fe-19*0$ Cr ALLOYS
Source Relaxation
Peak
Grain
Size
(cms)
Peak
Temper­
ature
°C
Peak Height 
Log Dec 
x 10*
Apparent 
Activation 
Energy Q. 
(Kcals) A
Barrand Only one 
peak
0*0045=
0*0050
627 2100 . -
Present Fe peak 0*058 594 168 51*39
work Cr peak 0*058 688 113 38*58
The activation energy of the background daapiag was calculated 
by the computer to be 21*02 Kcals/mol*
7*2*2* Discussion
The experimental work on this alloy indicates that two 
peaks, situated at 594°C and 688°C, are present in the grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum, The peak situated at 594 C is attributed to the
grain boundary relaxation process in the solvent iron lattice* The
@
presence of 18*6$ Cr thas moved the peakvtemperature from 514 CH, 
reported tfor pure iron to 594°C» This is in agreement with previously 
reported work for other substitutional alloys* The solvent peak is 
much reduced in height and is narrower than the peak in pure iron, 
indicating that the solvent iron relaxation process is inhibited by 
the presence of 18*6$ solute chromium*
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In view of Barrands work^48*116*120) the 688°C peak can be
attributed to the grain boundary relaxation peak associated with the
solute chromium atoms0 Results of the present work and those of 
(48)
Barrand , for the same alloy, are compared in Table 10 and in 
Fig* 41 o From Fig* 41 it can be seen that the overall dampingp 
the grain boundary relaxation peak height, and the background damping 
are higher than those in the present investigation This discrepancy 
can be explained by the much finer grain size of the materials used 
by Barrand* An increase of grain size reduces the grain boundary 
relaxation peak height, reduces the high temperature background damping 
and also moves the position of the grain boundary relaxation peak to 
higher temperatures*
Barrand reported only a single, very broad peak, much
broader than any ©n« of the two peaks reported in the present work, at
@a temperature 61 € lower than the solute chromium peak determined in 
the present work*
Barrand°s peak temperature approximates to the highest 
logarithmic decrement value obtained for the grain boundary relaxation 
spectrum in the present work* It is therefore likely that he did not 
consider the possibility that his single broad relaxation peak could 
have consisted of two narrow peaks* Consequently he concluded that the 
solvent iron grain boundary relaxation peak did not exist in this alloy* 
The absence of any other relaxation peaks from the internal 
friction spectrum of the alloy confirms Barrand• conclusion that
the Zener relaxation peaks are absent in iron-chromium alloys up to 
approximately 20$ chromium*
7o3* Fe-25$ Ni Alloy
7o3*l* Results
Frequency shift measurements were carried out on the binary 
Fe-25$ Ri alloy over the frequency range from 0*46 c/s to 1*75 c/s, to 
determine the physical characteristics of the relaxation spectrum of 
this alloy* The results are summarised in Table 11* Typical internal 
friction curves at 1*75 c/s, 1 c/s and 0*46 c/s are shown in Fig* 42, 
which illustrates the effect of frequency variation on the overall 
experimental and background damping values0 Fig0 43 illustrates the
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frequency dependence of the grain boundary relaxation spectrum after the 
removal of background damping,, This series of curves indicates that 
there are three constituent peaks making up the grain boundary relaxation 
spectrum, and these are shown in Fig, 44 for a specimen tested at 1 c/s. 
It was impossible to fit two or four peaks into the experimental results, 
l*o, and p o values were calculated in the normal way, and 
are reported in Table 12, Activation energies for the constituent 
peaks were obtained from a plot of In frequency against the reciprocal 
of peak temperature in °K, as shown in Fig* 45. This produced three 
straight lines of slope Q/r, from which Q was determined by linear 
least square analysis* It was then possible to calculate ^(p) and 
hence the value of the (3 factor from the ratio of the true activation 
energy obtained through frequency shift, and the apparent activation 
energy calculated from the half width of the constituent peaks«
The activation energies reported in Table 11 for the background 
damping process were determined by computer analysis during subtraction 
of the high temperature background damping*
TABLE 13
ACTIVATION ENERGIES, x>2 (p) AND 0 VALUES FOR THE 
CONSTITUENT PEAKS
Phenomenon Nickel Grain 
Boundary Peak
Zener Relaxation 
Peak
Iron Grain 
Boundary Peak
Frequency Shift Q 
Kcals 0 S5o45 51o25 79,59
Average Apparent Q. 
cals A 35 oil
55*88 27o41
GO.CM
u
1*864 1,024 2,904
- p
2*24 0*029 4ol0
7*3o2„ Discussion
The Fe=25$ Ni alloy exhibited three relaxation peaks within 
the temperature range of the grain boundary relaxation spectrum* These 
peaks occur at. 766°C, 688*5°C and 533«5°Cp__for a frequency _<rf 1 c/s*
a,U 8t=»
The 533o5 C peak is assumed to be due to the grain boundary
relaxation process in the solvent iron lattice because of it8s close
proximity to the grain boundary relaxation peak in pure iron occuring
at 514°Co The presence of 25# Ni has moved this peak to a higher
temperature as compared with the pure iron specimen* Furthermore, the
peak height and width of the iron grain boundary relaxation peaks, were
also reduced* These effects have been observed in the grain boundary
relaxation peaks of other substitutional alloys, and indicate that the
presence of solute atoms inhibits the relaxation process* The relative
amount of reduction in peak height is much less than that for the
presence of a smaller atomic percentage of solute chromium*
The 688o5°C peak is narrower than a grain boundary relaxation
peak and has'to values, similar to those reported for an Fe-22 * 5# Cr 
(c q )
alloy , which was shown to be a Zener relaxation peak* The value
of the p factor is very low, 0*029, which indicates that the process
oceuring with an almost unique relaxation times* It is therefore
proposed that the 688*5°C peak is due to the substitutional or Zener
relaxation of nickel atoms* This has been confirmed by other work
(129)on iron-»ni©k@l alloys conducted within the internal friction
group of the University*
The present work has confirmed that the 766°C peak is due to 
a grain boundary relaxation mechanism* Previous work by Lebedev and 
Postnikov^^^ indicated the presence of this peak in an Fe=4# Ni alloy 
which was attributed to the grain boundary relaxation mechanism operating 
with an activation energy of 59“69 Kcals/mol for the process*
The apparent activation energy values obtained for the three 
peaks, (Table 15) are consistent amongst themselves within experimental 
error* The observed variation of the constituent peaks in the grain 
boundary relaxation spectrum with frequency can be accounted for in the 
following way* The peak height of the grain boundary relaxation process 
is very sensitive to grain size variation, falling steeply at fine 
grain sizes and then asymmetrically approaching an equilibrium value*
It is possible that the grain size (0*058 cms) selected for the present 
investigation, in order to comply with the ternary alloys, may lie on 
the rapidly decreasing part of the peak height against grain size curve
<=119=
for the Fe~25$ Ni alloy,, A small variation in the specimen grain size 
used for frequency shift would therefore result in considerable variation 
of peak heightso
As no previous work is available for the Fe-25$ Ni system, 
the results will be more fully discussed in the general discussion
7o4« Pure Ternary Fe-259k°20$ Cr Alloy
loAAo Results
Internal friction measurements were taken over the full 
operational range of the apparatus at frequencies of between 0*48 c/s 
and 2e43 e/s„ on specimens of the standard grain size0 No relaxation 
processes were observed at temperatures below that of the grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum,, Fig„ 46 shows the type of curves obtained in the 
region of the grain boundary relaxation peak temperature for frequencies, 
2„43 e/s, 1014 c/s and 0„48 c/s0 The frequency dependence of the grain 
boundary relaxation spectrum and high temperature background damping 
can be seen in the figure0 The frequency dependence of the grain 
boundary relaxation spectrum alone is shown in Fig0 47o This grain 
boundary peak complex was separated into the constituent peaks by 
computer„ Their location and magnitude for the 1„14 c/s specimen are 
shown in Fig„ 480 The best fit was obtained with three peaks, as it 
was impossible to fit either two or four peaks into the relaxation 
spectrumo The respective physical properties of these peaks, along 
with the apparent activation energies calculated by computer are given 
in Tables 14 and 15« In Fig0 49 have been plotted In freque®§2P.. against 
the reciprocal of the peak temperature0 From the slope of th® resultant 
straight line Q/R was obtained using computer by linear least squares 
analysis and from this the activation energy (Q )„ The apparent 
activation energy (Q ) was determined in the manner previously described 
and these values in turn used to determine and thus values of £)
reported in Table 16* From the quotient of the apparent activation 
energy (Q ) and the activati@a energy (Q ) the ratio r2(p) was found, 
from which the values of the {3 factor was obtained as before, Table 163
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TABLE 16
ACTIVATION ENERGIES9 T ^ )  AND 0 VALUES FOR THE 
CONSTITUENT PEAKS
Phenomenon Nickel Grain 
Boundary Peak
Chromium Grain 
Boundary Peak
Iron Grain 
Boundary Peak
Frequency shift
Q (Kcals)
©
70*67 67*88 84*18
Average Apparent 
Q (Kcals) 53*31 49*32 39*68
rJp) 1*326 1*376 2*122
P 1*117 1*285 2*715
7o4o2® Discussion
The grain boundary relaxation spectrum was found to consist 
of three distinct relaxation peaks occurring at temperatures of 629*5°C(? 
691o5°C and 769°C for a frequency of 1 e/s0
The peak occurring at ?69°C is attributed to the grain boundary 
relaxation arising from the nickel solute atoms because of its close 
proximity to the J66°0 peak observed in the Fe<=25$ Ni alloy,, Similarly*, 
the 691*5 C peak can be confidently attributed to be due to the grain 
boundary relaxation of the solute chromium atoms because its close 
proximity to the 688°C peak in the Fe-18*6$ chromium alloy* The 
remaining smaller peak*, (629*5°C), is considered to be due to the grain 
boundary relaxation of the solvent lattice, for the same reasons as 
those in the case of the binary Fe-18*6$ Cr and Fe~25$ Ni alloys,, The 
solvent peak has been moved to higher peak temperatures and is lower in 
height than in the binary alloys0 The nickel and chromium peaks*> 
although not moved a great deal in peak temperature*, are also reduced in 
height relative to that in their respective binary alloys*
The substitutional or Zener relaxation peak was also absent 
in this alloy* It is likely that this is due to the inhibitive effect 
of the 2£$fo Cr present*? because this peak was observed in the binary 
Fe-25$ Ni alloy and absent in the binary Fe~18*6$ Cr alloy* This confirms 
the observations of Barrand^"^^ who observed that iron^chromium alloys 
did not exhibit a Zener relaxation peak for chromium concentrations less 
than 20$* It is therefore apparent that the presence of chromium in 
the alloy is the controlling factor in the Zener relaxation mechanism*
-127-
7*5* Stabilised Fe-25# Ni-°20# Cr~Nb Allov
7*5*1* Results
Experimentation was conducted on this alloy to determine the 
effect of NbC precipitate* ^23^6 and M^C carbides* if present* on the 
grain boundary relaxation process0 Frequency shift measurements were 
carried out on specimens with the standard grain size over the frequency 
range of 0*48 to 2*45 e/s* The variation of the overall internal friction 
values and background damping contributions with frequency for the 0*48c/s* 
1 ©/a and 2*45 c/s specimens are shown in Fig* 50* Fig0 51 illustrates 
the frequency dependence of the grain boundary relaxation spectrum* after 
the removal of the two types of background damping contribution,, The 
grain boundary relaxation complex was separated by computer into three 
constituent peaks* Their location and height for a specimen tested at 
a frequency of 1 c/s are illustrated in Fig0 52* The characteristic 
values for the constituent peaks at all frequencies are summarized in 
Tables 17 and 180 Table 17 also includes the activation energy of the 
background damping contribution* calculated during the subtraction of 
the high temperature background damping* Fig* 53 shows a plot of 
In freqm@ffi©y against the peak temperature* from which the slope of the 
resultant straight line Q/R was obtained* The activation energy 
(Q ) was then determined for the constituent peaks and these values 
are reported in Table 19* The ratio *2 ^  ¥as from the quotient
of the apparent activation energy (Qft) and the activation energy (Qc)» 
and from which the values of tfe® § factor were obtained* Table 19*
TABLE 19
ACTIVATION ENERGIES* r>2(p) AND VALDES FOR 
THE CONSTITUENT PEAKS
.............
Phenomenon Nickel Grain 
Boundary Peak ?
Chromium Grain 
Boundary Peak
Iron Grain 
Boundary Peak
Frequency shift 
(Kcals)©
Average Apparent 
(Kcals)
P
71.38
54*39' 
1*312 
1*135
68*39
51*96
1*316
1*145
84*16
41*02
2*052
2*585
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^ Experimental Values 0o48c/s 
A  Background Damping 0o48c/s 
0 Experimental Values lc/s - 
0 Background Damping lc/s 
X Experimental Values 2„45c/s 
X Background Damping 2<,45c/a_
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FIG. 51 FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE GRAIN BOUNDARY RELAXATION SPECTRUM 
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FIG. 53 Ln FREQUENCY AGAINST l/T x 10'' °K FOR THE CONSTITUENT PEAKS OF 
THE STABILISED Fe-25Ni-20$ Cr-Nb ALLOY G.S. = 0„058 cms0
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7«5o2„ Discussion
The grain boundary relaxation spectrum in this alloy consisted 
of the same constituent peaks identified in the unstabilised material,,
Each peak was slightly narrower than the corresponding peak in the 
unstabilised material* This indicates that the grain boundary relaxation 
process is more difficult in the stabilised material than in the 
unstabilised alloy* possibly due to the inhibitive effect of the fine 
dispersion of NbC particles0 The above suggestion is strengthened 
by the slight increase in the peak temperature and the increase in 
activation reduction in the height of each constituent grain boundary 
relaxation peak* Each peak is reduced by approximately the same 
proportion relative to their respective peaks in the unstabilised 
material* This indicates that ea@l constituent peak* although inhibited 
by the presence of the dispersion of NbC particles* still contributes 
a proportionate amount of energy loss to the overall grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum,,
7*6* Effect of Niobium Carbide Precipitation
7*6.10 Results «
o
Some precipitation of discrete particles was noted as a 
result of microscopic examination of specimens of the stabilised alloy 
after testing* Repeated runs were therefore carried out to determine 
the effect of such precipitation on the internal friction measurements* 
Specimens of standard grain size were tested at 1 @/s ever the temperature 
range of the apparatus* After cooling to room temperatur@p the measure­
ments were repeated without removing the specimen from the apparatus*
In Pig* 54 are compared the overall internal friction and 
background damping contributions of the original and repeated runs*
A comparison .of the two grain boundary relaxation spectra and the 
constituent peaks for the two runs are illustrated in Pig* 55 and 
Pig* 56* The relevant grain boundary relaxation peak characteristics 
are reported in Table 20* Furthermore there is a slight increase in 
the temperature Of each constituent peak*
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In addition* the activation energy of the background damping is raised 
slightly from 22*04 Kcals/mol for the initial run, to 23.88 Kcals/mol 
for the repeated run.
7o6.2. Discussion
The general effect of a repeated run is a reduction in the 
overall grain boundary relaxation spectrum the level of background 
damping and in the heights of each individual peak. These effects 
indicate that the further precipitation of NbC carbides occuring in 
the first run has an inhibitive effect on the relaxation process in 
the repeated measurement.
7.7o Effect of Grain Size
I d c l e  Results
It was considered to be appropriate to investigate the effect 
of grain size on the grain boundary relaxation peak in the ternary 
materials used. Therefore* a series of specimens from the stabilised 
and unstabilised Fe-25$ Ni-20$ Cr materials was' prepared with a range 
of grain sizes by heat treating for 30 minutes at 100 C intervals 
between 800 and 1300°C* followed by vaccuum quenching.
The experimental results were analysed by use of computer 
in a similar manner to that described in section 6.2,2. A summary 
of the results obtained for the grain boundary relaxation spectrum 
region of the internal friction curve is presented in Table 21 for 
the stabilised Fe=25$ Ni-20$ Cr-Nb alloy* and in Table 22 for the 
unstabilised Fe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr alloy. The effect of grain size on the 
overall internal friction curve is shown in Fig, 57 for the unstabilised 
Fe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr alloy and in Fig. 58 for the stabilised material.
Figs. 59 and 60 illustrate the effect of grain size more clearly on 
the grain boundary relaxation spectrum portion of the internal friction 
curve* and the background damping over the same temperature region.
The effect of grain size on the activation energy of the background 
damping is reported in Table 23 for the unstabilised material and in 
Table 24 for the stabilised alloy. Removal of the background damping 
contribution yields the results illustrated in Figs, 61 and 62* which 
show the shift of the grain boundary relaxation spectrum to higher 
temperatures with increase in grain size0 The temperature of each 
constituent peak was shifted by a similar amount. There was also a
TABLE 21
VARIATION OP CONSTITUENT PEAK PROPERTIES IN THE GRAIN BOUNDARY 
RELAXATION SPECTRUM OP A.iSTABILISED ,PejT25?S NiT2Q^  Cr,-Nb ALLOY VITH GRAIN SIZE
Nickel Peak
Heat
Treatment 
Annealed 
30 Mins 
@
Grain
Size
(cms)
Peak Ht.
Log Dec x 10
io4
Tp
Activation
Energy
ft(Kcals)
P
8000c Very 509 10.29 40.884 1.710 x IO’17 2.011
Fine
900°C Very 389 10.21 40.954 2.307 x IO-17 2.009
Fine
1000°c Very 289 10.09 43.794 3.521 x IO-17 1.799
Fine
1100°C 0.020 131 10.00 46.084 4.883 x 10"17 1.641
1200°C 0.058 61.25 9.613 54.393 1.941 x IO"16 1.135
Chromium Peak
Heat Grain Peak Ht. . io4 Activation P
Treatment Size Log Dec x 10 Tp Energy Co
Annealed (cms) Kcals)
30 Mins
@
800°C Very 398 11.048 38.356 1 R6.04 x 10 1.783
Fine
900°C Very 307 10.975 39.395
1 O
7.76 x 10 1.736
Fine
1000°C Very 213 10.850 42.504 -171.19 x 10 1.609
Fine
1100°C 0.020 83 10.742 44.151 -171.73 x 10 ' 1.549
-171200°C 0.058 5^.38 10.355 51.961 6.53 x 10 ' 1.145
Iron Peak
Heat Grain Peak Ht. ^ iol Activation r P
Treatment Size Log Dec x 10 Tp Energy Co
Annealed (cms) Q(Koala)
30 Mins
@
800°c Very 111 11.784 32.371 -234.44 x 10 3.581
Fine -23
900°C Very 105 11.717 32.928 5.94 x 10 3.497
Fine -22
1000°C Very ! 61 11.549 34.451 1.21 x 10 3.299
Fine -22
1100°C 0.020 30 11.451 35.318 1.84 x 10 3.193
1200°C 0.058 14.38 11.091 41.016
-228.32 x 10 ^ 2.585
TABLE 22 - w -
VARIATION OP CONSTITUENT PEAK PROPERTIES IN THE GRAIN BOUNDARY 
RELAXATION SPECTRUM OP Fe-25$ Ni-20$ Cr ALLOY WITH GRAIN SIZE
Nickel Peak
Heat
Treatment 
Annealed 
30 Mins
@
Grain
Size
(cms)
Peak Ht. . 
Log Dec x 10
IO4
Tp
Activation 
Energy 
Q Kcals
To P
800°C
900°C
Very
Pine
0.020
706
451
10.117
10.015
39.551
42.571
4.65
6.66
x 10“17 
x 10“17
2.09
1.855
1000°C 0,041 152 9.758 46,827 1.65 x IO"16 1.565
1100°C 0.059 73 9.576 53.307 2.75 x 10”16 1.117
1200°C 0.123 69 9.365 62,538 6.64 x IO”16 0.664
1300OC 0,162 66 9.258 64.715 9.17 x 10“16 0.557
Chromium Peak
Heat
Treatment 
Annealed 
30 Mins 
@>
Grain
Size
(cms)
Peak Ht. . 
Log Dec x 10
IO4
Tp
Activation 
Energy 
Q Kcals
P
800°C
900°C
Very
Pine
0.020
422
316
10,877
10.760
39.512
40.336
1.44 x 10“17 
2.129 x IO-17
1.961
1.903
1000°C 
j 1100°C 
1200°C
0.041
0,059
0.123
107
58,5
58
10.531
10.327
10.116
44.512
49.320
53.874
4.69
8,39
1.92
x 10 7 
x 10“17 
x IO"16 
x IO”16
1.591
1,285
1,009
1300°C 0,162 55 10,020 56.193 2.67 0.883
Iron Peak
Heat 
j Treatment 
1 Annealed 
! 30 Mins 
@>
Grain
Size
(cms)
Peak Ht, . 
Log Dec x 10
IO4
Tp
Activation 
Energy 
Q, Kcals
To P
800°C
900°C 
1000°C 
1100°C 
j 1200°C 
! 1300<>ci
Very
Pine
0.020
0.041
0.059
0.123
0.162
145
99
34
17.25
16
15
11.587
11.428
11.326
11.050
10,904
10.749
32,666
34.458
36,664
39.670
41.944
43.126
1.03
1.91
3.03 
9.76 
1.79 
3.41
irt-22x 10
-22 
x 10 *
-22
x 10
-22
x 10 
x 10"21 
x 10’21
3.539
3.299
3.041
2.715
2.502
2.401
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FIG, 57 EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON THE INTERNAL FRICTION CURVES OF AN 
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TABLE 23
EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON THE BACKGROUND DAMPING 
ACTIVATION ENERGY OF AN Fe«25$ Ni-20^ Cr ALLOY
Heat Treatment 
Annealed 30 
Mins at °c
Grain
Size
(cms)
Activation Energy 
Q (5 eals
800 Very Fine 27o646
900 0,020 26,874
1000 0,041 26,090
1100 0,059 24,328
1200 0,123 23,840
1300 0,162 23.036
TABLE 24
EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON THE BACKGROUND DAMPING 
ACTIVATION ENERGY OF STABILISED Fe-25# Ni«20$ Cr-Nb ALLOY
He at Treatm en t 
Annealed 30 
Mins a t
G ra in
S ize
(cms)
A ct iv a  t i  on Energy 
Q (K c a ls
800 Very F ine 29*569
900 Very Fin© 28,820’
1000 Very Fin® 30,155
1100 0,020 26,950
1200 0,058 26,132
-147-
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FIG* 62 EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON THE GRAIN BOUNDARY RELAXATION SPECTRUM 
OF A STABILISED Fe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr - NTb ALLOY P * 1 c/s
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broadening of each constituent peak, i,e, increasing p factor, with 
decreasing grain size# A definite relationship between t® 
each peak and the grain size was found, as shown in Figs, 63-65*
The presence of a high temperature peak was also observed 
in some of the internal friction curves obtained from the unstabilised 
alloy, Fig, 57« An application of operation 3 to the high temperature 
results yielded a confused pattern of parameters reported in Table 25, 
This peak was not observed in the stabilised alloy over the same 
temperature range. However, operation 3 was applied to the high 
temperature residue after the removal of the grain boundary relaxation 
spectrum and background damping contributions. The results obtained 
are also reported in Table 25, together with similar results from 
the Fe-25$ Ni alloy. In many cases, the calculation of the peak 
parameters was beyond the capabilities of the computer program, 
and this is reflected in the table by the absence of parameters for 
internal friction curves which could not be treated by the computer,
7,7,2. Discussion
The effect of grain size on the internal friction curves 
(Figs, 61 and 62) confirms that the observed relaxation phenomena are 
due to grain boundary relaxation processes. Furthermore the total 
level of background damping at any one temperature and the activation 
energy of the background damping, as can be seen from Tables 23 and 24, 
decreased progressively with increasing grain size. This indicates 
that the magnitude and activation energy of the background damping 
process are grain size dependent.
One of the more striking effects is that the relative ratios 
between the heights of the constituent peaks are similar in all of the 
specimens tested. This may indicate that each constituent element 
is contributing to its own grain boundary relaxation peak«
In view of the limited amount of information obtained ©n the 
high temperature peak it will be discussed in the general discussion,
7,8, Effect of Creep
7,8,1, Results
Specimens of stabilised and unstabilised Fe-25$ Ni-20# Cr 
ternary alloys were crept at 750^0 under a stress of 10,000 lbs per sq.0 
inch. The extension—time curves are plotted in FigSo 66 and 67,
-150-
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FIG* 63 PLOT OF To AGAINST GRAIN SIZE IN cms FOR THE IRON GRAIN BOUNDARY 
RELAXATION PEAK OF AN Fe-25^ Ni-2C$ Cr ALLOY
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Under the applied stress, the unstabilised material extended extremely 
rapidly, as can be seen from Fig* 66, and therefore the test was terminated 
after 6 hours* The stabilised alloy extended rapidly through the primary 
stage and then settled down to a slow, steady rate of extension (Fig* 6?)» 
The test was terminated after 114 hours*
Internal friction runs were carried out on both alloys before 
and after creeping* Figs* 68 and 69 show the effect of creep on the 
unstabilised alloy, and Fig* 70 the effect on the stabilised alloy* The 
results of the computer analysis of the internal friction curves are 
shown in Figs* 71 and 72 and in Table 26*
The activation energy of the high temperature background 
damping was increased from 24*29 Kcals/mol to 25*47 Kcals/mol in the 
unstabilised material and from 26*08 Kcals/mol to 27*96 Kcals/mol in 
the stabilised alloy, after creep*
Furthermore, the grain boundary relaxation spectrum in the 
unstabilised ternary alloy was not effected by creep* Therefore the 
grain boundary relaxation spectrum of this alloy was not separated into 
the constituent peaks* la the case of the stabilised alloy a difference 
was observed in the grain boundary relaxation peak specimen before and 
after creep* The constituent peaks were each increased in height, 
moved to higher temperatures, and were also broader after creeping, 
with a concomitant increase in $ factor, relative to the uncrept 
specimen*.
7*8*2® Discussion
It appears from the reported results that creep increases the 
level of damping in both alloys* Background damping is increased in 
both alloys, whilst the grain boundary relaxation spectrum is only 
influenced by creep in the stabilised material® The change in internal 
friction parameters with creep can best be discussed in the general 
discussion® However the reproducibility of results in the apparatus 
was confirmed by the close agreement of the internal friction curves 
obtained before creeping with those of a similar grain sized specimen 
at a frequency of lc/s previously reported (section 7*4*1* and section 
7*5*1*
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7o9* Micro-probe Analysis
All of binary and ternary alloy specimens were scanned to 
try and determine any difference in the solute concentration across 
the specimen and, more particularly , a change of concentration across 
the grainso It was also hoped, in the case of the ternary alloys,
or
to determine the presence of any metallic carbides, of the M^C^M^C 
type, which would have involved solute concentration and possibly 
the presence of a precipitate free zone0
These precipitates were not found, neither was there any 
concentration difference across any alloy specimen,, However, in 
the case of the stabilised GAB167 alloy, numerous NbC precipitates 
were observed throughout the grain interior and at the grain boundaries„ 
One such particle A® shown in Fig„ 73® which illustrates the sudden 
Increase in niobium concentration at this point„ The lower Fig# 7 3 b  
illustrates the rapid decrease in the other three constituent metals, 
iron, nickel and chromium in the region of the precipitate,.
Included in Table 27 is the composition of the ternary 
material in the grain centre and on a NbC precipitate, the values of 
which were calculated by computer from counts taken on the Geoscan 
instrument#„
TABLE 27
COMPOSITION OP THE MATRIX AND PARTICLES PRESENT IN A 
STABILISED Pe-25^ Ni-2<$ Cr-Nb ALLOT 
Geoscan instrument at 25 KV
Wt$ Element
Element
ParticleMatrix
Ni
Total
164
73 a. V a r ia t io n  of N io b ium  C ontent.
Geoscan 20 K . V . M a g n ifica tio n  x  25, 000
 < N ic k e l
 < C h ro m iu m
4 Iro n
73 b . V a r ia t io n  of N ic k e l, C h ro m iu m  and Iro n  C ontents.
F ig . 73 V a r ia t io n  of con s titue n t e lem ents across  a p re c ip ita te d  
p a r t ic le  in  a s ta b ilis e d  Fe -25% N i-20% C r-N b . a llo y . 
Geoscan 20 K . V . M a g n ifica tio n  x  15, 000
“165*
It is obvious after a comparison of the above analysis and 
that reported in Table 5 that the lower percentage of niobium found in 
the matrix after precipitation is due to the formation of descrete 
particles of NbC0 This precipitation would deplete the matrix of niobium 
and create aiobiu® Z’ich particles as shown in Fig* 7 5  o
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8, GENERAL DISCUSSION
Discussion of this work will be mainly concerned with the 
location, width and height of the contituent peaks in the grain boundary 
relaxation spectra of the various alloys studied,, The effect of 
composition, stabilisation and grain size on the peaks of the ternary 
alloys will be examined,, In addition, the background damping and M g h 
temperature peaks will be briefly considered. Finally, the present 
results will be discussed in terms of the existing grain boundary relaxation 
theories which will be extended to account for some of the effects observed 
in this work,
8,1, Background Damning
Two separate factors should be considered with reference to 
the background damping measured in this work. The first is the influence 
of alloying additions and precipitated particles in the materials used 
in the investigation, and the second is the influence of grain size on 
the background damping of the two ternary alloys studied. The grain size 
in all other specimens was standard (0,058 cms).
Low Temperature Background Damning
Low temperature background damping is $ainly due tos-
(1) the oscillation of dislocation segments between pinning 
points under the alternating stress in analogy to the 
motion of a vibrating string,
(2) the specific damping of th#'material and,
(3 ) energy loss of the apparatus.
It is very difficult to separate these three types of damping.
By replacing the specimen by a length of nichrome wire it has been found 
that most of the background damping is due to the specific damping of, and 
dislocations present, in the material. However, as the background damping 
was removed from the grain boundary relaxation spectrum, it was not necessary 
to separate the low temperature background damping into the above constituents.
In general, the activation energy of the low temperature background 
damping was found to be approximately 1 Kcal/mol, (0,0433 ©V), This is
(22)x in good agreement with the work by Kamentslqr , who reported that 
activation energies for such a process should be less than 0,05 ©Vo In 
addition the above value is in good agreement with other work within the 
internal friction group of the University,
-167-
From the present work, it appears that the activation energy
of the low temperature background damping process was relatively unaffected
by variation of solute content or grain size. Furthermore in agreement
(l3 19 20)
with previous work 9 9 this damping was independent of frequency
over the frequency range tested and the magnitude of the damping was 
found to be higher for small grain sized materials.
High Temperature Background Damning
Accurate removal of the high temperature background damping 
was of paramount importance for the correct analysis of the grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum. This is because the grain boundary relaxation spectrum 
was superimposed on a rapidly rising background damping contribution, 
severely influencing the high temperature end of the grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum. Accurate removal of background damping was achieved 
by the method described in 6,2,1, The straight line relationship between 
log S and l/T for the high temperature background damping indicates that 
the damping follows an exponential relationship with the reciprocal of 
temperature,
(47)This relationship is similar to that used by Postnikov ,
(equation (3l)) illustrated in Fig, 7o The close agreement between the 
activation energies of the background damping obtained on a number of 
rums from the same material indicates the accuracy of the method of background 
subtraction (Tables 11,14 and 17),
The values of activation energy determined for the high temperature 
background damping in each material, are in all cases, lower than the 
corresponding values of activation energy for the grain boundary relaxation 
process. This is in agreement with previously reported work ~ , In
general, for a standard grain size, the activation energy of the high 
temperature background damping was found to increase with increasing alloy 
content as shown in Table 28,
TABLE 28
VARIATION OF ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE 
BACKGROUND WITH ALLOY CONTENT
Composition
Activation Energy 
0. (K cals)
Pure Fe 16,2
Fe-25f° Ni 10,9
Fe-18,6$ Cr ' 21.0
Fe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr . 24,3
Fe-25Ni-20$ Cr-Nb 26,1
The low value (l0.9 K cals/mol) of the activation energy 
determined for the binary Fe-25$ Ni alloy appears difficult to reconcile 
when one considers the activation energy of 21,0 K cals/mol obtained for 
a binary Fe-18,6$ Cr alloy, and 16,2 K cals/mol for the pure iron 
specimen. The comparatively low value indicates that the controlling 
process is occurring easier in this material than in the binary iron- 
chromium alloy and the pure iron. Preparation of the standard 0.058 cms 
grain size in this alloy involved annealing at the comparatively high 
temperature of 1200°C, followed by a vacuum quench. During quenching 
to room temperature, approximately 70-80$ of the material was found 
to have transformed to a form of ferritic martensite. The remainder 
was retained austenite. It is suggested that the relatively high 
annealing temperature, coupled with the transformation of most of the 
material to martensite, would retain a high concentration of vacancies.
The high vacancy concentration would then be available for climb of 
the dislocation lines or jogs to avoid pinning points within the material. 
Under these conditions the activation energy for the high temperature 
background damping process could be expected to be lower. This is borne 
out by a higher value of activation energy (24,0 K cal/mol) obtained 
for the background damping in an Fe-50$ Ni a l l o y A f t e r  a similar 
treatment the Fe-50$ Ni alloy was completely austeniti®.
It would appear that crystal imperfections play a major role 
in this type of damping. This is borne out by the increased background 
damping contribution in a material ©f identical grain size after creep. 
Deformation during creep would increase the number of crystal imperfections 
which would then affect subsequent internal friction measurements.
In such circumstances, one could possibly explain the observed 
high temperature background damping effects in terms of dislocation 
movement and by the pinning effect of solute atoms and carbide precipitates 
It is known that the application of an oscillating stress would cause 
vibration of dislocation segments and an initial energy loss by resonance. 
This is the Granato-Lttcke model for low temperature background damping.
An increase of temperature would add more thermal energy, allowing the 
breaking away of the dislocation segments from some of the pinning points 
to produce greater segment length, and hence a greater energy loss and 
therefore an increase in background damping. The presence of solute 
atoms in substitutional alloys inhibits dislocation movement. This would 
increase the potential energy barrier to be overcome before breakaway.
In such circumstances, the level of damping would be reduced and the 
activation energy of the process increased.
With reference to Fig. 54 it is seen that the high temperature
background damping is reduced by the presence of fine dispersion of
carbides in the stabilised alloy. This confirms previous reports that
(29-32)impurities influence the magnitude of background damping .
Initially, the inhibition by the presence of carbides would be by the
provision of a greater number of pinning points. The breakaway of
dislocations from these points with increasing temperature(^9-31)
would therefore be more difficult, and subsequent dislocation movement
retarded by the particles. Dislocation glide would be inhibited by the
presence of niobium carbide particles, and it is likely that dislocation
climb could then become the controlling mechanism. The climbing process
would be limited until sufficient thermal energy was available. This
would increase the activation energy of the high temperature background
damping (Table 28) because dislocation climb is a more difficult process
(27—29)than dislocation glide. This strengthens the suggestion that
high temperature background is controlled by vacancy generation and 
migration processes. Furthermore the effect of precipitation of niobium - 
carbide particles is clearly illustrated by the results of a repeated 
Internal Friction run on the stabilised materials. This showed that the 
level of damping decreased and the activation energy of the process 
increased after the precipitation of the niobium carbide particles.
The lower level of damping observed in the repeated run, on the 
I i i* s
stabilised material, Irrfexs that precipitation of niobium carbide, which 
occurred during the first run, exerted an inhibiting effect on the internal 
friction mechanism. Niobium carbide precipitation also occurred during 
creep of the stabilised alloy. However the magnitude of the background 
damping in the crept specimens, both stabilised and unstabilised was found 
to be higher than in the uncrept condition. These observations confirm 
that the background damping process occurs by a mechanism involving dis­
location movement. Precipitation in the repeated run specimen would 
decrease the loop length of the dislocations and hence reduce the length 
of dislocation segment contributing to the dislocation resonence, (equation 
25). The deformation occurring during creep would increase the dislocation 
density within the specimen and thus increase the magnitude of the background 
damping, as more dislocation segments would be available to take part in 
the energy loss process.
Similarly the variation of the activation energy of the background 
damping process, after repeated measurement and after creep indicates the 
type of mechanism operating in the process. The activation energy of the 
process was slightly increased in the stabilised material after repeated
measurement.^in both the stabilised and unstabilised alloy after creep*,
The increase was slightly greater in the case of the stabilised material*, 
This suggests that dislocation movement by climb or by glide is the 
controlling mechanism of the energy loss processe The precipitation of 
niobium carbides throughout the crystal and along the dislocation line 
would inhibit dislocation movement. Thus more energy would be required 
to overcome the potential energy barrier and to initiate dislocation 
movement*, This inhibition would raise the activation energy of the
process as observed in the present investigation,,
L
Grain size effectsAthe increase in activation energy and level of 
internal friction with decreasing grain size can be readily explained 
as follows« A smaller grain size would have a higher dislocation density 
and a greater number of nodes and tangles9 providing an increased number 
of pinning points0 In such a material the dislocations would be more 
firmly pinned than in a larger grain sized material, and the activation 
energy of the process would therefore be increased*,
The observed increase in damping level in the fine grained 
material is due to the higher dislocation density in the alloy providing 
a greater number of dislocations for the high temperature damping process*,
Another possibility to account for the effect of grain size 
on the level of background damping is to consider the increased number 
of vacancies which would be retained after annealing and quenching from 
the higher annealing temperature of the larger grained specimens*, These 
vacancies would ik®& b@ available in the larger grain sized materials 
to assist in dislocation movement*, Fine grain sized materials, annealed 
at a lower temperature, would not contain such a high vacancy concentration 
and vacancies would therefore have to be generated by thermal activation*, 
Since under these conditions dislocation climb is more difficult the 
activation energy of the process will be higher and the magnitude of the 
process lower*, tn
802*, Zener Relaxation
The substitutional or Zener relaxation peak was briefly discussed 
in Section 7„3<,2<, The Zener relaxation peak is not of direct interest 
to the present work and no contribution to the current theories can be 
advanced* This is due to the appearanc® of the peak in only one of the 
alloys studied*, Since this is the first reported Zener relaxation peak 
in the iron—nickel system, the relaxation process will be briefly discussed*,
This peak has however been previously observed and studied in other iron
, (65“=68) base alloys «,
The activation energy*, determined from frequency shift measurements, 
of 57,2 Kcals/miXff is lower than previously reported values for the 
diffusion of nickel in gamma iron*, Table 29,
TABLE 29
SUMMARY OP ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR SOLUTE 
DIFFUSION IN THE Fe-Ni SYSTEM
Source Method Phase Activation Energy 
Q (Kcals)
Wells and Mehl^131^
n , (132)Gardner
Analytical Y 66,0
Y 67,0
Goldstein et a l ^ ^  
Hirano et a l ^ ^ ^
Analytical Y 76,0
Radiographic
Technique Y 67,0
Present work Internal 57,2
--- ------- „-
Friction Y
The value of the p factor (0,029) determined in the present
work, is much lower than the only other value (l,6) available for an 
(68)Fe-=22,5$ Cr alloy , Since the Zener relaxation peak occurs in
close proximity to the grain boundary relaxation peaks , and the method
(68 )
of background subtraction employed by Barrand^ is thought to be 
suspect, (Secti@a 7«2«2*) th® p factor reported fey Barrand is thus 
rather doubtful. An inaccurate removal of background damping would
produce Zener relaxation, which would account for the higher value
A /C
of the p factor reported by Barrando In view of the more accurate
method of analysis of the grain boundary relaxation spectrum developed
in the present work, it is suggested that the value of the p factor
obtained is a more realistic figure.
The value (lO”1^0^ )  of the pre-exponential factor TL
( “14,4\
determined, is in reasonable agreement with the value of vlO ) 
reported by Barrand^^, and is an acceptable value for a diffusion 
or atomic jump type process, such as that causing the Zener relaxation 
peak. Other w o r k e r s h a v e  reported lower values of X@ for Zener 
relaxations in ferrous alloys than those determined in the present work.
It is possible that the conclusions reached by these workers are 
correct, i,e, that the values of T  which they obtained were low due to 
magnetic spin ordering effects in the region of the Zener relaxation peako 
This effect was not present in the current work and in that of Barrand , 
possibly due to the imposed magnetic field on the specimen during testing.
»172»
It is probable that the absence of any magnetic spin ordering effects 
in this material is due to the very low Curie point (-101°C^*^) and 
the fact that it is unlikely that the applied strain would be great
YAO-J-ax. C \c
enough to produce anyAordering in the region of the Zener peak*
The Fe-2205$ Cr alloy studied by Barrand had a Curie point well above 
the temperature of the Zener relaxation peak* Thus the Zener relaxation 
process would be completed before magnetic spin ordering occurred*.
The absence of Zener relaxation peaks in the binary Fe-1806$ Cr 
alloy confirms the work of Barrand, who found that the Zener relaxation 
peak is absent in chromium alloy contents of less than 20$„ The Zener 
relaxation peak was also absent in the ternary alloys0 It would be 
interesting to check whether all ternary alloys containing less than 
2C$ chromium would exhibit a Zener relaxation peako
Qo3<> Grain Boundary Relaxations
The broad relaxation peak superimposed on the rapidly rising 
background damping in the Fe~25$ Hi<=>2Q$ Cr alloy investigated in 
the present work has been shown to b@ a spectrum of grain boundary 
relaxation peaks (Section 7o4o2„)<, These peaks have been identified 
as grain boundary relaxation peaks involving iron, etasmium and nickel 
atoms0 The individual peaks vary in height, position and width with 
alloy composition and grain size0
803el« Solvent Iron Relaxation Peak
The influence of solute additions on the grain boundary peaks
has been shown in Sections 7ol«»l© to 7«5oXo, and these effects are
summarized in Table 30, Previous workers have shown that two grain
boundary relaxation peaks occurred in dilute binary alloys,, But in
alloys of higher solute content they have considered only one grain
boundary relaxation peak to be present,, One of the main contributions
of the present work is that the solvent<~iron grain boundary relaxation
peak exists at all solute concentrations in the alloys studied and that
a grain boundary relaxation peak is present for each of the constituent
metals making up the alloy (Figs„ 40, 44 and 48)„
Comparing the effects of solute chromium and nickel on the
solvent«=iron grain boundary peak, in binary alloys, 18o6$ chromium
4
reduces the peak from a logarithmic decrement of 1785 x 10 to
168 x 104, whilst 25^ nickel reduces the peak from 1785 x 104 to
1030 x 104„ In the ternary alloy 18„6$ chromium reduces the iron peak
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from 1030 z 10^ in the binary Fe-25$ Ni alloy to 17 z 10^, whilst 25$ 
nickel reduces the peak height from 168 z 10^ to 17 z 10^* A reduction 
ia the solvent-!®* peak height could be ezpected due to the reduced 
percentage of iron present in any of the alloysc However, it appears 
that the presence of chromium has a much stronger effect on the solvent- 
iron grain boundary peak than nickelo It is possible that this effect 
could be due to size factor, electronic interaction or segregation,,
The atomic diameters of nickel and chromium are so similar 
that the first effect can be discounted* Ezaminimg the electronic 
structure of iron, nickel and chromium shows that the electronic configuration 
of iron and nickel are very similar whilst the electronic configuration of 
iron and chromium are markedly different* it is suggested that this 
difference in the electronic configuration of the three elements ceuXd 
ezert an effect on the solvent-iron grain boundary relazation peak*
More fundamental work is required to elucidate this effect* Micro- 
segregation of chromium to the grain boundary is a distinct possibility*
Solute elements t®^i>t®s®gre gat® t®> the grain boundary in order to minimise 
the surface free energy of the b o u n d a r y I n  so doing they form a grain 
boundary film which can eztend over 2=3 atomic d i a m e t e r s o grain 
boundary segregation was detected during micro-probe analysis of the 
ternary or binary alloys* This could have been due to, a low change in
concentration levels between the grain interior and the boundary,
interference from other metals, or inadequate resolution of the Geosdan 
instrument* Solute elements are also known to segregate competitively 
and to affect the solubility of the matriz for the segregating solute^1^ *
It is possible that chromium may have preferentially segregated to the 
grain boundary and there formed a thin layer of chromium atoms* Once 
present at the boundary the chromium solute atoms would then have 
inhibited the solvent-iron grain boundary relazation process* It is 
possible that nickel does not tend to segregate to grain boundaries as
readily as chromium and therefore its effect on the grain boundary
relazation process is less than that of chromium* , e
The further reduction of the solvent iron grain boundary^peak^ 
height in^Ehe^pnesence of niobium carbide indicates tha£. 
boundary relazation procesS^L-s-^further inhib!ied^6y the presence of the 
niobium carbide particles relazaj£4Jir^ >roSesBT>^ __^ Itds possible that nickel 
does not tend to segr£gattf"~to grain boundaries as rea3lly'''~as^ jc3^ omium 
and thereforeT^ts effect on the grain boundary relazs 
less than that of chromium*
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The further reduction of the solvent iron grain boundary 
peak height in the presence of niobium carbide indicates that the 
grain boundary relaxation process is further inhibited by the presence 
©f the niobium carbide particles0 The presence of niobium carbide particles 
has been identified by microprobe analysis which were segregated at the 
grain boundaries,,
The above discussion has indicated that the grain boundary 
relaxation process for the solvent iron becomes more difficult with 
increasing solute additions which is in agreement with previous 
workers This idea is strengthened when one
considers the effect of solute additions on the width of the solvent 
iron grain boundary relaxation peak* The effect of alloy content on
the peak width is best considered by taking cognizance of the (3 factor
*>o i y  r-e
values0 The {3 factor of the iron peak decreases with increasing value- 
content, and there is a further small decrease in the presence of niobium 
carbide particles in the stabilised alloy0 Such a series of results 
indicates a reduction in the distribution of relaxation times-with 
increase of solute content, and thus an increase in difficulty of the 
grain boundary relaxation process in the solvent lattice0 Furthermore 
the increased difficulty of the solvent iron grain boundary relaxation 
process can be also inferred from the increased activation energies 
(Table 30 ) in the presence of solute atoms and/or carbide precipitates„
803»2o Solute Relaxation Peaks
Similarly, in the case of the nickel and chromium grain boundary 
relaxation peaks, the activation energies for the respective relaxation 
processes are increased by the presence of the extra solute elements 
and niobium carbides0 The activation energy for the nickel grain 
boundary peak is increased by 5o3 Kcals/mol from its original value 
of 65*5 Kcals/mol to 10d  Kcals/mol in the presence of 18<>6$ Cr in the 
ternary alloy compared with the binary Fe-25f° Wi alloy, and then by 
0„7 Kcals/mol to 71 „4 Kcals/mol in the presence of niobium precipitates,,
The peak temperature of the nickel grain boundary relaxation peak is 
practically unaffected by the presence of chromium solute and niobium
carbide particles„
In addition to these observations, the peak height and width 
of the nickel and chromium grain boundary peaks are influenced by the 
presence of solute elements (Table 30)o When comparing the effects of 
the solutes present, 20o0$ Cr reduces the peak height of the nickel grain
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boundary relaxation peak from 1195 x 10^ in the binary alloy to 73 x 10^
in the ternary alloy0 25$ Ni on the other hand reduces the chromium
4 4peak height from 113 x 10 in the binary alloy t© 59 x 10 in the ternary
alloy<> As in the case of the iron grain boundary peak the effect of
chromium on the solute grain boundary peak is much greater than that of
nickelo Both peaks are further reduced in height by the presence ©f
niobium carbide in the stabilised alloysc The effect of alloy content
on the peak width is obtained by considering the £ factore Each of
the solute peaks becomes narrower in the presence of an increased solute
content, and are further reduced in width in the stabilised material0
This shows that the relaxation process producing the solute
peaks is inhibited by the presence of other solute atoms0 The process
becoming mere difficult and the number of relaxation units participating
in the process decreasing as the alloy content increasesc Thus it is
apparent that not only the solvent grain boundary peaks are reduced in
height and width by solute atoms in binary systems, but solute peaks
are similarly influenced by solute atoms in ternary alloys0 This indicates
that both the solvent and solute grain boundary relaxation peaks are due
to the same type ©f relaxation meehanism0
8«,3o5o Pre-exponential factors TT and
...... -   ■ ■ 9.----- 0.
Consideration of the pre-exponential factors and Tables
12, 15 and 18 shows that the attempt frequency varies randomly with
increased alloy content<, The influence of 20$ Cr in the ternary alloy
is to increase the attempt frequency of the nickel grain boundary
relaxation peak and decrease the value for the iron peak relative t@ the
magnitude obtained in the binary Fe—25$ Ni alloy0 Thus no conclusion
can be drawn regarding the influence of solute elements on the attempt
frequency of the relaxation process0 The attempt frequency normally
13 t
quoted for an atomistic process is 12c9 x 10 c/s0 The attempt 
frequencies obtained in the present work are all appreciably higher 
than this value which is in agreement with previous work due t© Leako 
This would therefore indicate that more than one atom is possibly 
taking part in the relaxation processc Similarly the attempt frequency 
of the iron peak should also increase (Tables 12, 15 and 18)0 The 
observed decrease in attempt frequency of the iron peak in the ternary 
alloy is possibly due to the relatively large increase in peak temperature 
for a comparatively small increase in activation energy,,
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The observed relationship betweenY and grain size for thei-S /v <>»: o
ternary Fey20tfi Cr alloy (Section 7o7ol0) can be explained as follows*
For a given frequency X in equation 12, is constant* It has been
reported by L e a k ^ ^ , Miles and Leak and Barrand^®^ that
the activation energy of the grain boundary relaxation process is
independent of grain size* Therefore t  , in equation 12, is dependent
only on the peak temperature (Tp)° Since the grain boundary relaxation
peak temperature increases with grain size (Tables 21 and 22), the increase
in peak temperature is probably due to the decrease in internal energy
with increasing grain sizec This may be due to the lowering of grain
boundary energy as the surface area of the boundaries decreasesa More
thermal energy is therefor® required for the process to occur at the
same activation energy* If this is so an increase in X  values with
o
increasing grain size, and higher peak temperature is expectedp as 
observed in the present work*
8°3o4« Grain Boundary Belaxation Models
Any model advanced for grain boundary relaxation processes 
must be capable of explaining a number ©f observed experimental 
effects
(1) the occurrence of the grain boundary relaxation peak
in polycrystalline materials which is absent in single 
crystals0
(2) the occurrence of solute grain boundary peaks for each
solut® present in a ternary alloy*
(3) the variation ©f peak temperatures height and width
of the solvent and solute grain boundary relaxation 
peaks with impurity and solute content*
(4) the activation energy of the process being of the
order of magnitude of the bulk diffusion*
(5) the rapid drop in peak height with increasing grain
size tending to an asymptotic value at large grain 
size*
(6) the broadening of constituent peaks (i0e0 an increase
in the § factor) with degreasing grain size*
(7 ) the observed increase in the peak heights of the
stabilised alloy after creep, the unstabilised alloy 
remaining unaffectedQ
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In the discussion of existing grain boundary relaxation theories 
(Section 3*2*3*) it was pointed out that theories based on viscous liquid 
or grain boundary sliding are losing ground to those based on a more 
crystallographie approach* The deficiencies of each theory were also 
discussed and the conclusions drawn that the stress-induced grain boundary 
migration theory due to Leak^^ could account for most of the observed 
effects* Consequently, the results of the present work will be discussed 
in terms ©f the stress-induced grain boundary migration theory*
Basically this theory is based on a relaxation process where 
under oscillating stress migration occurs by single atom jumps or by 
climb and boundary diffusion* The resultant strain lags behind the 
applied stress giving rise to an internal friction peak* In its original 
form the theory can account for, the presence of the grain boundary 
relaxation peak in polycrystalline materials which is absent in single 
crystals and the influence of interstitial elements, impurities, precipitation 
and grain size on the grain boundary relaxation peak* As originally 
proposed the theory can not account for the presence ©f two grain boundary 
relaxation peaks observed in dilute substitutional alloys or for activation 
energies of the process of the order of magnitude of those for volume 
diffusion^*^^^ 9^ ^ *  Barrend^®*^^ modified the theory to account 
for the presence of two peaks in dilute substitutional alloys* It was 
proposed that the solvent and solute elements migrate to separate prefered 
sites at the grain boundary where they then take part in the relaxation 
process to produce two grain boundary peaks* From this model, it is 
difficult to accept, that the solvent grain boundary relaxation peak will 
be totally supressed at the solute concentrations studied(48,116  ^
the higher activation energies for the process obtained by other 
workers
Accepting the stress induced grain boundary migration theory 
it is possible to explain many of the effects observed in the present 
work* However not all of the experimental results of the present work 
can be accounted for by this model0 Some modification of the model is 
required to explain the presence of two or more constituent peaks in the 
relaxation spectrum, the influence of precipitation and creep on the 
constituent peaks and the relatively high values of activation energy 
obtained*
It has not been the object of the present work, either t© 
investigate the structure of grain boundaries nor to criticise the grain 
boundary structures discussed in Section 3*lo Therefore the most recent
(117*118)
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model of grain boundaries based on field~i©n microscopic investigations 
by Brandon et al^95* ^  and by Gif kins ^ 9 98-100) ^ ^  accepted, as
the basis for further discussion0 In this model a high angle boundary 
is considered to consist of regions of good and bad fit0 The regions 
©f good fit being the most densely packed planes in the coincidence 
lattice and the regions of bad fit consisting ®f channels or steps ©f 
bad fit made up of complex groups,of dislocation networks0
The mechanism of reversible stress induced migration of 
grain boundaries involving unit atomic jumps as suggested by Leak^^ 
is also accepted as the fundamental relaxation process0 However, it 
is also suggested that anelastic strain would also be produced if the 
atom did not move completely from one grain to the neighbouring grain, 
as proposed by Leak, but moved into the disordered dislocation network
Cv» l(
within the grain boundary« Such a boundary-and therefore give rise t© 
an anelastic strain and a grain boundary relaxation peaka The availability 
of atoms for the grain boundary relaxation process will essentially be 
dependent on two factors,,
(1) the availability of atoms in an appropriate position 
from which they are able to jump, and
(2) the presence of available empty site® in the 
neighbouring grain, or within the dislocation network 
@f the grain boundary into which atoms could move0
The availability of atoms for the relaxation process may 
therefore depend on the rate at which atoms arrive at suitable atomic 
sites adjacent to the grain boundary0 These atoms are likely t© come 
from an area within the grain close to the boundary by volume diffusion,,
■WOVUA n^frct|<o{
If this was the case, the rate of migration of the boundary^by the rate
of arrival of solute or solvent atoms at the suitable sites as well as
the rate at which they migrate across or along the boundary0 Therefore,
the activation energy for the relaxation process will be influenced by
the volume diffusional mechanism, and will be higher than that for
grain boundary diffusion,, It is, therefore, suggested that the higher
 ^r  (A (j j 3 0
activation energies obtained in the present work^by previous workers 9 9
84,114 9118) can be expiained in this way rather than the grain boundary 
diffusional activation energy proposed by Leak^^„
The presence of two or more constituent graim boundary relaxation 
peaks in the relaxation spectrum can be accounted f@r fey this model but 
not by that of Barrando Barrand has suggested that preferential micro* 
segregation of solute elements to different regions of the grain boundary 
could result in two relaxation peaks in dilute binary alloys,, The solvent
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rich region of the grain boundary relaxing first to produce a solvent peak 
followed by the relaxation of the solute rich region to produce a solute 
peak* At higher concentrations the solvent peak will be completely 
suppressed and only a solute grain boundary relaxation peak produced*
The present work has shown that the solvent and solute peaks are present 
at all solute concentrations studied* It would therefore appear that in 
a binary or ternary alloy the grain boundary is common to all the alloying 
elements present in the alloy* Each individual element will behave 
independently, subject only to the influence of other solute elements, 
and will have its own characteristic rate of migration or atomic jump*
Thus each solute element will have its own individual relaxation frequency, 
at constant temperature or peak temperature at constant frequency, in the 
alloy considered and produce a characteristic grain boundary relaxation 
peak*
In the present work the solvent-iron peak was reduced in height
and moved to higher temperatures in the presence of solute elements* The
solute peaks were also reduced in height but their temperatures were only
slightly increased by the presence of additional solute elements* It
would therefore appear that the grain boundary relaxation process is
inhibited in the presence of solute elements* However, it should be
borne in mind that an increase in concentration of one solute element
leads te a decrease in the number of solvent and/or other solute atoms
available, within the alloy, to take part in the relaxation process*
This will lead to a concomitant reduction in the solvent and/or solute
peak height* The presence of solute elements in a solvent lattice have
(94 137)
been shown by Aust and Rutter 9 t© reduce the rate of boundary 
migration and increase the activation energy of the process, which is in 
agreement with the present work* Aust and Rutter have also shown the 
rate of grain boundary migration to be temperature dependent, increasing 
rapidly at higher temperatures* They have also proposed that the activation 
energy of the process, although similar to that of volume diffusion, is 
also dependent on the orientation of the boundary* The values of activation 
energies obtained in the present work may be indicative that the process 
is controlled by a volume diffusional mechanism which is possibly dependent 
on the orientation of the grain boundary to the oscillating stress* Slow 
atomic diffusion in the ternary alloy can be inferred from the observation 
that metallic carbides (such as M^Og or Mg C) were not formed Maing the 
internal friction run* These were undetected by microprobe analysis in 
any specimen although niobium carbides were found at the grain boundary
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and within the grain in the stabilised material* Electron microscepy 
work on the same material at Imperial C o l l e g e 9 has shown that 
metallic carbides can be formed only on prolonged ageing treatment,
Leak^ \  Miles and Leak^^^ and Barrand have reported
that the activation energy of the grain boundary relaxation process
is independent ef grain size, Unfortunately this could not have been
checked in the current workc However* if the relaxation process is
assumed to be that of stress induced grain boundary migration* which
is in turn dependent on the rate of arrival of atoms at the grain
boundary. Then* any factor which influences the internal energy ©f
the material will also influence the ease of migration of the grain
boundary. The internal energy ©f th« smaller grain sized materials will
be higher than that ©f large grain sized materials* due to the greater
grain boundary area and dislocations within the grain which have not
been annealed out. Thus the energy required to initialthe process
will be lower than in a large grain sized material and the activation
energy correspondingly less. It is therefore possible that the activation
«_
energy of the process may vary with grain size and this warrants study 
over a wider range of frequencies than that employed in the present work.
As previously suggested micr©“Segregation of solute atoms to 
the boundary may also occur. Under such circumstances the increased 
concentration of solute atoms at the boundary leads to a reduction in 
the number of solvent or other solute atoms contributing t® the 
relaxation process resulting in a reduction in the respective peak 
heights. The increased difficulty of operation of the process in the 
presence of solute elements suggests that more thermal energy would 
be required to initiate the migration of atoms. For a constant 
frequency the peak temperature will therefore be increased as is normally 
observed.
It has been observed that niobium carbide particles* when 
present* have had very little effect on the activation energy of the 
grain boundary relaxation peaks0 Using the model due to Leak and 
assuming the process to be controlled by the arrival of atoms from the 
grain at a suitable site for migration them it is unlikely that the 
presence of a niobium carbide particle would restrict the diffusional 
movement ©f the solute or solvent atom. Thus the activation energy of 
the process would be similar before and after niobium carbide precipitation. 
The presence of particles at the grain boundaries may prevent some areas 
of the boundary from contributing to the relaxation process* resulting in 
lower heights of the peaks. This is reflected in the stabilised material
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which for the same grain size exhibits lower peaks (Table 30)* The fact
that the heights of the individual peaks, relative to each others, are
similar in beth stabilised and unstabilised materials indicates that
parts ©f the boundary are prevented from relaxing by the presen®® ef
niobium carbide particles, rather than the particles having an inhibitive
effect on the migrating atoms* It would therefore be expected that the
heights of the grain boundary relaxation peaks would decrease with
increasing amounts of precipitates at grain boundaries, which was observed
by repeated runs on stabilised materials (Section 7o6*l*)* These findings
(39)are in agreement with the work of Peters et alw  , where a fine dispersion 
©f precipitate in the copper-cobalt alloy almost completely suppressed 
the grain boundary relaxation peak.Qn isothermal annealing, however^the 
height of the peak increased once more* The suppression of the peak 
thus appears to be due to the inhibitive effect of the precipitated 
particles, which coalesced on isothermal ageing allowing the precipitate 
free areas of the grain boundary to contribute to the relaxation process,,
It is well known that the effect of grain size is to increase 
the grain boundary relaxation peak height with decreasing grain size*
In the present work the heights of the constituent graim beuadary 
relaxation peaks decreased rapidly with increasing grain siz©p approaching 
asymptotically an almost constant height at large grain sizes0 In terms 
of the stress induced grain boundary migration model, a decrease in grain 
size within a unit volume of the material would mean an increased grain 
boundary area within that volume,, If the grain is assumed to be sperical 
then, in general terms a small decrease in the radius (r) would produce 
a rapid increase in surface area, ecg* a lOfo reduction in radius will 
result in approximately 27i° increase in surface area of the grain for 
the same volume of material* At larger grain sizes approaching the 
specimen diameter the effect of r is not so great*
Assuming the stress induced grain boundary migration theory 
t© be correct, larger numbers of atoms would therefore be able to migrate 
because of the increased grain boundary area and hence increased numbers 
of sites available for atomic migration,, Thus the energy loss would be 
greater with an accompanying increase in grain boundary relaxation peak 
height* The reduced grain boundary area in large grain sized materials 
means that a smaller number of sites are available for relaxation* The 
internal energy of the crystal is lower in a large grain sized material 
due to the reduced grain boundary area0 Thus additional thermal energy 
would be required to cause atomic migratiea at and to the boundary*
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This in turn would be reflected by an increase in peak temperature with 
increasing grain size, which is the case and has been confirmed by the 
present work*
The grain boundary relaxation phenomena is well known for the 
broad relaxation peak which it exhibits* The grain boundary surface has 
a wide range of orientations along its length* In addition in a high 
angle boundary there will be many differing orientations within the 
disordered region of any one section of the boundary* Under an applied 
stress, using the grain boundary migration theory, the most favourably 
orientated boundaries or networks will relax first, followed by those 
less fawurably orientated* This will produce a wide distribution of 
relaxation times resulting in a broader peak than would be expected from 
a single relaxation time* With decrease in grain size it is reasonable 
to assume that the number ©f individual grain boundary orientations would 
increase, either within the dislocation structure of the boundary or by 
the change in shape of grains* This increased rang© of orientations would 
thus produce a broader relaxation peak with decreasing grain size as 
observed in the present work (Tables 21 and 22)*
The interesting effect of creep on the heights of the grain 
boundary relaxation peaks is to increase their heights in the stabilised 
material, whilst in the unstabilised material they remained unaffected* 
Both materials were crept into the secondary stage of creep where the 
rate of recovery is equivalent to the rate of work hardening* The 
application of an external stress during creep produces an influx of 
dislocations into the structure which cause work hardening* Recovery 
in this, stage of creep occurs by dislocations moving to a free surface 
or to the grain boundaries where they can leave the grain by using the 
boundary as a sink* It is reasonable to suggest that in the unstabilised 
material the dislocations which reached the grain boundary have been 
anihilated* Therefore, the dislocation density within the boundary will 
be similar to that before creep0 From Leak*s model the number of atomic 
jumps at the grain boundary would be similar and the height of the grain 
boundary relaxation peak remains the same as that of the uncrept specimen* 
The increased concentration of dislocations within the grains, which had 
not reached the grain boundary, would contribute to the background damping 
only* This is reflected in the present work by an increase in both low 
and high temperature background damping after creep*
During creep of the stabilised material extensive precipitation 
of niobium carbide particles has taken place0 It has previously been 
explained that niobium carbide precipitation reduces the grain boundary
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relaxation peak height by preventing relaxation of some areas of the 
grain boundary* The effect will also occur in the crept material*
However, the grain boundary relaxation peaks were increased in height 
as a result of creep* This indicates that creep enhances the grain 
boundary relaxation process in some way* It is therefore suggested 
that the presence of niobium carbides at the grain boundaries prevents 
the dislocations from using the grain boundary as a sink and retains 
them within the grain boundary* Under such conditions the disordered 
area of the boundary would be increased in size* Therefore on 
subsequent testing by internal friction a greater number of sites would 
be available within the boundary for atoms to jump into, resulting in 
higher constituent grain boundary peaks* The broader relaxation peaks 
observed after creep can be explained, in terms of the above model, as 
due to the presence of an increased dislocation density within the 
grain boundary which would mean a greater number of grain boundary 
orientations and hence a wider distribution of relaxation times*
Assuming the above model to be correct support is therefore given t© the 
fact that the dislocation density of the grain boundary is important 
and that it influences the number of sites available for atomic jump*
Summarising, in the present work it has been observed that 
the activation energy determined from frequency shift measurements was 
of the order of magnitude of that for bulk diffusion of the relaxing 
atom* The importance of dislocations in the grain boundary relaxation 
process has been suggested onv the grounds of increased magnitude of 
the relaxation process after creep due t©’ the increased dislocation 
density within the grain boundary*
In view of the above discussions it is proposed that the grain 
boundary relaxation process is dependent not only on the stress induced 
migration of atoms acresa the boundary to the adjacent grain* But, 
that the process is also controlled by the movement of solvent and/or 
solute atoms to sites adjacent to and into the boundary from within 
the grain by volume diffusion* Accepting the mechanism proposed 
above it is feasible that movement across and into the boundary is 
dependent on the number and configuration of the dislocations present 
within the disordered region of the boundary*
8*4« High Temperature Peak
In some cases, a high temperature peak was observed, which 
occurred at higher temperatures than the grain boundary relaxation spectrum*
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This high temperature peak appeared only in the ternary Fe-25^Ni-2($Cr 
alloy within the temperature range of the apparatus* All other materials 
showed a gradually increasing deviation from the high temperature background 
damping lineQ It is probable that this deviation tended towards the 
high temperature peak* Application of operation 3 of the computer program 
to the rapidly rising damping produced the results given in Table 250 
In some cases, insufficient data was available to operate the computer 
program successfully,.
The nrorfi. significant point in the results obtained, was the 
shift in peak temperature with f r e q u e n c y . T h i s  indicates 
that the peak is due to a frequency dependent process* The peak was 
also present in some of the ternary Fe-25$ Ni<=20$ Cr alloy specimens, 
but there was no correlation of the values obtained,, Peak heights, 
widths and temperatures seemed random,,
The peak was moved to higher temperatures in the stabilised 
Fe~25$ Ni-2Ofo Cr»Nb alloy, and did not occur within the temperature 
range of the apparatus * This indicates that the relaxation mechanism 
is inhibited *>y the presence of niobium carbide precipitates* It may 
also be possible that recrystallisation and some grain growth should 
occur before the specimen exhibits this peako The niobium carbide 
particles would inhibit grain growth*
The grain boundary sliding mechanism proposed by De Morton 
and Leak earn possibly explain the reported results* The peak seemed 
higher for small grained materials, which have a greater sliding area, 
and was inhibited by the presence of niobium carbide particles which retard 
sliding*
An alternative explanation could be that of the Secondary
(52)
Recrystallisation model proposed by MaXsh and Hall , who were first
t# observe a high temperature relaxation peak in pure gold wire* The
present peak was observed in a pure material at high temperatures, and
could possibly be due to stress induced migration of dislocations during
secondary recrystallisation* Niobium carbide particles would inhibit
such motion, and move the peaks to higher temperatures, as reported in
the present work* Impurities also suppressed the high temperature peak
(52)
discovered by MaXsh and Hall «
9® General Conclusions
The results of the present work can be summarised in the following 
conclusions g-
(1) All materials investigated exhibited a grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum,,
(2) The grain boundary relaxation spectrum is superimposed
on a rapidly rising background damping contribution which 
had the following properties
(i) The magnitude of high temperature background damping 
increases with decreasing grain size and is increased 
after creep0
(ii) The activation energy of the high temperature background
damping increases after creep and in general with increasing 
solute content,,
(3) A Zener relaxation peak having an activation energy of 
55o88 K eals/mol has been observed at 688„5°C in the 
F©»25$ Ni alloy,, This is the first substitutional 
relaxation peak observed in the iron^nickel systemc
(4) The values of ©f ik® zttlaxatlML - peak r«3Lati¥®ly 
low compared to previous work on substitutional relaxations 
in ferrous alloys0 This is thought t© be due to the absence 
of magnetic spin ordering effects because of the low Curie 
point in the alloy,,
(5) The grain boundary relaxation spectrum of binary and 
ternary alloys has been shown to fe® made up of individual 
grain boundary relaxation peaks0 Each peak is due to the 
grain boundary relaxation of one of the constituent elements 
present in the alloy,,
(6) Each constituent grain boundary relaxation peak is affected 
in the following wayQ
(i) the peaks decrease in height* move to higher temperatures 
and become narrower with increasing grain siz®0 
(ii) the activation energy for the relaxation process is
similar to that for volume diffusion and increases with 
increasing solute content of the alloy„
The presence of niobium carbides in the stabilised 
material reduces the peak height,,
creep increases the peak height and width in the stabilised
ternary alloy but has no effect on the grain boundary
relaxation spectrum in the unstabilised material,, -
there is a definite relationship b e t w e e n  TT and grain
o
size for the constituent peaks in the unstabilised ternary 
alloy0
A model is advanced to explain the observed effects by 
a modification to the "stress induced grain boundary 
migration theory" due to Leak„ It is proposed that grain 
boundary relaxation is due to the stress induced migration 
of atoms across and into the boundary and is controlled 
by the migration of solute or solvent atoms to the grain 
boundary from the region of the grain adjacent to the 
boundary,, The relaxation process is therefore depend@2&t 
on the diffusivity of the solute or solvent a toms in the 
Tt o l k  material and the number of sites in the grain boundary 
to which the atoms migrate„ These are considered to be 
dislocations within the disordered region of the grain 
boundaryo
A high temperature internal friction peak was observed 
and found to be strongly affected by alloy composition 
and by the frequency of testingo
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10o Suggestions for Future Work
The present work has shown that with the aid of computer 
analysis the physical characteristics of the grain boundary relaxation 
spectrum of pure metals 9 binary and ternary alloys can be investigated 
in a quantitative manner* In addition creep and precipitation have been 
shown to exert a measurable effect on the internal friction curve0 Future 
investigations would lead to a quantitative examination of other alloy 
systems and to a relationship between grain boundary relaxation in 
internal friction and grain boundary sliding during creep„ Such a 
relationship could perhaps assist industry to shorten the length of 
creep tests and therefore avoid a tie up of expensive testing machinery 
for long periodso Furthermore assy variation in the grain boundary 
relaxation spectrum can be detected with accuracy,, It should therefore 
be possible to determine the presence of precipitates or gases at 
grain boundariese This would again b@ of value in precipitation hardened 
creep resistant steels or in the detection of helium gas bubbles formed 
at grain boundaries during annealing of irradiated steels„
It would also be advisable to determine the exact variation 
of the constituent grain boundary relaxation peaks with composition 
in the iron-nickel-chromium system,, This would lead to better 
understanding of the change in physical characteristics of the constituent 
peaks with composition,,
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Leg F
I 4©g Be© m 10
Pressure P„ ®©£g»
...- . ... .
Far* F© *4 GAB 159 
F*-Si-Cr
GAB 167 
F •*Ni—Cr—Kb
9.5 x 10~5 -2,022 «= 15.51 9.09 8.19
8.2: 10"^ -2,086 26,31 14.35 - 7.51
7,© x ICf5 -2,154 25.18 . 7.76 7.03
15,5 x 10T3 -2,187 24.09 13.2 - •
4.2 «10-3 =2,576 22.69 10.35 5.18 5.49
2,0 * &§“5 ~2.6§8 20,03 - 3.49 3.41
1,9 x 10°"3 =2,721 « 7.71 - .
1.1 * K f 3 -2,958 19.74 - 2,51 2.51
9.5 s I©"4 -5.022 = 6,74 . =
9.0 s ltf4 -3,049 18,89 - -
7,0 x 1004 -3.154 18.81 6.71 • 1.61
S.8 s K f 4 -5.167 - " 1.53 -
5,0 x 10*4 -3.300 - 6.26 1.91 1.35
3.0 x 10*4 -3.522 19.52 6.25 - 1.47
J 1,9 x 10*4 “3.721 18.73 — 1.45 -
1 1,5 x iCf4 *3.823 . 6,26 1.50 1.39
1 1,4 x H f 4 -3.853 i 18.76 c=> —
=*201<=>
TABLE A 2
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP PURE IRON
AT FIG. 22
Amplitude Length (cms) la Amplitude Cycle .Number
16.47 2.80 0
lie 60 2.45 5
8.87 2 o 18 10
6o97 1.94
.'
15
5.78 1.75 20
4.98 1.61 25
4.39 lo48 30
4.00 1.38 35
3.57 1.27 40
3.22 1.17 45
2.98 1.09 50
2.74 1.01 55
2.53 0o93 . 60
2.37 0.86 65
2.20 0.79 70
2.10 0.74 75
1.96 0.67 80
1.85 0o61 85
1.74 0.55 90
1.67 0.50 95
1.57 0.45 100
1.51 0.41 105
1.45 0.37 110
TABLE A 3
“=202®
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF PURE IRON
AT 100®C
Amplitude Length (e®») : In* Amplitude Cycle Number
16.29 2.79 0
11 a 15 2.41 5
8*25 2.11 10
6*34 1.85 15'
5.19 1.65 20
4.47 1.50 25
3.92 1.37 30
3.50 1.29 35
3.14 1.14 40
2.79 1.03 45
? 2.42 0.88 50
•2.21 0.79 55
2.04 0.71 60
1.93 ' 0.66 65
1.86 0.62 |
AT 200^. ,
Amplitude Length (cms) Amplitude
.. . . . . . . .*uc 1
Cycle Number
nt.-.MBwrT.mrw - j«r... . r ~ ■■■■•». i t - -
15.93 2.77 0
10.84 2.38 5
7.73 2.0* 10
1.78 15 .
— 4.71— 1.55 20
:4.08 1.41 25
.3.43 1.23 30
3.05 1.12 35
2.78 1.02 40
2.53 0.93 45
2.24 0,81 50
2.00 0.69 55
1.83 0*60 60
1.66 0.50 65
r\ at 70
TABLE A 4
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP PURE IRON
AT 300®C
Amplitude Length (cms)
------  - '-l-itncng w C n.d«r rnq
La : Amplitude Cycle Number
19*50 2.74 0
12.29 2.51 2
10.08 '2.31 4
8*39 2.13 6
7.22 1.98 8
6.31 1.84 10
5.34 1.71 12
4.87 1.58 14
4.43 1.49 16
4.04 ' 1.40 18
3.79 1.32 20
3.48 1*25 22
3.17 1.19 24
2.88 1.06 26
2.78 1.02 28
2.34 ’ 0.93 30
2.41 0.88 32
2.27 0.82 34
2.19 0.78 36
2.07 0.73 . 38
2.00 0.69 40 .
1.92 0.63 42
1.82 0.60 44
1.69 0.53 46
1.62 0.48 48
1.59 0.44 50
I 1.46 0.38 52
I lo43
' 0.35 54
1.33 0.29 56
1.32 0.28 58
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TABLE A 5
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP PURE IRON
AT 400°C FXGo 22
litude Length (c®s) 1 - 1&j Amplitude
*..........™...
Cycle Number
16o52 2.81 0
12*42 2.52 2
9.30 2.23 4
7.37 2.00 6
6*11 1.81 8
5.00 1.61 10
4.32 , 1.46 12
3.84 1.35 14
3.45 1.24 16
3.11 1.14 18
2.87 1.05 20
2.61 0.96 22
2.43 0.89 24
2.19 0.78 26
2.13 0.76 23
1.94 0066 30
1.83 0.60 32
1.74 0.53 34
1.65 0.50 36
1.31 0.41 38 /
1.47 0.39 40
1.38 0.32 42
1.34 0.29 44
1.22 0.20 46
1.16 0.15 4®
1.13 0.12 50
1.05 0.05 52
1.01 0.01 54
!
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TABLE A 6 '
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP PURE IRON
AT 50Q®C
LrapXitud© Length (cm®) r lm-> Mpllbwd® Cycle NMmb©j?
IT e ll 2.84 • 0
12.65 , 2.54 1
9.57 2.26 2
7.27 jlc m 3
5.84 4
4.75 1.56 5
3.99 1.38 <5
3.47 lo24 7
2.99 1.10 8
2.63 0.99 9
2.39 0.87 10
2.11 0.75 j 11
1»90 0.64 12
1.71 0.54 13
1.54 0.43 14
1.40 Q.34 15
1.28 0.32 16
•1.16 0.15 17
1.03 0.03
:_____ -__________ _______
IS
i
AT 600®C
Amplitude Length (cms) ! I®., Angl&iud®
"aJ:".•TTr,'a— a
Cycle Number
14.39 2.67 ■ 0
8.60 2.15 1
5.21 1.65 2
3.70 1.31 3
2.62 0.9® 4
1.95 0.67, 5
1.50 0.41 6
1.15 0.14 7
■ - ' ........ — L . .. ........ — ~— .
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TABLE A 7
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP PURE IRON
row. K.-TWii’imiiiwwMir n ■ r n i i i .
Amplitude Length (cms) " • A®, * A®plitrade Number
15.81 ■ 2 o 7 6 0
ii.55 ; 2 * 4 5 1
8*31 -2.12 2
5.69 ' I.* 74 3
4.51 ' l.o 5 0  . 4
3.40 ' 1.22 5 .
2.67 ' 0.98 6
'2*12 ' O o 7 5  . 7
1.80 o p us V© 8
1.47 ’ 0o.39 9
1.15 ' 0 o l 4 1 0
AT 8Q0®C PIGo. 23
fAmplitude"Length (cms) 1 I 2®-^ A®plitpd® Cycle Number J
9.70 227 0
7.72 2oQ4 1
6.00 . lo79 ■ 2
4.67 lo54 3
3.75 lo32 4
3.06 lo!2 5
2*55 0o94 6
2.15 0
0
7
1.77 0.57 8
1*50 0 o41 | 9
1.31 0 o27 10
1.13 ; 0ol2 11
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TABLE A 8
AMPLITUDE DEPENDANCE OP Fe~18.6% Cr ALLOT
AT 20@0 PIG,, 24
«—  ■ •“  ■ ‘ ~ — ------- 1
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) C ycle  Number
15 .74 2„?6 0
13.72 2.62 10
12.07 2 0 49 20
10«70 0 3 1! 30
9 ,36 2 .29 40
8 , 56 2 015 50
7 .6 6 2 .04 60
6o96 1 .94 70
6 031 1 . 84- 80
5 .89 1 .77 90
5 o 46 1 .70 100
5 1.63 13 0
4 .75 1 .56 120
4 o 51| 1.51 130
4 .32 1.4b 140
3.96 1.38 150
3 .82 1 .34 160
3.35 10 27 170
1 3o 33 1 0 20 180
3 o 17 lol5 190 '
I 3 o 03 loll ■;io§ i ' -
2 .90 1.06 210
o 220•4. O U..* *mi C'\J
•"T 4--, ^ O Q fr. ■ *9^  0 'L.'1
2 .47 0 .90 240
1 2 e 3 ( 0 . 36 260
| 2 . 2-8 0.32 260
2 .2 0 0.79 270
2.13 0.75 280
2.07 0 .72 290
2 .00 0.69 300
1.93 0 . 66 310
l.*78
■
0.56 320
TABLE A 9
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-18„6$ Cr ALLOY
at 100°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms)
' 1
In  A fc jiiitu d e C ycle  Number
18.21 2 .90 0
15.16 2oT2 10
13o05 2.57 20
H o  19 2.42 30
9 .85 2 o 29 '? ;• 40 ....
8 .51 2 o 14 50
7 .7 0 2 .04 60
7 .03 1.95 70
6 .35 1.85 80
o 00 w 1 .76 90
5.38 1.72 100
5 .46 1 .70 110
4o76 1 .56 120
4 .42 1 o 48 130
1 4 016 1.43 140
3 .92 1.37 150
3 .72 1.31 1.60
3 05 ! 1 .25 170
e •
iV 00 1 o 25 ISO
U
3
• 00 1 .16 190
3.01 1 .10 2C0
2.83 1 .04 210
2.72 0 .99 220
2 .56 0 .94 230
C>3•
(Ml 0.83 240
2 .31 0 .84 250
2 .09 0.75 260
2.05 Go 71 270
1.93 0 .66 280
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TABLE A 10
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF F e -18 .6#  Cr ALLOT
a t  200®C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) T l ' ln l  A m p litude C ycle  Number ,
16.01 ...2.77 0
12o7Q 2.54 10
10.50 2.33 20 ■
cn000 2 .17 30
7 .48 2.01 40
7 oOl 1.95 50
5.83 1.76 60
5 o 26 1.66 70
4.81 1.57 80
4 .33 1.47 90
3 .8 7 ’ 1.35 100
3.53 1.26 110
' 3 .1 0 1.13 120
2.93 1.08 130
2 .69 0 .99 140
2.42 0 .88 150
2.23 0 .80 160
2 .18 0.78 170
1 .97 0.68 180
1 .82 0 .59 190
1.55 Qo5Q 200
1 o >4 0.43 210
1 .47 0 .38 220
1 .41 0..34 230
1.31 0 .27 240
1.17 0 .1 6 250
L .
=210=
TABLE A 11
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF F e -18 „6#  Cr ALLOT
a t 300°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  •A m p litude C ycle  Number
'
1.6 o 48 2 .80
i . ... ■ 1 ■i.n-rwnj
0
11.19 2 .42 10
8 .9 0 2.19 20
7 .2 8 1 .99 30
6 .02 1 .80 40
4 .6 7 1 .54 50
4.25 1.45 60
3 .51 . 1 .26 70
2 .9 4 1.08 80
2 .44 0 .89 90
2.05 0 .72 1.00
1 .92 ' 0 .65 110
1.39 0.33 120
1 .2 0 0.18 130
1.09 0 .09 14-0
____
TABLE A12
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe~18.6$ Cr ALLOT
a t 40C°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) A m p litude Cycle Number
10 o 9
8,52
Co 86
5 .04 1.62
1.49
J  O J  J 1 o 28
3 .27 1.18
2.28 0.8^
1 .90
0 .31
O (I
Oo 21
=>212=
TABLE A 13
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP Fe-18.6%  Cr ALLOT
a t  500s>c F IG » 24
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In -  A m p litude C ycle  Numbe:
14 2.64
12.10 2.49
2 .3 d
10
20
30
7.86 2.06
1.93
6 .13 1.81 60
801.60
90
,00
110
1201.23
301.183.23
1403.03
1301.07
0 .94
0.88
2.91
2 .56 160
1702.43
2 .30 0.83
1902.10
:00
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TABLE A 14
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP I W 8 . 6# Cr ALLOT
a t  600*C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude Cycle  Num.ber
■ -11.25 2.42 0
8o72 • 1 f 10
7 .6 0 2 .0 3 ” 20
6 .51 1.87 30
5.45 1.70' 40
4 ,6 4 1.53 30
3 .97 1.38 60
VjJ o O 1 .22 70
2 .97 1.09 SO
2.62 0,96 90
2.29 0.83 100
.1.91 0.-65 110
1.61 0 .4 7 120
TABLE A
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Cr ALLOT
a t  7QQ®C'
Am plitude'-,L4m gth (cms) In  A m plitude C ycle  Number
14.88 2 .70 0
10.24 2.33 5
7 .72 2 .04 10
5.83 1.76 15
4.65 1 .54 20
3 .78 1.33 25
3 .11 1.13 30
2.58 0.95 35
2 . IS 0.78 40
1 .68 0 .52 45
1 .30 0 .27 50
1 .09 0.09 53
TAELE A 15
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe~1806% Cr ALLOT
at 800®c
A m p litu de  Length, (cms)
2 .70
2 .30
2.09
1 .90
0 .48 11
TABLE A
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF F e -18 .6#  Cr ALLOT
a t 900®C
il i tu d e  Leng th  (cm
2.70
2»24
1.79
1.10
-215°
TABLE A 16
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-18.6# Cr ALLOT
at 1000®C FIG. 25
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms)
----- - ----1-------1---1—— ^ '
la  A m p litude C ycle  Nomber
13.77 2.63 0
10.31 2.39 1
8 . 6? 2.16 2
6 o 69 M o vO O 3
5 .31 1.67 4
4 .1 4 1.42 5
3 .23 1.17 . 6
2.56- 0 .94 r?a
1 o 99 0.69 8
lo 5 6 0.43 9
TABLE A 17
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP Fe-25# Ni ALLOT
at 203C FIG. 26
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  ■ A m p litu d e Cycle Number
.„ ---- -
18.37 2.91 0
16.25 2.79 200
14.52 2.68 400
12.94 2.56 600
11.40 •2.43 800
10.23 2.32 1000
9 .19 2 o 22 1200
8^22 2.11 1400
7 .35 1.99 1600
6.55 1.88 1800
5 .90 1.78 2000
5.39 1.68 2200
4 .82 1 .57 2400
4 .41 1.48 2600
3 .8 2 1 o34 2800
3 .4 0 1.22 3000
3 .1 7  ■ 1.15 3200
2.85 1.05 3400
*
i  . .
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TABLE A 18
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE Fe-25^ Ni ALLOT
at 100°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude C ycle  Number
17.97 2.89 0
14083 2 .70 100
12 o 26 2 .51 200
9 .93 2 .30 300
8 .28 2 .12 400
6 .81 1.92 500
5.71 1 .74 600
4 .81 1 .57 700
ooo 1 .39 800
3 .43 1.23 900
3.03 1.11 950
a t  200°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  . AmpliMcL© Cycle Number
.•■■III II 1 -I »■ ■■! *-1-.. ‘‘-.HI .Jl '"IH
17.85
1 
00 
00C\i 0
15.30 2.73 100
13.12 2.57 200
11.60 2.45 300
10.20 2.32 400
9 .2 0 2.22 500
8 .37 2 o 12 600
7 .46 2.01 700
6 .86 1.93 800
6 .31 1.84 900
5.72 1 .74 1000
5.38 1.68 1100
4 .92 • 00 1200
4 .69 1 .54 1300
4 .19 1.43 1400
4 .02 1.39 1500
3 .87 1.35 1550
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TABLE A 19
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25% Ni ALLOT
at 300°C
I A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude C ycle  Number
17.68 2.8? 0
13.64 2.61 100
3LQ.62 2.36 200
8.43 2.13 300
6 .7 4 1.91 400
5.39 1.72 500
5.11 1.63 600
3 .91 1.36 700
3 .2 0 1.16 800
, 2 .53 0.93 900
2 .2 0 0 .79 950
a t  400®G
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) . In  A m p litude Cycle  Number
16.81 2.82 0
14.55 2.68 10
12.60 2 . >3 20
10 o 90 2.39 30
9 .28 ' 2.o 23 40
7 .93 2.07 50
6 • 84 1.92 60
5 .70 1.74 70
4.95 1.60 80
4 .11 1.41 90
3 .48 1.23 100
2.97 1.09 110
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TABLE A 20
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25$ Ni ALLOT
ai 500°C FIG. 27
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude C ycle  Number
16 ,04 2.78 0
14,75 2o69 1
13.63 2,61 2
12.58 2 o 53 3
11.65 2.45 4
10,65 2.37 5
9 ,8 0 2.28 6
9 ,0 0 2 .20 7
8 .19 2 .10 8
7 .43 2.01 9
6.73 1,91 10
6 .11 1.81 11
5.61 1.72 12,
5 .14 1 .64 13
4 .65 1 .54 14
4 ,2 4 1 .44 15
4 .19 1.43 16
3 .5 7 1 .27 17
3.25 1.18 18
3 .0 0 1 .10 19
2.74 1.01 20
TABLE A 21 -220-
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25# Ni ALLOT
at 600°c
Amplitude Length (cms) In Amplitude Cycle Number
15.45 2.74 0
13.94 2.63 1
12.53 2.53 2
11.33 2.43 3
10.25 2.33 4
9.30 2.23 5
8.46 2.13 6
7.72 2.04 7
7.07 1.96 8
6.17 1.82 9
5.78 1.75 10
5.18 1.64 11
4.71 1.55 12
4.29 1.46 13
3.89 1.36 14
3.55 1.27 15
3.24 1.18 16
2.97 1.09 17
2.67 0.98 18
2.43 0.89 19
2.22 0.80 20
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TABLE A 22
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP Fe~25<fo Ni ALLOT
at 700°q
Amplitude Length, (cms) Cycle Numberitude
2.77
2.5813 . 26 
10.99 
9 .18 2.22
7 .65
6 ,38
1.32
10
at 800°C
p litu d e - Leng th  (cms)
2.6914.72
12.26
10.08 31
2.10
6 .69
1 .44
1.11
2 2 2 -
TABLE A 23
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25Ni ALLOT
at 900°c FIG. 27
A m p litude  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude C ycle  Numbei
15.37
13.11
11.19 2.42
4 .79
4 .00
1.22
-223=
TABLE A 24
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25% Ni-20^ Cr ALLOT
a t  20°c FIG* 28
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) j la  A m p litude C ycle  Number
14.33 2 * 66 0
13.63 2.61 100
12,96 2.56 200
12.46 2.52 300
11.85 2.47 400
11.28 2.42 500
10,83 2.38 600
10.30 2.33 700
9*78 2.28 800
9 .4 0 2 .24 900
8 .9 4 2 • i'9 1000
8 .50 2 .14 1100
8 .09 2.09 1200
7 .7 7 2.05 1300
7 .3 9 2 .00 1400
7 .03 1.95 1500
6 .76 1.91 1600
6 .42 1.86 1700
6 .17 1.82 ]8 0 0 ' |
3 .87 1 .77 3.900
5 .59 1.72 2000
5.31 1.67 2100
5 .10 1.63 2200
4.85 1.58 2300
4 .62 1.33 2400
4 • 44 1.49 2500
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TABLE A 25
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25?o Ni-2C$ Cr ALLOT
at 100°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litu de C ycle  Number
16.17 2.78 0
15.07 2.71 100
13.91 2.66 200
13.50 2.60 300
00 o.
C
nJ
fH
2.55 400
12.22 2.50 500
11.50 2.44 600
10.94 2.39 700
10.31 2.33 800
9.28 2.28 900
9 .3 0 2.23 1000
8 .76 2.17 1100
8.33 2.12 1200
7 .8 4 2.06 1300
7 .46 2,. 01 1.400
7.03 1.93 1500
6 .69 1 .90 1600
6 .3 0 1.84 1700
5.99 1.79 1800
5 .70 1 .74 1900
5.36 1.68 2000
5.11 1.63 210 0 j
4.81 1.57 2200
4 .57 1.52 2300 |
j
4.35 1.47 2400 1
4 .1 0 1.41 2500 j
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l
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TABLE A 26
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25$ Ni~20$ Cr ALLOT
at 200°c
Amplitude Length (cms)
15 37
14 62
13 77
13 10
12 34
11 74
11 05
10 51
10 00
9 39
8 94'
8 42
8 01
*Tt 62
7 17
6 82
6 42
6 11
5 76
5 47
5 1.6
4 90
4 66
4 .39
4 .18
3 .94
In  A m p litu de C ycle  Number
2 o73 0
2.68 100
2.62 200
2.57 300
2.51 400
2.46 500
2 .40 600 .
2.35 700
2 .30 800
2 .24 900
2.19 1000
2.13 1100
2.08 1200
2.03 1300
1 .97 1400
1 .92 1500
1 .86 1600
1.81 1700
1.75 1800
1.70 1900
1.64 2000
1.59 2100
lo 5 4
1.48
1.43
1.37
2200
2300
2400
TABLE A 27 “226-
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25# Ni-20# Cr ALLOT 
at 300°C
Amplitude Length (cms) . In Amplitude Cycle Number
15.55 2.74 0
14.62 2.68 100
13.63 2.61 200
12.84 2.55 300
11.97 2.48 400
11.28 2.42 500
10.62 2.36 600
9.88 2.29 700
9.30 2.23 . 800
8.76 2.17 900
8.17 2.10 1000
7.69 2.04 1100
7.24 1.98 1200
6.75 1.91 1300
6.36 H-1
 
0 00 1400
5.93 1.78 1500
5.59 1.72 1600
5.26 1.66 1700
4.95 1.60 1800
4.62 1.53 1900
4.35 1.47 2000
TABLE A 28 =227°
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25# Ni-20# Cr ALLOT
at 400®c
Amplitude Length (cms) In., Amplitude
17,16 2.84
15,82 2„76
14.77 2.69
13.77 2.62
12.71 2.54
11.85 2.47
10.94 2.39
10.20 2.32
9.49 2.25
8.76 2.17
8.09 2.09
7.54 2.02
6.96 1.94
6.49 1.87
6.05 1.80
5.58 1.72
5.16 1.64
4.81 1.57
4.44 1.49
4.14 1.42
3.82 1.34
Cycle Number
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
TABLE A 29
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AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25$ Ni~2C$ Cr ALLOT
at 500°c FIG. 28
Amplitude Length (cms) r"lhV: ismpl itude Cycle Number
14.62 2.68 0
13.91 2.63 100
13.36 2.59 200
12.72 2 .54 300
12.09 2.49 400
11.62 2.45 500
11.05 2 .40 600
10.62 2.36 700
10 • id -. 2.. 31 800
9.58 2.26 900
9.21 o 1000
8 .76 2.17 1100
8.42 2.13 1200
8 .01 2.08 1300
7 .61 2.03 1400
7 .3 2 1.99 1500
6 .96 1.94 1600
6 .62 1.89 1700
6,36 1.85 1800
6.05 1 .80 1.900
5.75 1.75
-=— ---- - -■ ■, . . — ----- . — -
2000
.
TABLE A 30 “22$=
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP Fe-25$ N i-2 0 #  Cr ALLOT 
a t  600°c
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude C ycle  Number
16.32 2.79 0
14.05 2 .64 50
12.09 2.49 100
10.51 2.35 150
9 .2 0 2.21 200
7 .85 2,06 250
6 .82 1.92 300
5 .87 1.77 350
5.05 1.62 400
4 .39 lb  48 450
3 .82 1 .34 500
3 .32 1 .20 550
2 .89 1.06 600
a t  700°c
A m p litu de  Length  (cms)
T
I d. A m p litude  j C ycle  Number
3 . ..
16.65 2.81 0
'1 4 .7 7 2.69 10
12.97 2 ,56 20
11.50 2 .44 30
10.19 2.32 40
8 .9 4 2.19 50
7 .85 2,06 60
6 .96 1 .94 70
6 .17 1.82 SO
5.42 1.69 90
4 .81 1.57 100
4 .26 1.45 110
3 .7 4 1 .32 120
3 .32 1 .20 130
2 .92 1.07 140
— ----------------- -------------------
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TABLE A 31
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OP Pe-25% Ni-2C$ Cr ALLOT
at 800°C
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude C ycle  Number 1
18.97 2.94
~ irn • " "— .—  
0
16.65 2.81 10
14.48 2.67 20
12.59 2.53 30
10.95 2.39 40
9.49 2.25 j\)
8.25 2.11 60
7 .1 7 1.97 70
6.23 1.83 80
5.42 1.69 90
4 .71 1.55 100
4 .09 1.41 n o
3.56 1.27 120
3 .1 0 1 o 13 130
a t  9QOcC
A m p litu de  Leng th  (cms) In  A m p litude  1 Cycle Number
17.68 2.87 0
15.22, 2.72 >
13.36 2.59 10
11.62 2.45 15
10.10 2.31 20
8 .76 2.17 2?
7 .6 1 2.03 30
6 .69 1 .90 35
5.75 1.75 40
5.05 1.62 45
4 .39 o 00 50
3 .82 1 .34 55
3 .32 1.20 60
2.92 1.07 63
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TABLE A 32
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF Fe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr ALLOY
at 1000°c FIG. 29
Amplitude Length (cms) In. Amplitude Cycle Number
13.23 2.58 0
11.73 2.46 1
10.62 2.36 2
9.49 2.25 3
8.50 2 o 14 4
7.61 2.03 5
6.82 1.92 6
6.11 1.81 7
5.47 1.70 8
4.90 1.59 9
4.39 1.48 10
3.97 1.38 11
3.56 1.27 12
3.19 1.16 13
2.85 1.05 14
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TABLE A 33
INTERNAL FRICTION OF PURE IRON IN EARTHS MAGNETIC FIELD FIG. 33
'
Temp °q
v
Temp °K
4Log Dec x 10 •:
30.0 33.00 237.64
60.0 30.03 243.19
80.0 28.33 227.01
ioo.o 26.81 214.35
130.0 24.81
» y 200.3f
160.0 , 23.09 154.50
190.0 21.60 132.52
220.0 20.28 112.21
260.0 18.76 111.37
295.0 17.61 102.01
330.0 16.58 86.59
360.0 15.79 85.90
400.0 14.85 105.70
440,0 14.03 x 184.64
470.0 13.45 316.64
500.0 12.94 400.53
530.0 12.45 571.10
Ilo.o 12.00 679.72
600*0 11.45 808.62
640*0 10.95 979.78
680.0 10.49 964.48
710.0 10.17 928.15
750.0 9.78 \ 997.73
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TABLE A 34
INTERNAL FRICTION OF FORE IRON WITH AN APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD OF 100 OERSTED FIG. 3]
Temp °C
1/
Temp °K 4Log Dec x 10
25.0 33.56 45.09
55.0 30.49 41.07
85.0 27.93 27.94
105.0 26.46 27.33
135.0 24.51 25.87
155.0 23.36 25.66
185.0 21.83 34.77
205.0 20.92 26.75
235.0 19.69 27.17
255.0 18.94 33.15
285.0 17.92 38.81
315.0 17.01 39.95
345.0 16.18 36.36
385.0 15.20 39.49
415.0 14.53 79.50
445.0 13.93 191.20
465.0 13.55 279.94
495.0 13.02 371.37
525.0 12.53 464.48
555.0 12.08 624.05
595.0 11.52 831.19
635.0 11.01 935.90
665.0 10.66 971.33
695.0 10.33 985.49
725.0 10.02 956.06
745.0 9.82 958.46
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TABLE A 35
INTERNAL FRICTION OF AN Fe-18.6$ Cr ALLOT IN THE EARTHS MAGNETIC FIELD
Temp °q
19.0
55.0
85.0
105.0
135.0
155.0
185.0 
205.0
235.0
255.0
285.0
315.0
345.0
355.0
385.0 
405 
425 
445 
465 
495 
525 
545 
555 
595 
635 
665 
695 
725 
745
VTemp °K
34.25
30.49
27.93 
26.46
24.51 
23.36 
21.83
20.92 
19.69
18.94
17.92
17.01 
16.18
15.92 
12.20 
14.75
14.33
13.93 
13.55
13.02 
12.53 
12.22 
12.08
11.52 
11.01 
10.66
10.33
10.02 
9.82
Log Dec x 10
76.23
73.09
67.23 
63.19
57.62 
56.41 
52.00 
50.99 
47.87 
46.02 
42.72
40.05 
39.82 
36.70
36.09 
37.00 
37.18 
37.57
38.63 
43.90
88.05 
118.11 
124.03
246.92
232.07
247.07
283.92 
303.97 
324.06
FIG, 34
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TABLE A 36
INTERNAL FRICTION OF AN Fe-18.6$ Cr ALLOT ¥ITH 
AN APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD OF 100 OERSTED FIG. 34
f - n . - n i . M  - . . . I - .
Temp °c
1/
Temp °K 4Log Dec x 10
25.0 33*56 7.02
35.0 32.47 7.14
75.0 28.74 7.29
-95.0 27.17j 7.43
125.0 25.13 7.56
145.0 23.92 7.72
175.0 22.32 7.86
195.0 21.37 8.09
225*0 20.08 8.13
245.0 19.31 8 o 26
275.0 18.25 8.39
305.0 17.30 8.52
335.0 16.45 8.61
365.0 15.67 8.87
385.0 15.20 9.16
425.0 14.33 11.27
445 13.93 13.01
485 13.19 15.25
S35 12.08 123.17
J75 11.79 185.81
595 11.52 241.67
615 11.26 237.75
635 11.01 * 226.12
i|5 . : 10.78 243.00
,675 . 10.55 256.53
695 10.33 281.62
715 10.12 295.95
725 10.02 303.17
6: ^  ■ 
745 9.82 323.52
TABLE A 37
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INTERNAL FRICTION OF Fe-25^ Mi ALLOT IN EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD FIG. 35
Temp °C V !Temp °K | Log Dec x 10^
23.0 33.78 6.29
57.0 30.30 9.07
75.0 28.74 12.44
.95.0 „ 27.17 16.99
105.0 26.46 20.20
115.0 25.77 20.39
125.0 25.13 21.47
136.0 24.45 19.60
145.0 23.92 17.66
155.0 23.36 14.79
165.0 22.83 13.28
175.0 22.32 12.69
185.0 21.83 11.27
195.0 21.36 12.56
205.0 20.92 12.94
215.0 20.49 14.97
227.0 20.00 15.96
235.0 19.69 17.33
245.0 19.31 1 8 . 9 4
255.0 18.94 21.80
265.0 18.59 2 5 . 8 0
275.0 18.25 2 8 . 1 2
285.0 17.92 32.34
295.0 17.61 35.55
305.0 17.30 42.47
315.0 17.00 49.37
325.0 16.72 56.91
335.0 16.43 68.35
345.0 16,18 85.50
355.0 15.92 9 3 . 0 4
365.0 15.67
.. > '■ . .. .
1 1 0 . 3 3 "
wmm l 33
MICTION ©F F®-25# Vi AU.fi* WIT3 APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD OF 100 OERSTED FIG, 35
T<s®p®c /T*®P ®j£ Log D®e x I©4 |
29*0 33.11 1.87 1
41.0 31.84 3.24
50.0 30.94 8.2!
60.0 30.63 9.94
70.0 29.15 11.13
@0.0 28.33 13.69
90.0 27.53 16.22
100. 0 26. SI 17.92
110.0 26.10 20.30
120.0 25.43 20.72
130.0 24.81 20.79
140.0 24.21 18.35
149.0 23.70 15.68
160.0 23.09 14.05
170.0 22.57 13.30
180.0 22.08 12.10
190.0 21.60 11.14
200.0 21.14 12.39
210.0 20.70 13.98
221.0 20.24 14.65
231.0 19.84 16.88
240.0 19.4? 18.44
250.0 19.12 19.25
260.0 18.76 22.19
271.0 18.28 26.38
280.0 18.09 29.31
290.0 17.76 33.25
3@0.0 17.4$ 1 39.30
310.0 17.15 44.37
320.0 16.86 50.96
330.0 16.58 61.63
340.0 16.31 104.83
350.0 16.0$ 85.87
! 360.0 15.79 99.87
I 370.© 15.53
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T«mp®C
v
T«ap «K Log Xtee x 10*
X9e5 34.19 0.67
63.75 29.69 1.03
101.75 26.68 2.04
132 o 5. 24.66 1.58
163.5 22.91 '1.36
183.0 21.93 1.34
203.75 20.98 1.36
233.0 19.76 1.35
253.5 18.99 1.76
284.0 17.95 1.99
321.0 16.84 2.33
352.0 16o00 2.49
395.0 14.97 3.20
441.5 13.99 3.90
498.5 12.96 6068
512.0 12.74 8.57
539.0 12.32 14.70
562.5 11.97 22.60
575 .5 11.79 30.81
592.0 11.56 42.94
603.0 11.42 52.48
631.5 11.06 ' : 108.32
656.0 10.76 174.26
666.0 10.65 197.12
697.0 10.31 304.00
707.0 10.20 315.50
730.0 9.97 344.65
741.5 9.86 376.13
757.0 9.71 352.86
767.5 9.61 338.27
788.5 9.42 331.14
799.0 9.32 345.68
820.5 9.14 387.32
830.5 9.06 393,38
856.0 8.86 466.40
XHfERNAL PRICTION OP F«~290 Ii«20* Cr ALLOY ¥178 
APPLIED MAGNETIC PXBLD CP 100 OERSTED PIG. 36
T«np ®C
1/
T«mp ®I Log Doe x 10*
28.5 33*17 0.65
53.0 30.67 1.39
87 3 27.74 1.64
117.75 25.59 1.39
138.0 24.33 1.18
168 o 5 22.65 2.09
208 o 5 20.77 1.71
227o 5 19.98 136
257 o 5 18.85 1.80
289oO 17.79 2.05
318.0 16.92 2.62
356 oO 15.90 2.69
398 oO 14.90 3 ■» 69
446o5 13.90 3.41
495«5 13.01 6.99
507oO 12.82 8.13
5203 12.60
5313 12.43 12.75
555.0 12.08 21.66
5683 11.88 26.46
597 o 5 11.49 45.10
624.0 11.13 93.80
652«f 10.81 166.75
671.0 1039 215.21
6833 10.45 25436
702.0 10.26 305.36
713.0 10.14 326.12
725.0 10.01 342.05
748.0 ■9.79 391.46
773.0 9 3 6 338.27
7923 9.39 342.47
813.0 9.21 370.44
826.0 9.10 374.68
836o5 9.01 391.06
850.0 8.90 407.85
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VARIATION OF CONSTITUENT PEAK TEMPERATURE IN THE GRAIN BOUNDARY 
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TABLE A59 FIG 49
VARIATION OF CONSTITUENT PEAK TEMPERATURE IN THE GRAIN BOUNDARY 
SPECTRUM OF AN Fe-25% Ni-20% Cr ALLOY WITH FREQUENCY
Frequency 
c /s
Ln Frequency
104/Tp °K
Ni PesUc Cr Peak Fe Peak
2.433 0.889 9.355 10.117 10.875
2.166 0.773 9.385 10.143 10.907
1.660 0.507 9.455 10.199 10.950
1.366 0.312 9.492 10.253 11.015
1.141 0.132 9.576 10.327 11.050
0.850 0.163 9.638 10.411 11.120
0.625 0.470 9.750 10.487 11.188
0.480 0.734 9.798 10.594 11.265
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TABLE A 80
EXTENSION WITH TIME OP Fe-25# Ni-20% Cr ALLOT UNDER A LOAD 
OF lOjOOO lbs/sq ins at 750°C j,j(j06g
Time (Hrs) Extension (Thous ins)
0 0
0.5 49.9
1.0 95.2
1.5 116.7
2.0 163.0
2.5 199.8
3.0 241.5
3.5 279.4
4.0 320.0
4.5 367.3
5.0 439.1
5.5 507.6
6.0 574.2
TABLE A 81
EXTENSION WITH TIME OP A STABILISED Pe-25$ Ni-20^ Cr-Nb ALLOT 
UNDER A LOAD OP 10,000 lbs/sq ins at 750°C PIG.67
i Time (Hrs) Extension (Thous ins) ! Time (Hrs) Extension (Thous ins)
0 0 30 225.6
0.5 3.2 31 222.1
le0 14.0 32 221.7
1.5 20.5 33 222.3
2o0 65.2 34 222.0
j 2.5 91.4 36 223.6
3.0 127.7 44 216.9
3.5 172.3 45 223.5
4.0 200.1 47 222.7
4.5 204.9 49 222.9
5.0 207.5 51 222.8
5.5 213.6 53 223.0
6.0 211.7 55 223.0
6.5 214.0 57 223.1
7.0 215.3 66 221.5
7.5 217.5 68 223.9
8.0 218.2 70 223.6
8.5 224.0 72 223.0
9.0 217.6 74 228.1
9.5 219.8 76 227.2
10.0 220.9 78 225.7
10.5 221.5 88.5 221.0
11.0 223.1 90 226.8
j 11 219.7 92 223.7
12.0 222.5 94 223.9
12.5 222.7 96 224.1
23.0 216.1 98 223.0
23.5 224.7 100 225.2
24.0 222.0 109.5 219.3
25.0 222.0 111 224.7
26.0 222.1 113 224.0
27.0 222.1 114 224.2
28.0 222.3
29.0 
]-------- ---
222.2
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